THE CHURCH IS:

"DEAD!"

"LONG LIVE THE CHURCH!"

The Church

Publication #603. May 3 1985. "1846 BROADSIDE."
BECAUSE:
Before we ran off this Paper = we ran off. 3 or 4 more. No, if you are on the "Regular" or the "SPECIAL LIST"= you did not Miss anything. You might have even received 2 of the other Papers. As you might = of this one. You might and you might not. It is Hard for us to Decide. We are sending a:"ONE TIME MAILING"=to another List = which you should receive also = if the MASTER(PAPER)= will hold out to print enough. And then we have 2 more Mailing Lists = and we are just about OUT. = of any EXTRA PAPERS. Excepting a FEW (100 or 200)=that we will put into "PACKET #4"= all the Papers for 1985=put together.. JANUARY - 1986. Which is not very many. We have been putting out more TAPES = as TAPES seem to becoming more Imp- ortant. If you or your Preacher = reads things in a HALF-DEAD MONOTONE = or like a CATHOLIC or a. MUPUAM- AN or a JEW = might RACE THROUGH his "PRAYERS" just to get it over with = you might utterly FAIL to see the IM- PORTANCE of a special TESTIMONY. THAT=IS=WHY the "LAST WORK" has to be given by "MESSENGERS" that the CHURCH- LEADERS "HATE!!" = with PERFECT "HATRED!!" Because the Lord has arranged TAPES that are INEXPENSIVE = can go into the Poorest Home - THAT BIG SLIGO OR LLU CENTER = NOT NEEDED! SO THEY ARE FURIOUS! at "TAPES!" NO=CATHEDRAL NEEDED! NO SAVAGE POLISHED "HIRE- LING" NEEDED! So they are getting MADDER at "TAPES"=all the Time. AND WITH A TAPE = the QUICK Sermon, where you might Wonder what he actually SAID = and he HOPES you will FORGET about it = with a TAPE = you can go OVER it = AWAY from the EXCITEMENT and CHARISMA of a MOB=MEETING = and you can CALMLY and OBJECTIVELY = STUDY just what DID HE SAY? WITHOUT the "100,000 oo ORGAB"or the CHORUS(PAR- DON ME! I meant:) CHOIR-GIRLS! To give you the ILLUSION that you are at the very Gates of HEAVEN!. We can do with- out all that with a $3.00 Tape. And some of these "20- Year Preachers"= HATE that like POISON! Because without all the carefully prepared BACK-DROP and the AWE of a HU- GE CROWD - it sort of UNDRESSES the PREACHER: LIKE THE BIG WHEELS in the NIXON ADMINISTRATION = take away the HONOR of the OFFICE - and they looked like ordinary STREET BUNS! Thank God the Last Message WILL NOT be given by any: MASS- MEDIA! Show me ONE REFERENCE where the Last Message will go forth except ="HOUSE to HOUSE...men from the PLOW... little COMPANIES..."T9:141,170,172.[See back Cover.] -1-
Now that we have the New 1846 BROADSIDE set up in larger type by GOLDIE POPIELAK as a Memorial to her Mother = (9557 Marysville Rd., OSTRANDER, OHIO. 43061.) = going over this BROADSIDE again and again, one Day = as it usually happens also with INVENTIONS = a sudden Revelation that sometimes almost leaves me Gasping = only Details to fit into place =

I took FORD=BRUCE=BABYLON TYPE of "...in-depth Task-Force open Forum = Glacier View = "APOTHELSMATIC PRINCIPLE"= "SOUND EXEGETICAL INTERPRETATIONS or GRAMMATICO-HISTORICAL HERESY EXPOSITION" = or "STALE - FLAT - UNPROFITABLE POLEMICS"= "RELICS HAMSTRUNG" = by CONTEMPORARY or TRADITIONAL CONTEXTUAL HERMENEUTICAL LEXICAL SYSTEMATICAL IS A PROLIFIC CAUSE OF DIFFICULTY IN INFANTILE FORM" = with apologies to: "ADVENTIST CURRENTS"=Oct.1983.

I took all that and Chucked it out the Window together with all the Anti-Spirit of Prophecy Fossils that FORD and CURRENTS went by = forget all that BABYLONISH LINGO and ABACADABARAING with or without GLOSSOLALIA. And just went by COMMON-SENSE. "...and they that worship Him must worship Him in Spirit and in Truth." John 4:24. "...for the Father seeketh such to worship Him." 4:23. "...to finish HIS WORK." John 4:34.

I WILL NEVER BELIEVE = that resorting to Popular Baal-Priests and Hell-believers will EVER bring us to either His "SPIRIT" or His "TRUTH." "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY"=1844 = "LIGHT is come into the World, but men loved DARKNESS rather than LIGHT, because their DEEDS were EVIL." John 3:19. "And ye shall KNOW the TRUTH and the TRUTH shall make you FREE." John 8:32. "Even the SPIRIT OF TRUTH; whom the WORLD cannot receive." 14:17.

THE FIRST THING URIAH SMITH DID = Rest = was to resort to the SPURGEONS = the BILLY GRAHAMS = and other HELL-PRIESTS of BABYLON BABYLONIA. More and More of our Better Writers like DAVID LIN and VANCE FERRELL in RUE'S 'LAYWORKER' =realize the BASKET FULL of ROTTEN EGGS we have INHERITED by GROVELING at the FEET of the BAAL-PRIESTS. We break with TRADITION as we STUDY

"TO THE LITTLE REMNANT SCATTERED ABROAD."=the 1846 BROADSIDE of which only 250 were printed in April 6,1846. Only INDIVIDUALS and small Study Groups here and there believe this JEWEL of early REVELATIONS... -2-
I AM GOING TO TRY = something I have never attempted before. Look at a BOOKLET PUBLICATION like the "10 VIRGIN PARABLE" = in preparing that you have to one-half of a MASTER for one Page. You skip every second HALF of every second MASTER until you come to the Middle = then you pick up the other HALF of the MASTER = you BACK-TRACK to the End. I CANNOT DO THAT HERE = the BROADSIDE = and then EXPLAIN it on the rest of that Page and the next Page. THAT MEANS I must PRE-ARRANGE the PAGING in a way I have never attempted before. So I have to pre-judge the number of Pages also.

WELL = PERHAPS I AM MISTAKEN = perhaps it will not be that much different after all.

You will need the NEW 1846 BROADSIDE to go along with this EXPLANATION = so we can really see how the Adventist Church from Start to Finish has NEVER understood that BROADSIDE THEIR RELIGION IS NOT = the Religion of "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" and they have NO RIGHT to the Term. THE ONLY WAY we can determine this FOR SURE is to take it STEP by STEP:

We start from the Beginning. COLUMN 1 = "As God has shown me..." The "TRAVELS" of the "ADVENT PEOPLE." WHO IS THAT? Is that "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS?" There was not a single "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" alive on Planet Earth when this was Written. Neither was it Written by ELLEN WHITE = but by ELLEN G. HARMON.

SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS were first ORGANIZED by that NAME in 1860. BC 10:1179. So who then were: "THE ADVENT PEOPLE?" We will leave that and come to it further along. It was those of the WM. MILLER GROUP who believed in the "ADVENT" soon to come = hence they were "THE ADVENT PEOPLE." [NOT "Seventh-day Adventists" per se.]

IF YOU ARE NOT WILLING TO START = like this = you are not willing to END as it is.

If we are going to shrug our shoulders and say: "WHAT IS IMPORTANT ABOUT THAT?" = if you want to go thru life = CARELESS = INDIFFERENT = SLOVENLY = RECKLESS = SELF-RIGHT-EOUS = like the JEWS of Old = everything GOOD they take to themselves = everything BAD must belong to some one else.

And so with that DEFIANT "SPIRIT" = they will KILL the very Son of God Himself. TM 76-80.

TO GET RID OF TRADITION = we must stay STRICTLY with the TRUTH = and NOTHING ELSE! We Repeat = "THE ADVENT PEOPLE!!" here spoken of = are NOT = "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS." Let's take it a Step at a Time as we will soon enough come to WHO=THESE=ARE = And one thing they are NOT = they are NOT "LADIES & GEANS!!" We will soon come to the Difference...
ARTHUR WHITE = edited a Book = "ELLEN G. WHITE = MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT" = 128 pages = 1956. A PHOTOSTATIC COPY is reproduced = page 29. We had to read it with a MINER'S GLASS = we knew this was a TREASURE. It was the FIRST THING printed on this Press. THE WHITE ESTATE eventually blew it up and sold them for $1.00 each. STILL NOT CLEAR ENOUGH = but clear enough for anyone really interested to TYPE IT OUT THEMSELVES....

GOLDIE POPIELAK = as many others = wanted it in CLEARER Type. I said this to FRITZ ALSETH = 1976 = he set it up with DOROTHY GRAHAM of "INSPIRATION BOOKS." Then Fritz printed it in "CROSS-ROADS" = we hope this one is still BETTER TYPE and were able to get it on 8½ x 14 Paper = so it can be XEROXED by anyone anywhere. THE FIRST THING this BROADSIDE tells us = it is to a "LITTLE" Flock and this "LITTLE" Flock is so LITTLE and so far BETWEEN that they are "SCATTERED." GOLD is where you find it. NO ORGANIZED GROUP of the 80 "ADVENT GROUPS" = not one of them believes this BROADSIDE fully = only in PARTS. THE FULL TEXT is OUR RELIGION = believed fully only by one here and one there. FEW and FAR BETWEEN = even tho' perhaps 200,000 have been Printed since 1976. The "NEW THEOLOGY" wants NO PART of the 1846 BROADSIDE. There is NO EXCUSE for anyone NOT to distribute it = as it has NO NAME on it. I put a small Bundle in the LAUNDRY = the Adventist Preacher came in = (he did not know me) = to leave some of his Literature = he PAUSED = he LOOKED at this = he glanced around if anyone would see him = and scooped them all up. I suppose he handed them out. THAT IS WHY = we have NO NAME on them. I DOUBT how much GOOD they will do = without this EXPLANATION. Certainly the Seventh-day Adventist Minister will not accept it = if he accepts it= he can no longer be a Seventh-day Adventist Minister. And that is Final....

THIS IS NOT the Seventh-day Adventist Religion = it is only the Religion of ELLEN G. HARMON=WHITE. It is the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE in a Nut-Shell. ALL THAT FOLLOWED was but a more fuller Development of the same Theme. As we will show as we go along.

WE DO NOT INTEND = to do much more than go quickly over Column ONE and TWO. We want to really get into it when we come to the last End.

IT IS TO the "LITTLE FLOCK" = it is about "THE ADVENT PEOPLE" and their "TRAVELS" on a "PATH." The "PATH" is the Key to it all. Shall we be on it or shall we "FALL OFF?"
THE PATH
We start to "TRAVEL" on a "PATH" and the entire 1846 BROADSIDE is taken up with this "PATH." Which is denied by a THOUSAND SUBTERFUGES by the Seventh-day Adventist Ministry. A TRADITION is HOREY with AGE has been passed off on this people that we are NOT to mention "NAMES" and NOT to use the Terms that CHRIST=JOHN the BAPTIST=and all the Disciples and Prophets of God employed to describe this situation = how they would love it if we "SPARED" them. But the Last Message is to show them "ALL!" their ABOMINATIONS and "SPARE THEM NOT!!" (That is = if we want to be SEALED. The SEALING ANGEL looks for "CRYING ALOUD" and "SPARING NOT!!") T3:267. Ezekiel 9:4.

AS SOON AS WE HEAR = of some dumb Minister by the Name of "LEE" (not "HOWARD" but the Son) who PIOUSLY (Tongue-in-Cheek) affirmed that we should "Go into thy Closet" and "Shut to the Door" and "CRY ALOUD" in "SECRET" = (or up our Sleeve) and "Thus ye shall receive the SEAL of GOD!" As soon as we hear a DUMB Statement like that = (real "SCHOLASTIC" Achievement!) = we hold in SUSPECT everything else he ever says. If this is all he learned in the Adventist College = then we do Believe: "They may have the "NAME" of having a "COLLEGiate EDUCATION," but in reality they are only educated "DUNCES." FCE 44.

EDUCATED DUNCE = Notion in order to meet BALLINGER halfway = that Christ DID GO into the "MOST HOLY PLACE" at His "Ascension" AD 31 = before the THRONE = but then He went OUT again = to start His Ministry in the FIRST APARTMENT! This was not even ORIGINAL with him = but he obtained it "SECOND=HAND" from ANDROSS. And is being ECHOED by NINNIES all through the Land. NOT KNOWING that this, then = throws open the ASSUMPTIONS of BRINSMEAD=PARR=FORD=EVA=HAMMILL=WRIGHT=and by this Time almost ALL the Adventist Ministry to do 2 Things: (1) CASUALLY put "GOD" and "CHRIST" = in and out of "HOLY PLACES." IRRESPONSIBLE WAFFLING with FACTS = (2) Not knowing it but also TYING. "GOD" down in the Most Holy Place for all Eternity. BEFORE WE ARE DONE WITH THIS PAPER you will see how RIDICULOUS is that sheer ASSUMPTION = even tho" it seems to be PART and PARCEL of most ALL the Adventist Ministry. Especially in the Light of Column 4 of this BROADSIDE = also see EW 55,251.

ENEMIES
"The ENEMIES of the "Present Truth" have been trying to OPEN=THE=DOOR of the Holy Place, that Jesus has SHUT, and to CLOSE the DOOR of the Most Holy Place,... -5-
which He OPENED in 1844." EW 43. No Wonder they cannot get to First Base on the SANCTUARY QUESTION and the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" QUESTION. And neither will we, if we go along with their WAFFLING...

AN OVERVIEW = DEVELOPMENT = it is "STEPS" to Christ. [From Bro. Davis]="...we have this OPEN DOOR to behold. NO POWER can HIDE FROM US the "LIGHT" of the Glory which shines from the threshold of Heaven along the whole length of the LADDER we are to CLIMB..." BC 7:961. "Christ says of the OVERCOMER; "I will not blot out his name out of the Book of Life...ANGELS of God are weighing MORAL WORTH. They are WATCHING the "DEVELOPMENT of CHARACTER" in those now living, to see if their Names can be retained in the Book of Life. A PROBATION is granted us in which to wash our Robes of CHARACTER and make them WHITE in the BLOOD of the Lamb. Who is doing this "WORK?" (No "WORKS/Faith Alone") BC 7:960.

"I AM SAVED!" = SATAN lieth in wait to DECEIVE and PUFF UP the human agent to HIGH THOUGHTS of HIMSELF. "Beware lest any man SPOIL you through PHILOSOPHY and VAIN DECEIT, after the TRADITIONS of men...PRAISE, FLATTERY...leading precious souls into FALSE PATHS...They become INTOXICATED with the idea...FLATTERY...No one is authorized to deal out to the soul this DELUSIVE INTOXICANT of Satan. Rather he is to be pointed to the FIRST ROUNDS of the LADDER, and his stumbling feet are to be placed on the LOWEST ROUND of the Ladder of Progress. PETER SAYS, "ADD to your "FAITH" = VIRTUE-KNOWLEDGE...Let the erring one be ENCOURAGED to CLIMB STEP by STEP, ROUND after ROUND. The "EFFORT" may be painful to him, but it will be by far the BEST LESSON he has ever learned...let NO ONE attempt to BEGIN at the TOP of the LADDER. Let everyone START at the LOWEST ROUND, and mount Step by Step...THIS IS THE ONLY WAY to advance Heavenward..." FCE 304-5. T6:147. T5:213,500.

YOU SAY = we are not holding to the 1846 BROADSIDE? You say you do not 'UNDERSTAND' this? I think you UNDERSTAND only too well! But you want to CLIMB = some other Way...or by BRINSMEAD=PAXTON and: "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION!"=listed and catalogued as a "COUNTERFEIT" in the "COUNTERFEIT" CHAPTER of GC 464,471-3. "...thru "FAITH ALONE!"..."NO FURTHER EFFORT!"...(Heard that one lately?) "...this ENSNARING DOCTRINE...It is not "FAITH"...it is PRECISION!" GC 472. SC 60-1. DA 309.

THE TROUBLE IS NOT 'UNDERSTANDING!'= the Trouble is
Also called: "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" = in the "SHAKING CHAPTER:" RH A1:32 or much the SAME THING = T1:179 with the FOOT-NOTES both "MISSING" in EW 269 = they did not want us to know there is a DIFFERENCE between: "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" = and the: "LAODICEANS." That is the FIRST THING we have to LEARN = they are NOT = THE = SAME. This is particularly HARD for those '20-Year Preachers!' to accept = after going by LAODICEAN "TRADITION" that makes the Word of God of NO EFFECT. This He said to His Disciples: "FIRST OF ALL" NOT ONE of the establishment Priests were able to accept it. Luke 12:1. Matt. 16:6,11-2. DA 408.

AS WE GO = the length of the Travels of the "ADVENT PEOPLE" on this "PATH" cast High above the Earth = as we Read this 1846 BROADSIDE from Start to Finish and realize ALL = THE = TESTIMONIES = THAT = FOLLOWED are based on this BROADSIDE. This was NOT = "MY FIRST VISION" as ARTHUR WHITE called it in his Book = EGW=MR 29.

"MY FIRST VISION" = 1380. T1:58-61. EW 13-31. Did you ever Count the "50 TEXTS OF SCRIPTURE" this "FIRST VISION" was based on? As shown in EW 23 to 31. Did you ever Count them? Are they all there? Did you find the: "PHILADELPHIA CHURCH" = (NOT a "CONDITION" but "CHURCH"!) = Somehow that Testimony survived the R&H Chopping Block in your GC 430. 1884 GC 268-9. It is also part of the '50 GOLDEN TEXTS' = EW 15,30,31.

PHILADELPHIA = one "30-Year COLPORTEUR" cried out: "THAT PROVES IT!" = when he saw that in "WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" = p.14 (Footnotes.) = which they kept from us for 25 Years. See it also in the Texts given p.15. FORREST SMITH was unable to find the other 200 References that show this = not just in 1844 but find it RIGHT = TO THE END! In Book after Book after Book. "THEN the SAINTS are UNITED!" 1846 BROADSIDE Column 4. Where else in all the Bible can you find: "... the SYNAGOGUE of SATAN worshiped at our Feet." 1846 BROADSIDE Column 4. EW 15,30. WTF 15. "God shew me that THIS CLASS were professed "ADVENTISTS", who had fallen away... And in the "Hour of Temptation" they will "KNOW" that they are forever Lost; and overwhelmed with anguish of spirit, they will BOW at the Sain'ts feet." WTF 12. (This they refused to Print for 25 Years.) And still would not have Printed it but were FORCED to do so as a "REFORM" Group were, and were stealing a March on them. So they printed it and put in that LYING "FOREWORD." Nice people. So faithful, so True... for the first Time in your Life = what do you find under..... -7-
PHILADELPHIA

(1) We offered $1,000.00 to anyone that could PROVE the BRINSMEAD=PAAR and 1,000 other Preachers in an out of the Church who go by BALLANGER = that Sr. White had a Vision of a "SHUT DOOR" and then had to have another "VISION" to correct the First. They even have the Nerve to claim this is in WTF...why don't you do as we have often done = TURN to the VERY QUOTATION they refer to = and see if you can find what they "FIND." NO MINISTER HAS EVER EXPLAINED WTF 28 and the 4 "SHUT DOORS" and the 5 "OPEN DOORS" = see the Top of that Page and FOREVER know the Truth of "SHUT" and "OPEN" DOORS. WTF 28. SM:63. See also EW 45,251. GC 431,483. Find one missing "SHUT DOOR" = T9:97. Another COL 406. Matt.25:10.

(2) This "SHUT DOOR" to the First APARTMENT in 1844 and the "OPEN DOOR" at the same Time is found in the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 268 and the FOOTNOTE REFERENCE p.369 = "...to the CHURCH at this very Time!" is Rev.3:7,8. Find the SAME in your GC 430. PHILADELPHIA...that was BORNE = not BURIED! In 1844. That is Rev.3:7,8.

(3) STILL UNDER "PHILADELPHIA" = the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" Bow at their Feet. And the 1846 BROADSIDE - LAST SENTENCE = tells us this is in the "VOICE OF GOD HOUR!" Now do what you SELDOM if EVER DO = (nor does your Minister) = LOOK in the INDEX. If people would do that when some FALSE PROPHET comes around - they could often settle these matters sometimes in MINUTES! Under "PHILADELPHIA" you will find only 2 References. GC 430. AA 585. In the Old Index you will find T8:303. How SICK can they get? Now we try "PHILA-
DELPHIA" under REV.3:7-13 and we find a few more. ENOUGH to PROVE that PHILADELPHIA is the LAST CHURCH.

(4) We covered the "OPEN and SHUT DOOR" = 1884 GC 268... We covered the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" bow at the Saint's feet in the Very End = in the "VOICE OF GOD HOUR." The "LAODICEANS" point to TM 15 as being the "ONE OBJECT" of God's "SUPREME REGARD" = but that is not them. They are found on the next Page = NEVER read by any Seventh-Day Adventist Minister. "The SYNAGOGUE of Satan" = also called: "CHURCH." TM 16. We find them in different References. MB 94-5. (139-141.) TWO CLASSES = represented by CAIN and ABEL. SOP 1:57,60,63-5,66,243. PP 79,72. PK 605-6. LP 74. T2:40. T5:81,209-211. LP 229,312. SM 2:114,141,153. FCE 477-482. COL 260,266,283,406. TM 362-5,234-5. Series A: 60,312. BRISBAN 24,29,70. RH A1:344. A2:144. A4:548. A5:431. A4:148,152,192. Also "WISE" and "FOOLISH."

(5) STILL UNDER "PHILADELPHIA" we have Rev.3:10. "I will keep thee from the HOUR OF TEMPTATION", which shall come upon ALL=THE=WORLD."
NOW WHAT IS THE GOOD OF KNOWING ABOUT THE "HOUR OF TEMPTATION!" unless we know WHAT it is and WHEN it is? NO MORE DEFINITE PROMISE to keep. "PHILADELPHIA" (Rev. 3:10) in the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION!" could be found than AA 588. And the Text is given = Rev. 3:8, 10, 2, 11. "I ALSO WILL KEEP THEE!" So WHAT/WHEN IS IT? EVEN AT THE DOORS! "MANY will be confronted by the "SPIRITS OF DEVILS"...will work MIRACLES to sustain their pretensions...JUST BEFORE US is the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION..." GC 560. "He would sooner send EVERY ANGEL out of Heaven to PROTECT "HIS PEOPLE"; than...leave one soul that trusts in Him to be overcome by Satan..." 1884 GC 377. (LEFT OUT of SR 398, WHY?), PHILADELPHIA: SEALED and PROTECTED! RH A3:44. TM 446. T5:297, 475, 752. (6) HE COMES TO THIS CHURCH = Rev. 3:11. They are the 144,000. EW 15, 30, 34. WTF 14. Rev. 14:1. (7) "...and I will write upon him the NAME of my GOD...and the NAME of the CITY of my God, which is NEW JERUSALEM...and I will write upon him MY NEW NAME." Rev. 3:12. REMEMBER THE BROADSIDE It is the Travelling of the "ADVENT PEOPLE" = from the "MIDNIGHT CRY" = "TO THE CITY." "...the SAINTS are SEALED with the SEAL of the LIVING GOD...THE INDELIBLE MARK of God is upon them...THEIR DESTINATION is inscribed:"GOD, NEW JERUSALEM."...(READ ON! to see if this is the PREACHER that is PREACHING = "NO EFFORT!" = "NO WORKS!") TM 446-7. (We have a List right there of Cross-References = 37 = !!!!)

NO=WE ARE NOT SHORT OF REFERENCES = we are Short of SPACE.

you the most Important. Some Books - like MH show PHILADELPHIA in the LAST PAGES as the "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!". MH 516. SG 2:299-300. And PHILADELPHIA IS: "THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" That is the FIRST THING we learn in this 1846 "BROADSIDE." Column 1 = "THE LIVING SAINTS, 144,000 in NUMBER, knew and understood the VOICE..."

PREMISE (1)= they are "LIVING" Saints. How a whole DENOMINATION can turn that around to include some from the GRAVES - I cannot Fathom. They "LOVE" to be DECEIVED.

PREMISE (2)= they are 144,000 "IN NUMBER" = how they can Swallow the LIE that they are NOT 144,000 "IN NUMBER". I cannot understand = if they have a Grain of HONESTY LEFT = why do they not "LEAVE" the Company that believes different than they do? That is what JUDAS did = stayed right there until FORCED to show his Colors...as these ALSO will do in the "CRISIS" Hour. Then for the FIRST TIME = "MULTITUDES" of Adventists will have the SHEEP'S SKIN PULLED OFF! And that is in COL 412. RH A3:292. "TOO LATE!"=for Salvation. TM 235-6. T1:417. -9-
PREMISE (3) they are 144,000 = they are "LIVING" and they are "LIVING" in the "VOICE OF GOD HOUR." We find all that in that BROADSIDE = Column (1) = then we go on and find: "By this Time the 144,000 were all SEAL-ED and perfectly UNITED. On their Foreheads was WRITTEN, "GOD-NEW JERUSALEM..."

PREMISE (4) Why worry about any other "UNITY?" With the bought MINISTRY screaming their Head off for "UNITY!! as more Important than TRUTH = it is AXIOMATICALLY SELF-EVIDENT that the WISE VIRGINS and ADVENT PEOPLE or PEOPLE OF GOD = do not in the slightest WORRY about some DECADENT = DEADLY = FOSSILIZED = CHURCH "MEMBERSHIP."

PREMISE (5) WHEN THE SPIRIT IS Poured OUT = "NOW the Rays of LIGHT PENETRATE EVERYWHERE...and the HONEST Children of God SEVER THE BANDS which have held them. FAMILY CONNECTIONS = CHURCH RELATIONS = are POWERLESS to stay them now. TRUTH is more precious that all besides..." GC 612. 1884 GC 430.

PREMISE (6) The next Thought here expressed is another LAODICEAN=SHEPHERD'S ROD=A WAKENING TRADITION bites the Dust and comes down like the Idol DAGAN = when the "SPIRIT" is poured out = "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES" that no TUCKER can "NUMBER"=will come and Bow Low before 144,000 Laodicean Feet. IS THAT SO = ?? "At our Happy, Holy State the WICKED were ENRAGED, and would rush VIOLENTLY up to lay hands on us to thrust us into PRISON, when we would stretch forth the Hand in the Name of the Lord (not YAHWEH!)=and the Wicked would fall HELPLESS to the Ground...THEN=IT=WAS that the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" knew that God had loved us...and they Worshipped at our Feet..." 1846 BROADSIDE. Column (1)=Rev.3:9. (Did any 1984-5 "REVELATION" CLASS find that? And connect it to TM 16 = ??? Was there NO ONE in the Class to Point this out lest they "LOSE FRIENDS?"

We do not think such "FRIENDS" are worth keeping. RATHER BE ALONE WITH GOD... "We must learn to stand ALONE and depend wholly upon God. The SOONER we learn this the BETTER." EW 105,120. Well now, we ARE learning something = aren't we? Not have to live in TERROR of that "ORGANIZATION" lest we be LOST...in Fact = if we do not "SEPARATE" in the MID-NIGHT HOUR = we WILL be Lost for Sure... (Don't tell me you don't "UNDERSTAND" this: ) "A Companion of FOOLS shall be Destroyed...Destroyed for want of JUDGMENT." Prov. 13:20,23. Hosea 4:6. "The Angel is to place a MARK upon the Foreheads of all who ARE "SEPARATED" from Sin and Sinners, and the destroying Angel will follow to SLAY UTTERLY both Old and Young." T5:505.
A MONOMANIAC is one who chooses ONE SUBJECT such as "INNOCULATION" and bends EVERYTHING to fit his favorite theme. He becomes INSANE on the Subject. FANATIC and PARANOID.

THE ADVENTIST MINISTER is that way with his "CHURCH" as your only Hope of Salvation. It becomes your "SAVIOR" and becomes an "IDOL" to be Worshipped. Really do not know how the Saints will ever make it when they will be at the Last: "...perhaps SEPARATELY and ALONE!" T5:463. (Why that is the "UN-PARDONABLE SIN!" unless that "PRIEST" says "MASS" for you, you will never make it! Thus, the Adventists are as TERRORIZED as is the Catholic.) Brain-Washed. What will they do when: "The Time is Coming when we shall be SEPARATED and SCATTERED, and each ONE of us will have to stand without the privilege of COMMUNION with those of LIKE PRECIOUS FAITH..." CWE 42. RH Al:379.

MONOMANIACS = then again they may hammer ONE THEME HOME such as by "FAITH ALONE!!! Found in the COUNTERFEIT CHAPTER = GC 471-2. "This ENSNARING Doctrine of FAITH without WORKS. It is NOT "FAITH"...it is PRESCRIPTION!" GC 472. SC 60-1. DA 309. PP 73. T4:58. LP 108.

"A MOVEMENT SHALL COME." = GC 464. 1884 GC 296. The MONOMANIACS all line up = NO! NEVER! We will Fight to the Death to prevent it! No "MOVEMENT" GC 464. No "PROCESSION" outside the Church = No, NEVER! COL 406. No "PEOPLE of GOD!!!" T1:179.

A.F. BALLenger = was the Kind of a "MONOMANIAC" = his PET PEEVE was Sr. White had a "VISION" of a "SHUT DOOR" in 1844 = and then she had to have ANOTHER "VISION" to correct the FIRST! More people have probably lost their way on account of that FAIRY-TALE than any other ONE REASON...BECAUSE WILLIE WHITE and ARTHUR WHITE were never able to answer that Question. (Not !"HOLY PLACE!" and "MOST HOLY PLACE." The MINISTRY were largely STYMIED and could not Reply. Until ANDREASON DID. But they seem to have SLUMPED BACK into the Old Ploy to "DUMMY-UP!!!")

DOUGLAS HACKLEMAN = PUBLICATIONS; PO Box 362, Loma Linda, CA 92354. $3.00 each and back Copy...$15.00 a Year. = USA, $21.00 a Year = Canada and Mexico and elsewhere. US Funds. Seems to be Bitten with the BALLenger BUG = and seems to Feature some of the CRAZIEST of the CRAZIES = on that "SHUT DOOR = 1844." NOT ONE ADVENTIST MINISTER has ever given a proper Reply = it will have to be an OUTSIDER = like DAVID with his SLING = to bring down the BOASTING GOLIATH. And FINALLY explain the 4 "SHUT DOORS" of WTF 28. SM 1:63. EW 45, 251. GC 431, 483. T9:97, 267. -11-
4 SHUT DOORS = there has to be 6. Find the MISSING "SHUT DOORS"=T9:96. COL 406. Then there are 5 "OPEN DOORS" when he became Confused about the "LAW"=he BRINSMEAD = FORGOT (very Conveniently) all about the 2 "LAWS"=and PRETENDED there was only ONE...
SO ALSO = now Confederating togethee to bring ELLEN WHITE down from the Rear= like a WOLF=PACK likes to do = will hardly ever ADMIT the:
TYPE A = SHUT DOOR of "PROBATION" and the DIFFERENCE from TYPE B = SHUT DOOR to the "FIRST APARTMENT" in 1844.
[Which was NEVER CHANGED and NEVER NEEDED to be CHANGED!]
TYPE C = like the DIFFERENCE between a Cannon "GRAPE SHOT" to Mow everything down = and a SNIPER-SHOT = SELECTIVE and DIRECTIVE = to pick out ONE SPECIAL TARGET = one Group of people = NOT A UNIVERSAL APPLICATION.
TYPE D = such as the one that is Based on TIME. WHEN does it Apply? WHERE does it Apply? To WHOM does it Apply? This is where the MONOMANIAC "BALLENGER BUNCH" as well as the Run-of-the-Mill "ADVENTISTS" flounder and Gasp and "EXEGETE" and "HERMENEUT" and are so far off the Beam that they are headed for the Kingdom with ENGINES IN REVERSE!
What the SOP definitely points to "EVENTS" in the "FUTURE" they "HOMILECTIC" to the PAST! to all done in 1844. And because the MAJORITY do that = they GLORY in the Fact that "SCHOLARSHIP" must go by the "MAJORITY" of the Divines TYPE E = must "OPEN" Doors that were SHUT = and SHUT Doors that were OPEN = while the TRUTH has gone into HIDING as far as they are Concerned. THIS FEW REALIZE = that the TRUTH can go BY THEM = and they cannot see it. EW 124.
SM 2:141. Even the "LOUD CRY!" TM 300,507.
TYPE E = this, then = if we realize this = if "ALTERNATING CURRENTS" is only going to give CREDIT to the KNOWN ENEMIES of ELLEN WHITE = and CHORTLE with GLEE as they HONOR the BEST(or the WORST!)=DETRACTORS and MISFITS who LOVE to be HEARD = even if it is only a little BAUBLE that they Throw into the Machinery = hoping it will all Grind to a Halt = as they, like FORD in his "1,000 page GLACIER VIEW COAGULUM"=that WILSON WANTED to tear EGW down to SIZE = with such "FRIENDS"=who needs "ENEMIES??"
"CURRENTS" follows the SAME PATTERN = LONGILY LOOKING (is that a New Word?)=LONGINGLY DISCARDING a whole TRUCK-LOAD of EVIDENCE to find one "GEM" of UNBELIEF such as the "SUPREME FIND" = (even if it is interpreted like a Cross-eyed Papal "BULL!") = they spent a FORTUNE in "CURRENTS"= July 1984 = the "SECRET" JOSEPH BATES 13 JULY = 1847 "LETTER." With all the SLIPPERY SLEUTHING TRAPPINGS necessary to bring CURIOSITY to a PEAK! -12-
PROVIDENTIALLY
ANN DeMICHAEL sent me these Back-Numbers of "CURRENTS" so that I am able to run Back and Forth = so that this "SHUT DOOR" and "1846 BROADSIDE EXPLANATION" will have to be greatly extended to consider the "ARGUMENTS" brought forth by this New "BALL ENGER-BUNCH"! Scorpion Cult of. "WET BEHIND=THE=EARS" = young, inexperienced "BORNED" Adventists who use this Medium in order to be heard.

AND WHAT BETTER = way to TEAR-DOWN Ellen White and her Prophetic Role = the Ploy that has already succeeded beyond their Wildest Dreams = to DOGMATICALLY ASSERT =(and with the Backing of the WHITE ESTATE and men in the Highest Positions) = that ELLEN WHITE had a "VISION" and was so far off the Beam = she had to have another "VISION" to straighten out the First!

USING THE FORD-BRINSMEAD METHOD = ONE LEADING WOLF HOWLS = other WOLVES echo the FIRST = until a whole PACK APPEARS. WOLVES never operate ALONE = their Strength is in the PACK. Even if they have NO MORE USE for each other = but will Chew each other on the Way = even EATING the WEAK among themselves = the while giving an APPEARANCE of SOLIDITY.

IN THE DAYS OF BALL ENGER = although he had JONES and WAG-GONER on his Side = and were the main Source for his Writing = as we knew 50 Years ago= attested to by ARTHUR WHITE when he AT LAST pulled the Curtain aside in the OLSON BOOK = "FROM CRISIS TO VICTORY" see the ARTHUR WHITE "APPENDIX." FURTHER EVIDENCE = see where FORD drew his "PROOF" in his "1,000 page Book"= and you have to Study this for a Long, Long TIME = before you find =

WHAT IS BEHIND IT ALL? BALL ENGER ADMITTED IT! HIS-CRONIES ALL ADMITTED IT! In Rodent-like Fashion. Like a Sleazy Rat-Pack. Not now as CRUDE as in the Days of BALL ENGER=CANNIBALIZED = this is one thing they learned by "EDUCATION." And "PSYCHOLOGY." How to win Friends and down your Enemies. SLICK = SLIMEY = SNEERING = that they call:"SCHOLARSHIP!!!"=but is only the DABBING of a CHILD ruining a GREAT PAINTING. As Ellen White said = like putting Children to Steer a Great Ocean Liner. Everything the present Leadership is doing = seems to be to let the Ship pile up on the Rocks. Which it will do. SM 2:128. KEPT HIDDEN in the VAULTS to 1958. ARTHUR WHITE must have been SICK at the way FROOM=WILSON were acting at the Controls = so he released this JEWEL. As he saw them Heading for their JOINT BOOK = "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION"= Holy Roller "I AM SAVED!"=PENTECOSTS....-13-
WERE AHEAD OF US — on the 'VERITIES' of the "GOSPEL"— and we must FOLLOW THEM! LEF=MD 320-2. The LAODICEAN CHURCH no longer has a "SHUT DOOR"— but they threw it WIDE-OPEN for every "Tom=Dick=Bill and Silly Sally = as BRINSMEAD=FORD AVOW = they now have the "GOSPEL" as they appeal to 666. BABYLONIANS! (See how many you can find in BRINSMEAD=FORD and ANDREWS SEMINARY WRITINGS! It is now the RAGE to "PROVE" everything by BABYLON!) LIKE AN OLD HARLOT = she discover her PERFIDY = and will she

THE PHONE KEPT RINGING PAST MIDNIGHT = about every 15 Minutes. I could have lifted off the Receiver and thus the whole Party-Line would be Dead = but what if it was a grave EMERGENCY? So I listened... at last she was Home. She drove a Taxi = why did she not come Home at the end of her Stint? Oh you know = same Old Thing = her "CAR-BURETOR" was acting up = again. He challenged her = is she sure she was not at the "TURF"! (Drinking Hotel.) So she INDIGNANTLY replied at the Insinuation. At which he cooled down and excused HIMSELF! (That is how they can turn the Tables!) And APPEALED to her because he was "HALF OUT OF HIS MIND!" on account of her and what she might be up to. You should have heard her SOOTHINGLY telling him to say over and over again:  "CAROLINE CAN BE TRUSTED! CAROLINE CAN BE TRUSTED!" (LAODICEA CAN BE TRUSTED!)

WHAT IS BOTHERING = this "BALLINGER—BUNCH" WHAT IS EAT-ING away at them? That they do not ADMIT until backed into a Corner? YOU are the one with a "DIRTY MIND!" So she has YOU = "APOLOGIZING" to HER! You did not see = what you Saw! You did not hear = what you Heard! She turns the Tables RIGHT AROUND! You have the "DIRTY MIND!!" Not her = no, never. She only dresses like a Christmas Tree... but with "NOTHING" on her Mind...

SO THIS = Tip their Hand = what BOTHERS them is the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" Which is the very BASIS of this 1846 BROADSIDE = and what is more = they ADMIT IT! THAT BROADSIDE BOTHERS THEM NO END! They bring it up = in this Issue of "CURRENTS"—their SUPREME OFFERING = that Cost a FORTUNE to produce = July 1984 = p. 26. (NAMED by NAME;) Column (1)="BROADSIDE—one sheet with printing on only one side)... (1846)." INTERESTING that ELLEN WHITE CHALLENGED "URIAH SMITH!"—why did he not REPLY to 'LONG'S LETTER' about the "ALLEGED OMISSIONS" from "EARLY WRITINGS?" — why do YOU"=(URIAH SMITH!) = why do YOU not REPLY = "Why do YOU... keep entirely SILENT and let the DRAGON ROAR... to MISINTERPRET MY WORDS? To... make (ME) a FALSE PROPHET... (Letter 3, 1883)."
SMITH to CANRIGHT - wrote his BUDDY-BUDDY that he was:  
"AMUSED"=at Ellen White being upset...March 22, 1883. GC  
ARCHIVES. CURRENTS. July 1984. p.27.  

A DIRECT REFERENCE = to the 1846 BROADSIDE was made in  
CURRENTS July 1984 p.29. The HORROR  
that ELLEN WHITE would drop the "WICKED WORLD" phrase (find  
it in this BROADSIDE in Column (1)=) one of their STRONG  
DRUM-BEATS in this Valley=of the=Skulls SYMPHONY.= some  
later Printings "DELETED" = "CONCEALED" = "TO AVOID MIS-  
UNDERSTANDINGS!"= when we come to some DENYING the "LIGHT"  
of the Third Angel's Message, the "LIGHT" behind them went  
"OUT" leaving their feet in "PERFECT DARKNESS" as they  
"STUMBLED" and "FELL OFF THE PATH" to the DARK and WICKED  
WORLD BELOW..."It was just as IMPOSSIBLE for them to get  
on the PATH again and go to the City, as all the wicked...  
World which God had REJECTED." This is the terribly criti-  
cal "DELETION" that "PROVED" that EGW taught a "SHUT DOOR"  
=End of Probation = 1844. Period. Yep! This "PROVED!" it.  
p.26 all the way to p.29.  

NOT WILLING TO CREDIT = Arthur White's claim that this  
was done to: "AVOID MISUNDERSTAND-  
INGS" because some were "MISINTERPRETING" by "FAULTY IN-  
TERPRETATIONS"= anyone that deals with the Public knows  
how QUICK some can be to start a "RUMOUR" while Truth is  
getting it's Boots on = it has already gone around the  
World = 3 Times!  

I WOULD HAVE DONE THE SAME! Some, who have made it a Life-  
Time Sport to trip you up in everything you say = you have to choose whether to say it  
again in exactly the same Words...as HOEHN ONCE SAID about  
certain COAL-TAR CANCER-CAUSING COLORS OR DYES - rather  
than buy or eat such "HELL"=th Products = it would be  
SAFER to buy the HOG!" [Right away they took off and  
peddled the Story around that "HOEHN SAID IT'S ALRIGHT  
TO EAT PORK!"]  

ELLEN WHITE = could have tried to squelch the flying Ru-  
mors and Insults by a lengthy Explanation  
but one should try and place oneself in her Shoes = 19  
Years Old = Poor as a Church-Mouse = trying to do what 2  
men failed to do = meeting INSULTS and OPPOSITION on every  
hand = could only afford to Print 250 Copies of this first  
1846 BROADSIDE = and now have these merciless HAWKS try to  
tear her to pieces - everything she said - and as soon as  
she would CORRECT one flying Rumor = 2 more would be ready  
to Roost on her. WOULD IT HAVE HELPFUL TO EXPLAIN that some  
VISIONS and PREDICTIONS had DUAL APPLICATIONS? And this  
"PATH" and the people falling off = applied PRIMARILY in  
the FUTURE! They would have JEERED the LOUDER!  

-15-
SHE SAID IT RIGHT = when she said NOT to go to the BRINGERS of ERROR = like those who now have a ZEAL not according to KNOWLEDGE = who are trying to force WILSON to back-track and give the HUNGARIANS back their MEMBERSHIP = instead of telling them to "LEAP FOR JOY" that they are OUT of the TRAP! "I saw that our Message was NOT to the Shepherds who had led the Flock astray, but to the poor hungry, scattered SHEEP! IN HOPE, E.G. WHITE. (PRESENT TRUTH" p.64. OSWEGO, N.Y. March, 1850. RH Al:21.)

AND we will see who will have the last Laugh..."AN HERETICK after the first and second admonition = REJECT." Titus 3:10. Why do they REJECT one of the SHUT DOORS in 1844?

ALL THOSE WHO JOIN THAT SCHOOL OF THOUGHT = seem to FOR-GET ONE MAJOR DETAIL! With every "SHUT" Door there is an "OPEN DOOR"= 1884 ORIGINAL GC 268. Try to find THAT CHAPTER HEADING in your GC = ! "NOW was seen...THE CHURCH!" 1884 GC 268. GC 430. There we are clearly pointed to the "OPEN DOOR" CHURCH = Rev.3:7,8 = not Old "SHUT DOOR" LAODICEA! How anyone can see Christ"KNOCKING" on an "OPEN" DOOR(On Old "SHUT" Door Laodicea.) is a Mystery unfathomable."Behold, I stand AT the Door and KNOCK, if any man...OPEN THE DOOR ..." Rev.3:20. (Showing this is NOT the "OPEN DOOR CHURCH" = so they had to CHANGE THE BOOKS to hide the Evidence.) "Every WARNING=REPROOF=ENTREATY...through His MESSENGERS is a KNOCK..." DA 490. "...but they are not willing to OPEN THE DOOR...And so Jesus of Nazareth PASSES BY." NL 92. T6:262. (SAME,) [Find this Rev.3:20 quote in AA 587 (LAODICEA) and find Rev.3:8 (OPEN DOOR PHILADELPHIA) next Page!] HIS CHURCH at the End. Because when He "PASSES BY" the LAODICEAN CHURCH Rev.3:20 = "The END is come upon My people of Israel; I will not again PASS BY them any more. And the SONGS of the Temple shall be HOWLINGS in that Day, saith the Lord God: there shall be MANY DEAD BODIES in every place;(they will then give the "LOUD CRY"); they shall cast them forth WITH SILENCE." Amos 8:2,3.

YOU WANT THE "BIBLE"=? This is the "BIBLE!! I do not see that that helps you very much. Unless you believe BOTH the BIBLE and the SOP...and not get CLAUSTROPHOBIA = a MORBID FEAR of being OUT and FREE but must stay CAPTIVE in the Slave-Camp. Must remain CONFINED to "SHUT DOORS" and cannot appreciate the "OPEN DOOR" of 1844. "I saw that Jesus had...OPENED the DOOR into the Most Holy, and=not=man=can=shut=it. Rev.3:7,8.... I saw that SATAN...was at work through MINISTERS...used MESMERISM to gain adherents, and the people would REJOICE in this "INFLUENCE" = for thou art=162 = It was "an evil GHOST!"
"...for they thought it was the 'HOLY GHOST. Some...were so far in DARKNESS and DECEPTION of the Devil that they thought it was the POWER of God..." EW 44.

INFLUENCE = "Then I turned to look at the Company who were still bowed before the (First Apartment vacated) THRONE. they did not know that Jesus had left it,- SATAN appeared to be by the THRONE, trying to carry on the work of God; I saw them look up to the THRONE and pray, My Father give us thy spirit, then Satan would breathe upon them an UN-HOLY "INFLUENCE..." 1846 BROADSIDE. Column 4.

MESMERISM=INFLUENCE=POWER= put them all together and we have the Results today = "EXOR-CISM" of DEMONS among Seventh-day Adventists. Who among them are not now AFRAID to get that "INFLUENCE?" "I was shown the necessity of those who believe that we are having the MESSAGE of Mercy, being SEPARATE from those who are DAILY IMBIBING NEW ERRORS, I saw that neither young nor old should attend their Meetings; for it is WRONG to thus ENCOURAGE them while they teach ERROR that is a deadly POISON to the soul and teach for Doctrines the commandments of men. The "INFLUENCE" of such gatherings is not good. If God has delivered us from such DARKNESS (LAODICEA IS IN MIDNIGHT "DARKNESS!" COL 414(423).) and ERROR, we should stand fast in the Liberty wherewith He has set us FREE and REJOICE in the TRUTH. (HUNGARIA Areas ARE YOU LISTENING? WHO HAS LED YOU TO TRY TO GET BACK IN THE SNARE OF SATAN?) = God is DISPLEASED with us when we go to LISTEN to ERROR, (SM 1:196. CH 289.) without being obliged to go; for unless HE=SENDS=US to those Meetings where ERROR IS FORCED HOME by the Power of the WILL, HE=WILL=NOT=KEEP=US. The Angels CEASE their watchful care over us, and we are "LEFT" to the BUFFETINGS of the Enemy..." EW 124-5. SM 2:141.


YES, IT WILL BE HARD = for some who have felt for YEARS that SALVATION was IN that SYNAGOGUE = and to now have to read T5:211-2 VERY CAREFULLY!. And found that we have been led to believe a LIE. But RE-JOICE! that you found out the Truth = IN TIME! And you are NOT going to Serve that HARLOT one more Day! THANK GOD for the LIGHT that came in Time... -17-
BEWARE OF UNBELIEF! If you do not want to live a DECENT, MORAL UPRIGHT LIFE = if you want an EXCUSE to carry on = get with it = get what you can while you can = no care for Tomorrow = then you have an EXCUSE to wade through all the Volumes of UNBELIEF - offered everywhere. They promise you the Greatest "REWARDS" = with the least EFFORT. THAT is the Secret of their Appeal.

OFTEN = the Start down the Downward Path (that is NOT the PATH) we saw in the 1846 BROADSIDE! often the other Path starts on ONE POINT! Fall off on ONE POINT = and if we do not Back-Track we are on the Skids = DOWN-HILL all the Way!

THE ROAD TO RUIN = Go with the BALLINGER-BUNCH = start with Ellen White had a "VISION" of an 1844 "SHUT DOOR!" = and then the need of another "VISION" to Correct the First = if you can do that = real SLICK = and CLEVER = you can leave behind you a Trail of WRECKED CONVICTIONS = SEARED CONSCIENTS = BLASTED HOPES. You really could be Proud of your Success. IF you are that Kind of a Rat that cares NOTHING about CONSEQUENCES = until they rise up and Hit you right in the Face! "DECEIVING and BEING DECEIVED." MANY, who KNOW the TRUTH = are WORSE than the BRINGER OF ERROR = for the sake of being known as a Great "DIPLOMAT!" As some Kind of a "FRIEND" of all.

We could RATTLE YOUR TEETH with this: "They are inclined to be ever on the side of WRONG. And when a Call is made for those who will be on the Lord's side to make a DECIDED MOVE to vindicate the RIGHT, they will manifest their TRUE POSITION. Those who have been nearly all their lives CONTROLLED by a SPIRIT as foreign to the SPIRIT of God as was ACHANS will be VERY PASSIVE when the Time comes for DECIDED ACTION!... They will NOT CLAIM to be on either Side. The POWER of SATAN has so long held them that they seem BLINDED... they remained NEUTRAL. If God ABHORS one sin above another, of which His people are GUILTY, it is in doing NOTHING in case of an EMERGENCY. INDIFFERENCE and NEUTRALITY in a religious CRISIS is regarded of God as a GRIEVOUS CRIME and equal to the very worst type of HOSTILITY against God." T3:272,281. RH A1:135. TM 163.

THIS IS THE LAW ABOVE ALL LAWS = "As ye do unto OTHERS, so shall it be done to you again... FULL MEASURE = PRESSED DOWN and RUNNING OVER... GOOD for GOOD and EVIL for EVIL."

SHUT DOOR FACTS = the Wm. Miller Group all thought their Message closed Probation for the World. What stand would YOU and I have taken had we been there? What do you expect of a 15 or 17 Year old Girl? BUT IN SPITE of the Fact that she would have to Face...-18-
CERTAIN ENMITY and OPPOSITION = be charged with being: "INSANE" to take a Stand against the Wm. Miller Group if she DARED reveal what WAS HER FIRST VISION which EXPOSED their Version of a "SHUT DOOR" = as she PLAINLY SAID in "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK!" = WTF 28. SM 1:63.

THEY ARE SO DETERMINED = "TO GIT HER!" = that they FALSELY impugn her intentions all because they do not care TWO HOOTS about that "SHUT DOOR" = but it is SOMETHING ELSE that is stuck in their Craw = and we know what it is = but they do not come out and ADMIT it until backed in a Corner. We will come to it.

IT COST A FORTUNE = for "ADVENTIST CURRENTS" to feature the DEVASTATING "EXPOSE" of ELLEN G. HARMON ever attempted in all History - with their July 1984 number. "THE SECRET LETTER" by Skip Baker = the ELLEN WHITE letter to JOSEPH BATES = July 13, 1847 = with all the Suspense and Drama of a Great Detective sleuthing Operation in which the Reader is supposed to be BREATHLESS with EXCITEMENT as to how they NAILED her up against a Wall leaves us slightly unconcerned because we have seen BETTER Yarns = True and False. The SAME as the DRAMATIZING of the "TURNER" CASE = which we understand as saying the VERY OPPOSITE of what they infer. In Fact = if ELLEN HARMON or ELLEN WHITE were alive Today = she would have just cause for LITIGATION to Sue the Pants off them = if she was so inclined.

JOSEPH BATES = might have been a:"COMMITTED 'SHUT-DOOR'." And so might be JOSEPH TURNER. But if BECAUSE of her "FIRST VISION" that revealed the ERROR of a "SHUT DOOR" = at least in the Sense that THEY understood it = and if she WENT to them or WROTE to them = in Fear and Trembling yet a very Brave Act for such a young Girl to undertake to fulfill her Duty to the Little Flock, as she understood it = do these SCOFFERS find something to GUFFAW and HUZZA about? When to her great surprise = TURNER TOOK HER SIDE! What object to Review this at all? UNLESS for one to HONOR her BRAVE VENTURE = but not to resort to NIT-PICKING! We fail to see the Justification for dusting off and play again the SCRATCHY OLD BALLINGER RECORDS the "UMP-UMP-UMP" of the accompanying TROMBONE, or was that a SWINETTE?

GOING TO THE HOLIEST = and NOT a "SHUT DOOR" of PROBATION as they ADMITTED. this was an entirely "NEW VIEW" to all = p. 15, 16, 17 which included a "SHUT DOOR" to the first Apartment = is all SNEERED away as a clever SUBTERFUGE = ACCOMPANIED WITH SUITABLE "TITTERING" = "SNICKERING" = and the usual SNEERING. - 19-
SOME MEN = go thru Life = playing the Part of a Great Comedian or Comic. Some have great Success in drawing a Crowd = and it would have to be a very Brave person to venture to OPPOSE and EXPOSE his Cheap Shots and things he Dredged up from merely an active Imagination =
LIKE THESE "SHUT DOOR" COMEDIANS = twisting the MEANING around 180 Degrees to make a plausible sounding Case. What better way to POISON the Minds and Souls of others? To bring them DOWN to the same Gutter he revels in. DRUNK on Prophetic Opiates while laying in the Gutter, singing: "SHOW ME THE WAY TO GO HOME!" What is the REASON why he got so DRUNK? Is it hidden INSECURITY? and this BALLINGER VODKA gives him a Sense or Feeling of "GRANDEUR?" Like KD+A = they brought the Prophet (Moses) DOWN! But before the thing was done = and the Books closed on the Case - THEY went DOWN! And did any SDA or "DISSIDENT" tell you this History will be REPEATED? SOP 1:306. PP 400 to 405. Where we also learn that the RUN-AWAY SONG that "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY - IT IS SATAN!" is the UNPARDONABLE SIN! "GOD'S...DESTRUCTION OF THE MEN who had deceived them, THEY DARED to attribute His "JUDGMENTS" TO SATAN, declaring that through the POWER of the EVIL ONE, Moses and Aaron had caused the Death of good and holy men. IT=WAS=THIS=ACT that sealed their Doom. They had committed the Sin against the Holy Spirit...
Then "there remaineth no more sacrifice for sins, but a fearful looking for of JUDGMENT(Oh! THAT is why the Adventist Ministry = led ALSO by BALLINGERISM! want no "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" They might SNEAK thru without being DETECTED! but they will find:) "A FEARFUL LOOKING FOR OF JUDGMENT and FIERY INDIGNATION (ANDREWS = ANDREWS = ANDREWS! where is HEPPENSTALL? "LOVE UNLIMITED?") = FIERY INDIGNATIONm which shall DEVOUR the ADVERSARIES!"

"A fearful looking for of JUDGMENT and FIERY INDIGNATION which shall DEVOUR the ADVERSARIES!" PP 405.

AVOID the "INVESTIGATIVE" or any other "JUDGMENT" = AVOID the "FIERY INDIGNATION" is He not "ALL-LOVE?!? AVOID= == == == == == "SALVATION!!"

"LOVE" above "LAW" = is where they are Headed = and is WHY and is HOW = they will Win the "SENSELESS RABBLE" of this "JERUSALEM." And is why not one Stone will remain on the other by all who DENY THE "SOP" because with the Divines of BABYLON - they want: "I AM SAVED!" THAT IS WHY THEY SO DESPERATELY DENY ANY COURT IN HEAVEN! -20-
ARE JESTERS = COMICS! Throwing themselves across the Path to Heaven. Will you pay for this CLOWNING ACT? THIS SHOW?

SO MANY CLOWNS = with SUICIDES! They cannot stand to be left ALONE = as they go into ISOLATION because of that 6th Case of CLAP or SYPHILIS = HERPES... or AIDS = and rather than Face the attempt to make themselves APPEALING again = decide to END the CHARADE by a final Curtain.

JUST SO = ELLEN G. WHITE pullei the Curtain back in the Adventist "DRESSING ROOM!" as she revealed what happens to the Adventist and any other Ministry that hands us: "I AM SAVED!" = "BY FAITH ALONE!" = "WITHOUT EFFORT= WORKS=LAWS or "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!" GC 464 to 473.

BRINSMEAD = called it: "MORALISTIC DRIEUL!" = VENDEN said in his "WEEK OF PRAYER"= to try to Behave = "only makes matters WORSE!" = WRIGHT called it: "DOUBLE SIN!" = one would imagine a Mother would clutch her Children by the hand and GET=OUT=OF=THEIR! But, no!...they LOVED it! He said he "BELIEVED!" the TESTIMONIES = didn't he? If it is only a PANTOMIME or PANTALOON BUFFOON SHOW = no need to stick to Basics. In Fact - to RIDICULE BASICS will draw the LARGEST CROWD and the LOUDEST APPLAUSE!

THE BAAL-PRIESTS = that fit so well on JEZEBEL'S AGENDA = who were the First to GUFFAW at her Cheap Shots at ELIJAH = and Sicing AHAB'S "LAW" on ELIJAH because he MOCKED their LOUD and LONG "PRAYERS" and their Waltzing their Partners around "ONE TREE IN THE MIDST" in JEZEBEL'S GROVES = who would want to Spoil that "FESTIVE SEASON"=?? NO ADVENTIST MINISTER will tell you what the BIBLE and the TESTIMONIES MEAN when they say the Word = "SOLOMON went after ASHTORETH"=1 Kings 11:5.

ASHTORETH = "ASHTORETH the GODDESS of the SIDONIANS."

1 Kings 11:33. "The ABOMINATIONS of the ZIDONIANS." 2 Kings 23:13. It is obvious that Seventh-day Adventists are NOT giving us the alleged: "ELIJAH MESSAGE!"=for he had a Battle with:"...the Prophets of BAAL and ASHTORETH on Mount Carmel...
...the Prophets of BAAL 450...the Prophets of the GROVES 400, which eat at JEZEBEL'S TABLE."...APOSTATE ISRAEL...
(They want us to be ASHAMED?) "ELIJAH STANDS...UNASHAMED, UNTERRIFIED, the Prophet stands before the MULTITUDE...
"HOW LONG halt ye between TWO OPINIONS? if the Lord be God, follow Him: but if Baal, then follow him."(Now that NICHOLS brought the "QUEEN OF HEAVEN" Religion into the Camp of the Saints = and for EXPOSING that ABOMINATION of SUNDAY-KEEPING and the latest PEEK=A=BOOS = EASTER BONNETS and STYLES = as the Adventist Women parade themselves for to be seen of men...NICHOLS ROARED like a BULL... -21-
OR LIKE A STUCK PIG = as he THREATENED the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY for EXPOSING his "EASTER KEEPING LICENSE" = his "PORK-EATING PERMIT" = his "CIVIL DEFENSE" of the CITIES the Lord is going to "SMITE!!" but NICHOLS is going to don a tin HELMET and "CIVIL DEFENSE" them! I took off 3 months to Reply...some Day. I should REPRINT that REPLY = does anyone have a COPY = ??? HE DIED = on a very good FRIDAY.

"NOT ONE = in that vast Assembly DARED

PK 147="NOT ONE...DARE reveal loyalty to Jehovah..."

ORIGINAL RH A6:360. Sept.18, 1913.(Is this why WILSON took them off the Shelves?) ORIGINAL = "NOT ONE ...DARE UTTER A WORD FOR GOD, NOT ONE DARE REVEAL LOYALTY to Jehovah...they had REFUSED to heed the WARNINGS and RE-PROOF...in this CRISIS...GOD ABHORS INDIFFERENCE(EW 270) and DISLOYALTY in a Time of CRISIS in His work..."

Now we will venture back to as it was CHANGED in PK as we have too much to do to get the next Mailing on it's way = and "EASTER" is not our Subject just now = so we will only Touch on some BASICS...what we ONCE=UPON=A TIME taught and Believed until this RAFT of UNBELIEVERS JESUITS and TALMUDISTS = took over in the Lower Adventosia Theatre in the Swamps of Despair...

"NOT ONE...dare reveal Loyalty to Jehovah=. Like a DARK CLOUD, DECEPTION and BLINDNESS(BLINDNESS? Does that Ring a Bell? LAODICEA is not "BLIND" as a BAT in the Coal Fields of VIRGINIA?). DECEPTION and BLINDNESS had over-spread ISRAEL...REFUSAL to REPENT...IN THE CRISIS...JOSEPH and ELIJAH and DANIEL, are not ASHAMED to acknowledge themselves HIS PECULIAR PEOPLE. HIS SPECIAL BLESSING accompanies the Labors of men of Action; men who will not be SWARVED...who will DEMAND that those who CHOOSE to IDENTIFY themselves with the "PEOPLE OF GOD" = shall step FORWARD..."WHO is on the Lord's side?" PK 143 to 148.

ARE YOU AWAKE = ADVENTIST? ELIJAH had a Battle with JEZEBEL = JEZEBEL led in the Worship of the "QUEEN OF HEAVEN"=if we are talking about the 1846 BROADSIDE = we are talking about "FALLING" off the Path we lost Sight of the LIGHT = and Fell for one ABOMINATION after the other so if we "SHOW THEM ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS"=we can hardly MISS the CHIEF ONE = which is the keeping of the PAPAL SABBATH on BILLY GRAHAM'S "ASHTORETH"="EASTER." And the FIRST thing we have to know about that is that it will NEVER be POPULAR to give that: "ELIJAH MESSAGE!" E22-the First thing that we must INHERIT is this holy, clean

AARONIC KLIYOT WORK!... "...KEPAL "A"...E22-the First thing that we must INHERIT is this holy, clean...
EXPECT 850 BAAL-PRIESTS TO LINE UP = for every "ELIJAH!"
NICHOLS gave the Vestal Virgins of DIANA = the Signal that the General Conference approved the Move to Climb the Hill to greet the SUN on "QUEEN OF HEAVEN DAY." Does EZEKIEL 8: 16, 17 APPROVE THAT? Or "CHRISTMASS?" EZEKIEL 8:14. "THEREFORE will I also deal in FURY: mine eye shall not Spare, neither will I have Pity: and though they cry in my ears with a LOUD VOICE, yet will I not hear them." Eze.8:18.

SMITH'S "BIBLE DICTIONARY" = ASHTORETH = the principle FEMALE DIVINITY of the PHOENITIANS; called ISHTAR by the Assyrians and ASTARTE by the Greeks and Romans...VENUS (or APHRODITE)...ASHERAH. 1 Kings 11:5, 33. 2 Kings 23:13. "ELIJAH MOCKED THEM..." PK 150.

"FACTS FOR THE TIMES" = what Adventists believed = R&H

REVISED by G.I.BUTLER. 1885. This Book once owned by W. SPEAR = SANITARIUM. Then by MELVIN F. HADCOCK = Normanhurst. _LUDOVICUS VIVES, a learned PAPIST, says:_ "No difference can be found between Paganism and Popish image-worship but this, that NAMES and TITLES are CHANGED." p.27. "The great Christian festival, which is a continuation of the PAGAN rejoicings in honor of the GODDESS EASTER..." p.28. _HOWARD CROSBY, D.D., says: _ "The Church of God is to-day courting the World. Its members are trying to bring it down to the level of the ungodly. The Ball, the theater, nude and lewd art, social luxuries with all their loose moralities, are making inroads into the sacred inclosures of the Church; and as a satisfaction for all this WORLIDLINESS, Christians are making a great deal of LENT and EASTER and Church ornamentation. It is the old trick of Satan. The Jewish church struck on that rock; the Romish church was WRECKED on the same; and the Protestant church is fast reaching the SAME DOOM." p.82-3.

(THE VERY SAME THING = 1888 GC 386-7. Now see YOUR GC 387 to see what:_HOWARD CROSBY _says THERE!) But, of course this was CHANGED with "HER APPROVAL" = Naturally, Naturally, Naturally = we believe EVERY=WORD=THEY=Say! She also said:

"JERICHO, a heathen stronghold, the CENTER of the worship of ASHTORETH, VILEST and MOST DEGRADING of all CANAANITISH forms of IDOLATRY...("CURSED" BE NICHOLS!) "CURSED be the man before the Lord, that riseth up and buildeth this CITY JERICHO..." PK 229, 230. "SOLOMON went after ASHTORETH the GODDESS of the ZIDINJANS, and after MILCOM the ABOMINATION of the AMMONITES...TO PLEASE HIS WIVES..."CHEMOSH, the ABOMINATION of MOAB," and "MOLECH, the ABOMINATION of the children of AMMON;"...the most DEGRADING RITES of HEATHENISM...HIS CONSCIENCE SEARED." PK 57. _-23-
AFTER NICHOLS=FIGHUR brought in BAAL-WORSHIP "QUEEN OF HEAVEN VENUS=DIANA"=after short-SHORTS Styles became Popular=after the Girls put.on(or off)=MINIS up to There = rubbed against the Preacher as he passed them in the Aisles = as he Beamed on them = PIERSON had to write a WARNING in the SDA. MINISTRY Magazine. "PLAYING WITH FIRE!" They drew a Picture that looked like a Fallopian Tube on Fire = a few months before the Head of the Ministerial Association and Pierson both wrote about the alarming INCREASE of Minister's Wives coming to them CRYING and WEEPING about Elder Fallen and that other Woman. They must have Believed their own Preaching = "LOVE UNLIMITED!" = "FAITH WITHOUT WORKS!" = "NO EFFORT!" = VENDEM WODED them with. Trying to Behave = only made matters WORSE!" = they REAPED as; they SOWED = a BUMPER CROP! In some Churches Girls brought Babies to Church - even a SECOND ONE! and their MEMBERSHIP remained in "GOOD STANDING!" It was a Day of Liberty...

WHEN A MOTHER OF ISRAEL = stood in the Door and told a shameless Hussy to go Home and put some Pants on = FIGHUR wrote in the "PRESIDENT'S PAGE" THAT is NO WAY to "WIN SOULS!!" To send a poor Girl home to fly into her Mother's arms and both CRY at the INDIGNATION of it all = SOB their Heart's out. Instead of SLAPPING that NAKED BOTTOM = he SLAPPED the FACE of that Mother of Israel - a SLAP that was heard around the World. AT ONCE the Editor of the "YOUTH'S DESTRUCTOR MAGAZINE" = if an Adventist Boy would get an Adventist Girl in the Corner in the College of All-Saints = he did not Wish a DISEASE on them = but he wished a "DISEASE OF THE EYES" on the one who saw what he saw...I wrote at the Time = this ought to be good for 64 Pregnancies - I think I was WAY OUT! Of course they now look after it with ABORTIONS. ABORT THIS = FLESH = to be Repeated near the Close of Probation = that was when the BALLINGER-BUNCH called in the PENTECOSTS to get the "SPIRIT!!" and talk in "TONGUES" = when WAGGNER rushed back from ENGLAND to have the Red Carpet laid out for him and his "SPIRITUAL WIVES!!" = see OLSON BOOK = "FROM CRISIS TO VICTORY" = see APPENDIX by ARTHUR WHITE = "WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES AND WAGGNER?!" the Closet jammed a bit Open to what REALLY HAPPENED in 1888 and on...JONES and WAGGNER both signed their Names to "LIVING TEMPLE" and stayed with it till the Day they Died. How did they START on that ROAD? By DENYING the 1846 BROADSIDE and the "OPEN DOOR" PHILADELPHIAN SANCTUARY and "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" TRUTHS. They did all that when they wanted: "I AM SAVED!"
I know this Lady was led by the Spirit of God. I saw many of the same things she saw = but could not express them = could not put it in such words. I have to stand back and let her talk... WHO = WOULD = DARE to pull her down! That = IS = WHY we made a list of 100 "DIVINE PREDICTIONS." Sorry! No free copies left. Some in packets. How glad we are that she predicted: the "KNOW-NOTINGS" are the "DO-NOTINGS" = RH A1:192, 202, 210, 253. T6:425. SM 2:181. OHC 302. T1:568. T4:94. CH 199. T2:535. and...

"THE VERY LAST DECEPTION of Satan will be to make of none effect the testimonies... There will be a HATRED KINDLED against the testimonies which is SATANIC." SM 1:48. SM 2:78. TO RESTORE YOUR FAITH = if you read some HATE-MONGERING... turn and read an equal amount of the SOP = ANYTHING! It will restore your confidence...
(I cannot spend too much more time on this right now = I have to get back to LETTERS and the PRESS and the next SHIPMENT of Papers = a Day here and a Day there = and TIME slips through our Fingers. But I am so glad I put down what I did so I can breathe easier =)

THE 1846 BROADSIDE = (by the way = I was just in to see the Printer who is setting up the Plate for me = and I am Sure Sister GOLDIE will be delighted in the splendid Workmanship)= In a Letter just now from TED and GOLDIE = she said EXACTLY the same thing I said = the MORE she reads that BROADSIDE = the BETTER she likes it. Since FRITZ ALSETH lost his way = when MULTITUDES became MORE IMPORTANT than TRUTH = when like the WCC he tried to "GATHER" as Big a CROWD as he could = bring them all together in ECOMENICAL "BROTHERHOOD" = they were all supposed to SWOON at his great CHARISMA =

FORGET all their DIFFERENCES and it mattered not a HOOT if they were AWAKENERS or ASLEEPERS or HELD to the TRUTH or to the MOST DAMNABLE DOCTRINES = poor Fritz stood there FIDDLING while LAODICEA BURNED = one thing he did Retain = and that ONE THING is the 1846 BROADSIDE = perhaps he may Remember it in the Days of his coming CONFUSION when he will wish he never heard of that WOLFE=SANTEE MESMERIZING "TIME=CHART"= SEALING to BEGIN 1986 = "YAHWEH" to come = 1987 = Boy! That TRAIN(EW 88,263) is a real High-Baller! Not giving much Time for 7 Last Plagues and the 4 Horsemen of the Apocalypse to take their Last Ride = CROWD all that in to this little, little Space of Time...this is now May 10,1985 = well, Sir! let us settle down and Watch their DUST!

WE WILL WATCH = THE SEALING TRUTHS = THE INVESTIGATIVE "JUDGMENT" TRUTHS = since "CURRENTS" is so OPPOSED to "SHUT" DOORS = "INVESTIGATIVE "JUDGMENTS" and 1846 BROADSIDES = I was ready to go to Sleep the other Night = when I decided to look up what 30 Ministers in 30 Years could not find to pass "FAT-HEAD THE 13th." Inspection. What is there about this "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" that we missed? And dare not Preach on it anymore because that sort of SPOILS our ECOMENICAL BROTHERHOOD in the WCC = they might even "DISFELLOWSHIP" the ADVENTIST CHURCH! Kick them off their BOARDS = Kick them out of their MEMBERSHIP held for over 20 Years in HUNGARY "...and other Places." (WILSON the ECUMENIST.) TRAINING all their fledgling "MINISTERS" in the OFFICIAL WCC SEMINARY! Why should that be so ASTOUNDING? In the 40-Year Plan of FROOM = 1933 to 1973 = when he FINALIZED his 3-fold UNION = (A) ADVENTIST HEAD. (D) +26- GRAHAM EVAN-
(B) BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELICAL BODY. (C) CATHOLICS and "JE-SUS FREAKS"=(PARDON ME! I meant "JAHWEH-FREAKS!!!") to bring up the TAIL of the GREAT RED DRAGON!

In his "HO-Year Plan" as soon as he possibly could, FROOM = began giving "MINISTERIAL CREDITS" (When they graduate this entitles them to a BIGGER CHURCH - so they like to heap up all the "CREDITS" they can get.) so they gave them "CREDITS" if they would READ the BOOKS BY BABYLON BY = THE = DOZEN! and the DOZEN DOZEN! that the ROY A. ANDREWS and the LOUISE KLEUSERS of the WHITE ESTATE would RECOMMEND. (Oh! Yes! I have been WATCHING them as EGW said to do - "WATCH THEM!" = EXPOSE THEM! Show them "ALL" their "ABOMINATIONS!") And what GREATER ABOMINATIONS did they have but these "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER!" that would constitute them as a "NEW ORGANIZATION!" SM 1:204 = that we are NOT to "JOIN!" SM 2:390. "...for this would mean APOSTASY from the TRUTH!" SM 2:390. EVEN THE "...OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" SM 1:203. "MEET IT!" SM 1:205-6.

IF YOU MEET IT = you do not JOIN it! BUT FROOM ENGINEERED THE 40-YEAR PLAN = (or the SCHEME) = to Break down all Barriers and SEND the young Hopefuls to receive their "DEGREES" from the other Universities = (Which spelled the Downfall of GRAYHILL and 1,000 others, so they would READ Babylon = SEE Babylon = HEAR Babylon = EAT the DIET of Babylon = DRINK the DRINKS of Babylon = go out with the GIRLS of Babylon = keep their HOLY and UNHOLY DAYS = and finally End up THINKING Babylon!)

AND THEN = give them "MINISTERIAL CREDITS" if they would, like FORD = import that STUFF to AVONDALE and BABYLONISH "DEGREED" HEPPENSTALL made SURE he would get his Share in CALIFORNIA. (And now to ANDREWS.) ANDREWS became a Training Ground for "HOLY ROLLER PENTECOSTALISM" and a whole Raft of them were sent to AUSTRALIA for the final Touch and "GLOSSOLALIA!" (VANCE FERRELL PAPERS, Beersheba Springs, TN 37305. You might even get some Truth from "CURRENTS!")

FROOM=WILSON kept this NO SECRET = they OPENLY TOLD YOU in their Joint=Book = that they were going to do as they did in INDIANA in 1900 in "HOLY FLESH." "HOLY ROLLERS" are way ahead of us and ahead of ELLEN WHITE in the "VERITIES" of the alleged "GOSPEL." We have a lot to do to catch up with the "NO LAW!" = "I AM SAVED!" "POWER-POX!" = "...there is NO SAFETY, much less BENEFIT, for our people in attending these popular "HOLINESS" Meetings; let us rather search the Scriptures with much carefulness and earnest Prayer, that we may UNDERSTAND the GROUND of our "FAITH." Then we shall NOT be TEMPTED...-27-
HERE WE PAUSE... as we run again SMACK-DAB into "PHILADELPHIA"=who will NOT = ". . . be TEMPTED to MINGLE with those who, while making high claims, are in OPPOSITION to the LAW of God... swept away by ERRORS that have the APPEARANCE of TRUTH." Ev. 364-5.

PHILADELPHIA = "And for those who = in the midst of Con-

flict should MAINTAIN = MAINTAIN = MAINTAIN their "FAITH" in God, the Prophet was given the Words of commendation and promise:"I know thy "WORKS"="behold, I have set before thee an OPEN DOOR, and no man (No Uriah Smith=no FROM no WILSON) = can SHUT=TT... BECAUSE thou hast kept the Word of My patience, I=ALSO=WILL=KEEP= THEE from the HOUR=OF=TEMPTATION, which shall come upon all the World, to try them that dwell upon the Earth." AA 588. (And the FOOTNOTE. REFERENCE = PHILADELPHIA! Rev. 3:8,10. WILL KEEP US FROM HELL-TORMENT PRIESTS OF BAAL and JEZEBEL = ASHTORETH! Keep us from the FERTILITY QUEEN OF JERICHO = "...VILEST and most DEGRADING of all CANANITISH FORMS OF IDOLATRY...DESOLATE, ACCURSED OF GOD." PK 229,230. PP 487. TM 410. PK 255,282.)

THE BALLENGEB=BUNCH = prefer to Foam at the Mouth about some mythical "SHUT DOOR"=while they UTTERLY REJECT this "OPEN DOOR!!" "Even if all our LEADING MEN should refuse LIGHT and TRUTH, that "DOOR" will still remain "OPEN." The Lord will raise up MEN who will give the people the MESSAGE for this Time." TM 107.

LIKE A SERPENT = keeps a little Bird TRANSFIXED by its Hypnotic "STARE"=so this "Generation of VIPERS" cannot seem to break the Spell as they look with "TUNNEL VISION"=and cannot seem to see the OPEN END of the TUNNEL =or, as she put it = the Glorious "HOLY CITY" at the END of the "PATH" in this 1846 BROADSIDE. This is our Religion. We do not intend to follow BALLENGEB=FROM WILSON to be Tempted to FALL for "TONGUES" and ADVENTIST=PENTECOST "GLOSSOLALIA = by BAAL and HELL=PRIESTS INVITED to ANDREWS=SLIGO=AVONDALE=LLU. They "PAID" the one something like $2500.00 for 2 Meetings! They sure are DESPERATE for the "POWER!" And they are GETTING it = with FOAMING=AT=THE=MOUTH = also. "POSSESSION" now Rampant among Seventh-day Adventists.

FOR MANY YEARS = I was watching the Word = "LEFT" = I saw that TERRIBLE WORD in the "SHAKING" Chapter. And have been ALERT to that WORD and that CONDITION = ever since. "LEFT to the Delusions that they LOVE!" (NOT IN EW but found in Tl:187) = (LEFT)"... to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS!" Tl:187. (LEFT)"... in the HOUR of TEMPTATION."

"... TEMPTED to MINGLE ..." Ev. 364. As BALAAM did and which is to be REPEATED near the END. -28-
"BALAAM...APOSTATIZED...TIME-SERVER...THE TENTEE...A DESIRE FOR "POWER!"...FLATTER THEMSELVES THAT...they can...
CHANGE their COURSE when they PLEASE...it is SELDOM that...
you ESCAPE...PROFESSED GREAT CONSCIENTIOUSNESS and INTEGRITY...Like BALAAM they are ANGRY at those who would PRE
VENT their RUIN...LICENTIOUS WORSHIP of BAAL and ASHTA
ROTH...ALLURED BY...PASSION...HEATHEN WOMEN...The RULERS;
and the LEADING MEN were among the FIRST to TRANSGRESSION.
"ISRAEL JOINED himself unto BAAL-PEOR." (You didn't learn
much from that Preacher - did you?)...(Especially the ones
who have so much "LOVE UNLIMITED" that it Spills over and
while they are PRACTICING what they PREACH = "GOD DOES
NOT DESTROY") = "PHINEHAS...seizing a JAVELIN...SLEW
THEM BOTH...1000 men were chosen from each of the Tribes,
and sent out under the Leadership of PHINEHAS..."And they
SLEW the Kings of MIDIAN...BALAAM ALSO...THE WOMEN ALSO
as the most GUILTY and MOST DANGEROUS of the POES of ISRAEL.
"Now all these things happened unto them for ENSAMPLES;
and they are Written for our Admonition upon whom the ENDS
of the World are come. Wherefore let him that THINKETH
he standeth, take HEED lest he FALL"...As we approach the
CLOSE of TIME..." PP 439 to 442, 451 to 454, 455 to 457.

PENTECOSTAL TEMPTATION = "Many will be confronted by the
SPIRITS OF DEVILS...MOST DANGEROUS HERESIES...MIRACLES...Just before us is the "HOUR OF
TEMPITATION"..."Because thou hast kept the Word of My
patience, I also will keep thee." GC 560.(377.)

I AM SO HAPPY = "I am SINLESS, I am HOLY." SANCTIFIED LIPS
will NEVER give utterance to such PRESUMPTIVE WORDS...
"Not as though I had ALREADY ATTAINED, either were AL
READY PERFECT: but I follow after."...Let those who feel
inclined to make a HIGH PROFESSION OF "HOLINESS" look in
to the MIRROR of GOD'S LAW...they will not BOAST of SIN
LESSNESS. "If we," says John..."say that we have NO SIN,
we deceive ourselves, and the TRUTH is NOT in US."...There
are those who PROFESS "HOLINESS", who declare that they
are "WHOLLY THE LORD'S," who claim a right to the prom
ises of God, while REFUSING to render OBEDIENCE to His
COMMANDMENTS...this is PRESUMPTION." AA 562-3.

"IT IS THE DUTY = of every Servant of God to withstand
FIRMLY and DECIDEDLY these PERVERTERS of the FAITH, and by the Word of God FEARLESSLY to EX
POSE their ERRORS." AA 387.

(Is this enough to PROVE the POINT = ???)
Let us get BACK on the PATH...
THE 1846 BROADSIDE = deals with "EVENTS" in their "ORDER." With THRONES and those who "SAT" on them. Doing what? Twiddling their Thumbs? You cannot find the Word: "JUDGEMENT?" in all the BIBLE? Not found in Conjunction with THRONES? and BOOKS? Angel's Record BOOKS? Nowhere in all DANIEL nor in REVELATION = can you find "BOOK of LIFE?" This BOOK was not PREPARED=BEFORE=CHRIST=COMES so He is able to have His "REWARD" with Him to "GIVE TO EVERY MAN AS HIS WORKS. SHALL BE?" This will HALT the JW's and HWA people DEAD in their TRACKS. = but not the Adventist.

SO HE OBTAINS = "NOTHING" for us? Not even ETERNAL LIFE? And where is this all done? NOT=IN=THE= MOST=HOLY=PLACE=OF=THE=SANCTUARY? He obtains NOTHING? And you pay God's Tithe to the "NOTHING" PREACHERS? Who JANGLE about "OUTER COURTS" and RAILROAD OUT the Most Holy Place. OUT of their Dallas, Texas "DECLARATION OF FAITH?! Because one BLIND BAT by the NAME of HAMMILL does not know the "GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION" of the MOST HOLY PLACE?! He read too much TALMUD and "NEW AGE" = EVOLUTION"=took so many of his own DRUGS that he developed CATARACTS = and NOT ONE IN DALLAS could read this: "I SAW THE THIRD ANGEL pointing UPWARDS, showing the disappointed ones the WAY to the HOLIEST of the HEAVENLY SANCTUARY. As they "BY FAITH" ENTER the Most Holy, they find Jesus, and HOPE and JOY spring up anew...It was represented to me that the "REMNANT" followed Jesus INTO the Most Holy Place...These Messages were represented to me as an ANCHOR...TO HOLD THE BODY. And as INDIVIDUALS (That's all there ever is. That is why I turned from EW 254 to 256 and went to the ORIGINAL SG 1:166.). ..."And as INDIVIDUALS receive and understand them, they are SHIELDED against the many Delusions of Satan."SG1:166.

PERHAPS YOU THINK = ITY will turn and follow HAMMILL?

No, it will not bother us one little Bit. We know there is a Fool borne every Minute. We also know that those who Sit in a Class where ERROR is FORCED HOME by the POWER of the WILL. EW 125 = and they KNOW the TRUTH but refuse to WITNESS for it= because they might not have that many "FRIENDS" left = I find the Word right there = "HE WILL NOT KEEP US. The Angels CEASE...and we are "LEFT" to the BUFFETINGS of the ENEMY." EW 125.

SO TAKE YOUR CHOICE = trying to PROTECT YOURSELVES from the "BUFFETINGS" of UNBELIEVING ADVENTISTS = or would you prefer being "LEFT!!" by the Holy Angels to the "BUFFETINGS" of Evil Angels? Take your Choice = it will be ONE or the OTHER."A Companion of FOOLS will be DESTROYED!"
I suppose you are getting EDGY or FIDGETY about this. Time = and you do not know how much more of this you can Stand? One good way to get out of it is to say you cannot "UNDERSTAND" what it is all about...I think you understand only too Well. "UNDERSTANDING" is not REALLY the BASIC PROBLEM= the BASIC PROBLEM is HONESTY. Does your Religion include LYING because you MUST go along and Cover-up for that "CONFEDERACY OF EVIL?" Who CHANGED the BOOKS? TM. 358-366,462-9. RELIGION to SOME is to find a GROUP that they LIKE and stay by them come Hell or High-Water. It does not seem to enter their Mind (or their weak "FAITH!") that if they take a Stand for Truth = SOME may stand WITH them = why, you might even convert the LEADER of ERROR. As I was an Instrument to convert HERBERT W. ARMSTRONG'S WIFE = and SHE converted HIM! And that has effected the WHOLE WORLD...so don't come around talking of what you CAN'T DO = how do you know unless you TRY? (Oh! I forgot! "It is NOT by TRYING = it is by DYING!")

"MINISTERS of DARKNESS...BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND...
"CLOUDS whose they are without Water, carried about of WINDS,

"It is NOT by TRYING - it is by DYING!" = "TWICE DEAD!" FTW.

NO "MOST HOLY PLACE" = NO "JUDGMENT!" It is as Simple as that. THE SCENE IN DANIEL = "I beheld till THRONES were CAST DOWN... (LEFT OUT OF EW 5:4-6 = "There I saw THRONES that I had never seen before!" 1846 BROADSIDE. She never saw them before because they were never set before.)

DANIEL BEHELD till the "THRONES" were cast down!
JOHN SAW till = "A THRONE WAS SET IN HEAVEN, and One SAT on the THRONE." Rev.4:2.

DANIEL BEHELD = "...and the ANCIENT of DAYS did SIT..."7:9.

IN LEGAL TERMINOLOGY = a great Commotion takes place = EXACTLY AS SHOWN in = Rev.4:5...4 and 20 Elders take their Place and Beasts and all...BOOKS and ANGELS and SEALS and we'd like to know = WHAT FOR = ??? and the JUDGE "SITS!" "SITS" = AND; "...THE JUDGMENT was SET, and the BOOKS were OPENED..." Daniel 7:10.

This is a "PRELIMINARY HEARING"="THRONES SET!"=indicated they were NOT "SET"=before. This is something NEW. HE=ID= NOT=SIT=ON=A=THRONE=IN=THE=MOST=HOLY=PLACE until 1844.
So how can LEE or ANDROSS or BALLENERG or FORD or BRINSMEAD or WILSON or EVA or HAMMILL or any other UNBELIEVER find GOD or CHRIST = where they WERE NOT! They had to go by "FLAMING CHARiOTS" to go to the "THRONES" in the HOLIEST in 1844 - and not one Minute SOONER! 1846 BROADSIDE. -31-
THE PREACHER PREACHES ONE SUNDAY - a "GO TO HELL" SERMON. (or to HEAVEN as the Case may be.) THEN NEXT SUNDAY HE PREACHES about Christ's Coming and: "RAISING THE DEAD!" How does he manage THAT if they are NOT DEAD! If they NEVER WERE DEAD! But were ALIVE in HEAVEN or in HELL.

THE ADVENTIST PREACHER PREACHES "CHRIST" at His "ASCENSION" goes before the FATHER in the MHP = and THEN goes BACK to the "FIRST APARTMENT" to start His Ministry! WHAT! Before an EMPTY THRONE = ??? The FATHER is perhaps on ANOTHER PLANET? MILLIONS of MILES. AWAY = ?? When they do go there they go by "FLAMING CHARIOTS!!" EW 55. Even puny man can go MILLIONS of MILES in his make-shift "ROCKETS." Put together by Rivets and Bolts.

THE KEY IS THE WORD: "THRONES were CAST DOWN, and the Ancient of days did "SIT!"...and the JUDGMENT was "SET!", and the BOOKS were OPENED..." Daniel 7:9,10.

"A THRONE was "SET!" in Heaven, and ONE "SAT!" on the THRONE...And round about the THRONE were...And I saw in the RIGHT HAND of HIM that "SAT!" on the THRONE a BOOK...Who is worthy to OPEN the BOOK?" Rev.4:2,4. 5:1,2.

SO WE CANNOT FIND = all the King's Horses and all the King's men - 30 men for 30 Years = could not "FIND" the "INVESTIGATE JUDGMENT" ("IN-THE-BIBLE!") = no COURT SCENE? No BOOKS? No BEASTS? No ELDERS? No ANGELS? No LAMB? No NOTHING? No SEALS? Not even a THRONE? PROOF POSITIVE that LAODICEA is "BLIND!" by their own ADMISSION! We accept that. We know that. We knew it for many Years. Some now are beginning to see it after a RIP-VAN-WINKLE SLEEP for 20-Years! "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" CHAPTER: "When a CRISIS finally comes...their CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE!" T3:271. "THE SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER: "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are IN-THE=CHURCH!" T5:210.

WHAT WOULD ANYONE WANT IN SUCH A "GOD-FORSAKEN" PLACE - ???

"SPECIAL FEATURE! NOW SHOWING = ANDREWS SEMINARY THEATRE"=

[Showing WHAT?...NOTHING!.........................]  
[NOTHING THERE!...NOTHING!.....................]  
[Pay $500.00 a Year for it = for WHAT?....for"NOTHING"!]  
[They will receive....NOTHING!]  
[REMEMBER..."DOUBT"...is CONTAGIOUS!]

CHRIST WAS A SEMITE!

JEWS and ADVENTISTS are: "ANTI-SEMITES!" "They SAY they are JEWS = but they LIE and ARE NOT!" Rev.3:9. They SAY they are a "CHURCH"=the "CHURCH" of TM 15 - but they LIE and ARE NOT! They are the "SYNAGOGUE" of TM 16. They are the "ANTICHRIST!" of Series A:312. 
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AGAIN - you See! If I would Toe the URIAH SMITH LINE =
like all the "REVELATION" Classes in 1984-5 = I could
Sail right along in a gentle Breeze = it takes NO BRAINS
AT ALL to HEAP TOGETHER standard "BIBLE READINGS" or D+R
References PLUS explanations = and keep a Standard SDA
Class going = even call it a "DISSIDENT" GROUP =about all
they accomplish is they do not pay Tithe to the Adventist
Church = (They only pay it when some WHEELING wheels around!)

If I didn't the Same = just try to FIT IN to their CLASS -
I would not need to PAUSE and EXPLAIN what I just SAID =
that Sr. WHITE PREDICTED the Adventist Church would Head
the "ANTICHRIST!!" Rather than deal in such "WAY-OUT"
HERESIES = they would be much more PLEASED if I did as
you do = SIT there like a DUMMY = and say NOTHING! Because
if I said MORE than "NOTHING!!" = they would be on me like
a PACK of WOLVES! So I DUMMY UP...and would not DARE to
so much as MENTION = that ELLEN WHITE SAID =

WHAT WE FACE TODAY! THIS WOLF-PACK(DEFINITION OF "WOLVES2")

OH, YES! WE KNOW WHO IS THE "WOLF-PACK!!" but after 40 YRS.
of FROOM=WILSON=ANDERSON=NICHOLS=FIGHUR=WHITE and BLACK =
and their "NAME-CALLING"=which is ACCEPTABLE = but what
we say is NOT! Even if it is only "NAME for NAME!!"

SO IF WE SAY WHAT THEY SAY = IMMEDIATELY it is "NAME-
CALLING!!" and if we take off a PAGE to EXPLAIN it - then
they HIDE behind the FACADE = they do not "UNDERSTAND"
it = if they told the TRUTH for a CHANGE = they would say:
[1] We don't WANT to UNDERSTAND it! [2] "The Old Wine is
BETTER!" So you will not understand this "WOLF!!" matter
unless you LOOK UP and SEE for yourself = WHO IS THE WOLF?
So we may have to go back and resort to only calling them:
"DUMB[very DUMB!] DOGS that will not BARK!"And you find
HEAPS of them in Group=Classes held together by a Rotten
String and some travelling PROFESSIONAL JESTER passing
thru and HONORED on their PLATFORM = while they IMAGINE
they are having "MUCH LIGHT!" At least their Meetings
are not as DEAD as are the LAODICEANS...more and more we
are informed - their MEETINGS are getting DEADER and DEADER!
What did you expect if he GRADUATED from
a BABYLON CEMETERY? You can only THRILL those who only
LOOKED for any EXCUSE to go BACK to the World."CURRENTS"
does not like this: (SPEAKING OF THE FUTURE!): "...and
FELL=OFF=THE=PATH down in the DARK and WICKED WORLD be-
low!" 1846 BROADSIDE. (And we DID NOT leave that OUT!)
And what is more......
You might be able to "WOW!!" the Stick-in-the-Mud Advent- 
entist that: (THAT)"...it was just as IMPOSSIBLE for them 
to get on the PATH AGAIN and go to the City, as all the 
WICKED WORLD which God had REJECTED!" 1846 BROADSIDE.

BUT IF YOU HAD READ ON = and not PICK and CHOOSE a MORSEL 
here or there like the: "UNCLEAN BIRDS OF THE APOCALYPSE" = 
if you had eaten:"ALL OF IT!" = you might have found, 
RATHER than keep your SNOUT in. BALLENGER'S TROUGH = you 
might just POSSIBLY have seen "UNTIL WE HEARD THE VOICE 
OF GOD...!" = BALLENGER=MOE might LIKE us to READ it 
WITH=THEIR=GLASSES=ON! But we have long since learned: 
"Place your Mind and Will where the HOLY SPIRIT can reach 
them, for He will NOT Work through another man's Mind 

(Place this in your List of the "GREATEST WORDS" ever 
spoken. With that - your CHURCH-LEADERS fade into Oblivion. It just makes me Boil = to see people WITH ONE AC 
CORD = hanging on to EVERY WORD from some Great FROOM = 
and the WHOLE DENOMINATION worshiping a SKELETON with 
some MEAT hanging on to it. WHO DID MORE THAN 1,000 men 
can UNDO = for this people to LOSE FAITH in the "SPIRIT 
OF PROPHECY" = and ask us - as FROOM-WILSON did. 
MOVE (1) = TEAR DOWN = Ellen White = "MOVEMENT OF DESPER 
MOVE (2) = BUILD UP the IMAGE of her ENEMIES = p.320,322,466, 
512. (JUST READ = 205!) The Dog=Puke throughout the Book = 
SLY (and not so SLY!) = inferences against "LAW-KEEPING" = 
the "CURSE" of "WORKS" = "LEGALISM" = "EFFORT" =262 (and trying 
tie with it) = 259,363,670. MOVE (3) = WAGGONER MESSAGE IS THE LAST MESSAGE! 316,320, 
395,400,530,619,626,531,526. 
MOVE (4) = 1888 MESSAGE NOT REJECTED. p.364,368-9,377,444. 
605,673. 
MOVE (5) = RICHARD'S MESSAGE IS THE "LAST MESSAGE!!" Harves 
tising us to the Adventist Wagon ready to take off in "KEY 
'73"=the SUPREME (I was going to say:"EFFORT!!"=but no, it 
was the SUPREME "NO EFFORT!!!")=618-9. (FROOM was found 
STILL LYING! in the Ruins of his own Speculations=the 
WRECK of "MISSION=KEY '73." (The Billy Graham Day.) 
MOVE (6) = The JIMMY SWAGGARTS could put on such a STAGGER-
SHOW=such as NEW YORK CITY "GARDENS!"=May 12,1985=12.00 
NOON=the Adventists had NO SUCH SPEAKERS, NO SUCH CHARIS-
MA, since they Lost their Power = they had to stand in 
SECOND PLACE and give the SCEPTER to JIMMY SWAGGART=HELL-
FIRE THEORIES=RAPTURE=EASTER=SUNDAY=XMASS="NEW AGE" and 
all. And we actually saw ROY A. ANDERSON like a SNIVELING 
DOG=actually acting as an "USHER" for.......
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BILLY GRAHAM'S "NEW YORK SHOW" many years ago. IN FACT they bought that "NEW YORK CENTER" and "RUSHED" it to "COMPLETION" at a STAGGERING COST = just in Time for Brother BILLY to use to Train 1,000 or 1,500. "USHERS": ROY A. ANDERSON being ONE of them = to tell them to: "GO TO = THE = CHURCH = OF = YOUR = CHOICE!" = "IT'S ALL THE SAME = IT'S IN THE GAME! IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE NOW!"

WHEN THEIR "OLD-LINE" MEMBERSHIP BEGAN DROPPING OFF = because they BELIEVED these Liberal Leaders = they simply WENT BACK to the OTHER CHURCHES! To the "CHURCH OF YOUR CHOICE!" One Brother wrote me that he nearly fell out of his Chair when he heard SAINT RICHARDS = say that.

OVER A MILLION lost their way during the PIERSON-WILSON ADMINISTRATIONS = so they had to hurriedly organize calling in 1,000 a Day for 1,000 Days = to get a lot of Riff-Raff back to fill the empty Seats. Over 1,000,000 Adventists would not go along with the CHARADE any longer.

Then the DAVENPORT FIasco = and what some have already said is going to be "like a Picnic" compared to the LATEST WILSON SCAM = (although SOME, as ever, EXCUSE him that he WOULD/COULD do NOTHING about it! Tell THAT to the MARINES! I would be AFRAID that God would strike me down if I repeated such DASTARDLY LIES = as FACT!)

FROOM=WILSON told you HONESTLY their PLANS = to SWING this Church into the HOLINESS PENTECOSTAL CAMP = LEB=M 320-2. JUST=AS=ELLEN=WHITE=PREDICTED=IT= SM 2:31-38,41-60. And p.54 tells us VERY PLAINLY just WHO is going to FIRST get the "POWER!"=by which they will LEAD the "ANTI-CHRIST" DISPLAY! MM 88. GC 593. RH A4:262,570. T6:400-1.

THAT IS AS GOOD A REASON AS ANY = why they CHANGED TM = BACHAND told Dr. WILBONE of "HEALTH RESEARCH" to call it = "SPECIAL" TM....1958....and LEFT OUT the FIRST 2 TRACTS = "LEAVES OF AUTUMN"=P.O. BOX 440, PAYSON, ARIZ. 85541 has it all COMPLETE as "SERIES A=

AND THERE YOU WILL FIND WHAT YOU DO NOT WANT TO BELIEVE: "AMERICA, and especially BATTLE CREEK, (R&H and MEDICAL CENTER) where the GREATEST LIGHT from HEAVEN has been shining upon the people, CAN BECOME THE PLACE OF GREATEST PERIL and DARKNESS." Series A:122. "THE GREAT APOSTASY WILL DEVELOP into DARKNESS deep as MIDNIGHT, IMPENETRABLE as SACKCLOTH of HAIR." COL 414.(423.) SOP 2:367. BC 7:962.

"...to absorb MONEY in BUILDINGS...through some...INVENTION of SATAN!" Series A:123.
"IT IS TIME (1894==90 Years ago!) that there was a DIFFER-
ENT ORDER of things in BATTLE CREEK; else the JUDGMENTS
of God will surely FALL upon the people." Series A:124.
Did they Fall..........? Will they Fall = AGAIN?

SDA ANTI-CHRIST!
"All that have refused to be taught of God, HOLD the
TRADITIONS of men. THEY=AT=LAST pass over on the side
of the ENEMY, against God, and are Written, "ANTICHRIST."
..."find in "ANTICHRIST" the CENTER of their UNION.
While the 2 Parties stand in COLLISION, the Lord will
appear..." Series A:312.

WE HAVE SO MANY REFERENCES IN THIS PAPER about 2 PARTIES
from a PARTY that was once 'ONE!'=that if GROTHER ever
sees this Paper = he will have SEVERE INDIGESTION = and
so will just about every other: "20-Year PREACHER!"
FRITZ ALSETH wanting ALL FACTIONS to come together at
SACRAMENTO #2 = even invited HIM=TO=COME! For what almost
turned into a LYNCHING PARTY! More of a SPLIT now than
there ever was before. Just as it should be...."God is
SIFTING his people...A CORRUPT PEOPLE has arisen...They
DESPISED REPROOF, and would not be CORRECTED...They had
TIME to REPENT of their WROGNS; but SELF was TOO DEAR TO
DIE. They NOURISHED IT, and it GREW STRONG, and they SE-
PARATED from the peculiar people of God...We all have
reason to THANK GOD that a way has been opened to save
the Church, for the WRATH of God must have some upon us
if these CORRUPT INDIVIDUALS had remained with us. EVERY
HONEST ONE that may be deceived by these DISAFFECTED ONES,
will have the TRUE LIGHT in regard to them if EVERY AN-
GEL from Heaven has to visit them, and enlighten their
Minds. We have nothing to fear in this matter. AS=WE=NEAR=
THE=JUDGMENT(WHAT! 30 Years! 30 Scholars! and "NO JUDG-
MENT!")= AS=WE=NEAR=THE=JUDGMENT all will manifest their
TRUE CHARACTERS, and it will be made PLAIN to what COM-
pany they BELONG. The Sieve is going; let us not say, Stay
thy hand, O God...The Church must be PURGED, and will be."
"There is as great a DIFFERENCE in our Faith and that
of NOMINAL (BY NAME ONLY) PROFESSORS, as the Heavens are
Higher than the Earth...God's Servants must bear a POINTED
TESTIMONY. It will cut the natural Heart, and DEVELOP
CHARACTER." SG 2:300.

TRY IT! And hear the SQUAWKING!"There is enough SCRING-
ING, and CRIPPLING, and WRAPPING UP POINTED TRUTHS,
which REBUKE SIN by the MINISTERS of the NOMINAL CHURCH-
ES. UNLESS SOULS EMBRACE the Message aright... -36-


"...and their Hearts are prepared to receive it, THEY HAD BETTER LET IT ENTIRELY ALONE!" SG 2:300. (Amen + Amen + Amen) If you want to be a BELIEVER, be a BELIEVER = If you want to go to a BABYLONISH "SEMINARY" to get a BABYLONISH "DEGREE"= then be DECENT enough to do as BALAAM did = STAY with the MOABITES and the HORONITES = why IMPORT that Stuff into the Camp of the Saints? IF ISRAEL "JOINS" itself to BAAL-PEOR = that is another matter = if ROOM=ANDERSON= HEPPENSTALL FOUNDATION=PAY the BABYLONIANS to COME to them; THAT is another matter and should be handled another way. As many a Believer has already said = "IT IS TIME to call ELIJAH and PHINEHAS BACK!!" We are preparing ourselves for the Day when God will keep "SILENCE NO LONGER!" "It is TIME for THEE, LORD = to WORK, for they have made Void Thy LAW!"

JUDGMENT

NO "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT?" NOT IN ALL THE BIBLE? So said 30 men for 30 Years! I am Sure any 12 Year old Son of a Christian Mother = could find 30 Bible Verses in 30 Minutes! EVEN THE WORLDLY CHURCHES HAVE NOT FALLEN THAT LOW!

WHAT MINISTER WORTH HIS SALT = does not know about the "MARK?" Even WORLDLY PEOPLE from one End of the Earth to the other = know about 666. Why did the Adventists take that OUT of the SABBATH SCHOOL LESSON QUARTERLIES? WHAT IS 666? WHERE is it found? Clear "OUT" of the BIBLE? If every WATCHMEN on the Walls of Zion = goes YELPING like a LICKED CUR. = every Time the JESUITS = and TALMUDISTS crack their "WHIP OF NINE-TAILS" = THEN, OF COURSE = THE CHURCH would be in the Condition Sr. WHITE said it would be. NOTHING but: "THESE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK!..." T5:211. And THERE ALSO we have the "MARK" and the COMMAND to: "BEGIN AT MY SANCTUARY!" T5:211. BUT = BUT = BUT = YOU SAY!

"THAT IS NOT IN THE BIBLE!" Will you take your BLINDERS OFF? Am I not quoting the BIBLE if I quote T5:211 = ??? Many Times I DELIBERATELY quote the SOP because = not only is HALF of that the BIBLE = but it gives the TIME = the SENSE = the PLACE = and just WHO it is refering TO. In this Case = THE LAST CHURCH. The only Trouble is = it in NO WAY goes along with URIAH SMITH TRADITION. ("BIBLE READINGS:"

(1) URIAH SMITH (ADVENTIST) TRADITION has the Church getting BETTER and BETTER and BETTER = and even if they CANNOT SEE IT = they only see it getting WORSE and WORSE and WORSE = but yet it is the MAJOR REASON they cannot BREAK with the APOSTATES - because of that VAIN "FAITH" and what Sr. White calls: "...the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES." GC 339. 1884 GC 210. (LEFT OUT of SR 355 =WHY?) WHERE IS THAT TRADITION NOW......???
THAT TRADITION = repeated by Rote. by. every Seventh-day.. Minister = and the ONLY ONE REASON untold THOUSANDS of Adventists STAY with the APOSTASY = is because of that ECHO in their MIND = based on absolutely NOTHING but a MESMERISTIC "REPETITION = REPETITION = REPETITION!"

(1) THE PROMISE that all the Bad Eggs will leave the Basket and only the Good Eggs will remain.
(2) NO WONDER they want "THE BIBLE ALONE!" Because this Reference shows the VERY OPPOSITE! Those who REMAIN are the ones that go into the very "OMEGA" (as FAR as they can go!) with NO HOPE WHATEVER that they will EVER get BETTER. Because if they were so PURE in the SEALING TIME (JUDGMENT TIME) = the SEALING ANGEL would find only the 144,000 LEFT! THAT has been the TRADITION of 100 YEARS!
(3) But what are the FACTS in EZEKIEL 9 and in T5:211-2 on which EZEKIEL 9 is based? You see - it amounts to this: if you are going to go around = BLIND=DEAF=and DUMB = and can see NO DARKNESS there = and NO ABOMINATIONS = so you do as SABBASTIAN FROM said to do = FIND NO FAULT = adjust your ROSE-TINTED GLASSES = put your Nose high in the Air = you will just flat NOT BE SEALED! "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE! Those who receive the PURE MARK OF TRUTH...are those "THAT SIGH and that CRY. for."ALL" the ABOMINATIONS that are done" IN=THE=CHURCH!" T3:267. RH Al:49. Ezekiel 9.
(4) But if they are so WILLINGLY BLIND = these Words apply to them: "But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of "ALL" those who DO NOT THUS SEE...and BEGIN at My Sanctuary." T3:267.
(5) So we come BACK to T5:211-2 and see that SAME WORD: "The CLASS (2 CLASSES AGAIN!) The CLASS who do not...MOURN over the SINS (ABOMINATIONS!) will be "LEFT" without the SEAL (MARK!) of God. The Lord commissions His messengers the men with "SLAUGHTERING WEAPONS"...and BEGIN at My SANCTUARY... (NO! HOLD ON! There's NO "ABOMINATIONS" THERE! (WILSON SAID SO!)) "THESE DUMB DOGS... "ALL" PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2. (Need we go back and quote the SAME THING from EZEKIEL 9:...? Seems to me an exercise in FUTILITY. All anyone has to do is go and LOOK=IT=UP! And you will OFTEN be SURPRISED that you might find it WORSE in the BIBLE! SR. WHITE gave the Answer:
(1) WILSON and LONDIS will DENY the TESTIMONIES. 
(2) THEN they will DENY the "INERRANCY" of the "BIBLE "ONLY!" And then the "DOWNWARD MARCH"
(3) "TO PERDITION!" T4:211. PUR 112.
Through it all = they see NO ABOMINATIONS THEREFORE NO JUDGMENT = because "LOVE" is "UNLIMITED!!" They are SICK. God does not want the MENTALLY SICK = in His Kingdom.
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"CURRENTS" July 1984 - in PERFECT HARMONY with "JESUIT" FIGUR = and his "30 Scholars" for "30 Years" = could find "NO INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" in their "BIBLE" = neither could BALLANGER = all Singing in PERFECT HARMONY!

"...for the HOUR of His JUDGMENT is COME!" (NO! NO! NO! = that is ELLEN WHITE! In the ORIGINAL 1884 GC under: "THE FIRST ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" page 222. (WE DARE YOU to find ANY CHAPTER HEADINGS in YOUR GC for 1st. = 2nd. = or 3rd. =! WHY were they taken OUT? Do you KNOW? Why do they offer this CRIPPLED OFFERING before the Lord? The SYMBOLIC SERVICE called for only a "PERFECT OFFERING." "I saw that as the Jews CRUCIFIED Jesus, so the NOMINAL("NOMINAL ADVENTISTS!" "BY NAME ONLY!" and the)= NOMINAL CHURCHES had CRUCIFIED these MESSAGES, and THEREFORE they have no KNOWLEDGE (ADD to your Faith = "KNOWLEDGE!") = they have no KNOWLEDGE of the way INTO the Most Holy, and they CANNOT be benefited by the intercession of Jesus there." EW 261.

THE CRIPPLED OFFERING = NOW CRUCIFYING = "...for the HOUR of HIS JUDGMENT is come!" (NO! NO! NO! The "HOUR" of "OUR JUDGMENT is come!" = this is the CRAW that STUCK in the THROAT of the BALLANGER = BUNCH right from the BEGINNING!) AND "CURRENTS" reveals that only too WELL!

ELLEN WHITE = JAMES WHITE = and all the Rest were GUILTY OF: "NO APOLOGIES WERE MADE" = "STUDIOUSLY IGNORED" = "DELETED" = "THE NOTION" = "Partial-Complex Seizures?" = "Superficial Amateurish" = "CLIFF DANCERS" = "incorrectly concluded" = "it appears that" = "ASSUMING A WHOLE LOT" = "MISUNDERSTOOD" = "strangely missing" = "the question of" = "it SEEMS she might" = "Almost certainly" = "is unclear" = "Apparently" = "directly contradicts" = "reconstructed" = "coloring" = "grossly mislead" = "clear denial" = "Divine or Derivative?" = "mistaken" = "coverup" "suppression" = "alteration" = "missing" = "defused" = "omitted" =

WE ALSO SHOW - we are World-Specialists in SHOWING how they have: "OMITTED" = "COVER-UP" = "INCORRECTLY CONCLUDED" = "IGNORED" = "DELETED" = but in what CONTEXT? WHO= DID= IT? Adventists backed or painted themselves into a Corner by trying to make out what "THEY" did = "SHE" did! And, of course that opens the DOOR=WIDE=OPEN for the BALLANGER= BUNCH to make Capital of their WHITE=WASHING of themselves, and hang it all around her Neck = SHE= DID= IT! The WHITE ESTATE SAYS SO! What URIAH SMITH and WEE WILLIE DID = TONGUE=IN=CHEEK = they say "SHE DID!

NONE OF THAT really bothers them that much = but what really Sticks in their CRAW = 1846 BROADSIDE = "MY FIRST VISION" = "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" = "THE PATH" = all throws an Air of UNCERTAINTY = which "HOLINESS" people...
and "HOLINESS" Adventists = REJECT! What do they REJECT? "CURRENTS" MAKES IT PLAIN!

"THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" in The Great Controversy. Here she states that Christ in 1844 entered the Most Holy Place of the Heavenly Sanctuary...to perform the work of Investigative Judgment"...The LAW of God is the STANDARD by which the CHARACTERS...will be TESTED in the JUDGMENT."...in the...BOOKS are RECORDED...and their CHARACTERS are found to be in HARMONY with the LAW of God, their SINS will be BLOTTED OUT, and they themselves will be account-ed WORTHY of ETERNAL LIFE." CURRENTS=July 1984.p.34.

IT WAS ON THIS KEY POINT = that "HOLINESS" MARTIN CHAL-LENGED "HOLINESS" SDA ANDERSON = and "HOLINESS"="I AM SAVED" SDA ANDERSON = fell over Backwards ="WE DO NOT BELIEVE (ELLEN WHITE)=that "CHARACTER" is the "TEST" for the "JUDGMENT!" AS HE SNARLED AS HE REPORTED THIS IN (I think it was the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE to SDA MINI-STERS = "LET US NOT HEAR OF ANY SDA MINISTER that will Teach that "CHARACTER" is the "TEST"=for the "JUDGMENT!"

SO THERE THE DIE WAS CAST = NOTHING is TAUGHT so WELL = as the need of 'PREPARATION'="CHARACTER=BUILDING"=

"EFFORT to FORM, is laying up TREASURE in HEAVEN"=MB 90.

"Those CONTENT with = DOOMED to RUIN." T4:84,589.

"CORRECT it - before it becomes TOO HARDENED." T3:304.

"CANNOT BE CHANGED = at DEATH or CHRIST'S COMING."T5:
466,500,214,340. TM 430,234-7. COL 269-71(TWO CLASSES)
275,278-282(TWO CLASSES)283(TWO SONS) 286(NOTHING MADE
THE PHARISEES MORE MAD)293-8."IS NOT THE CHURCH OF TO-
DAY DOING THE SAME THING?" 303"THIS AROUSED THE ENMITY
OF THE RABBIS."304 "IN OUR DAY." 305"WITHOUT A WEDD-
ING GARMENT = WITHOUT a CHARACTER." 307-319,330-333.

THIS IS WHERE "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE BOOK"="THIS IS WHERE
FROOM=ANDERSON=WILSON=RICHARDS=VENDEN=BALLANGER=went off
the DEEP-END with the DEVIL = "SATAN SEEMS PARALYZED...
MEMORY RECALLS...his stubborn persistence in making NO
EFFORT for self-recovery when God would have granted him
FORGIVENESS = all come VIVIDLY before him...He has led
the MULTITUDES...NOW SATAN BOWS DOWN, and CONFESES.

GC 669,670. (DON'T=BE=A=DEVIL! DON'T=WAIT=FOR=THAT!) DON'T BE A SADDUCEE! "THE SADDUCEES...DENIED that the
Spirit of God works through HUMAN EFFORTS..."DA 604.

DON'T BE A BRINSMEDIUM! Beating their Tom-Toms for 'NO
EFFORT!'="CHARACTER 'GIVEN' AS A 'GIFT!'"

HEPPENSTALL=ANDREWS = "WHEN CHRIST COMES!"(SAME as Jew-
ish TALMUD="EVERYMAN'S TALMUD"=49,87-8,92,96,104,89.
"FAITH ALONE"p.82. "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" p.54,56,57,
74,118. HEPPENSTALL=MAXWELL. p.92,353. EXORCISM! p.262-4)
"FROM SHUT DOOR to INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT; (leaves a:)
LEGACY OF GUILT." by WES RINGER. (our EMPHASIS added.)
(When Adventists ONCE=UPON=A=TIME = believed the SOP that
it is a DEADLY SIN to THINK or to FEEL. that we are "SAVED!!"
"Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!"
(Then they were able to Reply to the BALLEMBER=BUCH and
their "HOLY ROLLER "HOLY FLESH" = "ETERNAL TORMENT" in
a "FIERY HELL"=BAAL=PRIESTS. But NOW. that they went OVER
to "TONGUES MOVEMENT" MARTIN = 1955-1957 = how can they
now Reply to "NO EFFORT!!"="NO LAW!!"="NO WORKS!!"="NO LEGAL-
ISM!!"=when ROY A. ANDERSON gets up from Prayer with BARN-
HOUSE and MARTIN and says: "I AM SAVED! WRITE IT. IN LETT-
ERS 3 FEET HIGH!" If they could not meet BALLEMBER in
his Day = how well will they now be TONGUE-TIED to face
this:)
WES RINGER: "Ellen White's emphasis on the believer hav-
ing his CHARACTER in full Harmony with the LAW of God,
coupled with the UNCERTAINTY of NEVER KNOWING when one's
name might come up in the JUDGMENT, has been responsible
for leaving several GENERATIONS of Seventh-day Advent-
ists UNCERTAIN of their SALVATION.

"The FEAR of the LORD is the BEGINNING of WISDOM." Prov.9:10.
"A WISE man FEARETH, and DEPARTETH from EVIL; but the
FOOL... is CONFIDENT." Prov.14:16. "...by the FEAR of the
Lord = men DEPART from EVIL." Prov.16:6. "PRIDE goeth be-
fore DESTRUCTION." Prov.16:18.

"...several GENERATIONS of Seventh-day Adventists UNCER-
TAIN of their SALVATION. Instead of having COMPLETE CON-
FIDENCE to enter the Most Holy Place by the Blood of Jef-
sus (Hebrews 10:19), they look WITHIN themselves to see
if their CHARACTERS are sufficiently SANCTIFIED. The
more INTROSPECTIVE they become, the more CHARACTER defects,
sin, and failure they see.

(So the FORMULA is if you do not see it - it will go
away. And anyway = WHERE can they PROVE that PAT FORMULA
is what we believe? Perhaps they should ASK us instead of
TELLING us - what we BELIEVE? Perhaps they are ALL WET!)
(Perhaps they are only Quoting the MYTHS of the BABYLON-
IANS and handing them to us as FACT! We have heard the
FOAMING=AT=THE=MOUTH "HOLINESS CULT!" to know where the
Jack-Asses pick this up...).

"Many feel OVERWHELMED with a sense of GUILT and FAIL-
URE. They CONCLUDE...(You sat at the COUCH?)...-41-
"THEY CONCLUDE... that as much as they might DESIRE to be CHRISTIANS, they just=will=never=make=it..."

We have heard enough of these Last-Day SCOFFERS = so we would just turn that round BACKWARDS! "THEY" are the ones who GIVE UP = and EAGERLY GRASP the SCOFFER'S BAIT (SNARES OF SATAN) = (THE DEADLY POTION) = "THEY" are the ones who "CONCLUDE" that they can "NEVER MAKE IT" and so they EAGERLY GRASP for the HIGH-OCTANE GLASS: "I AM SAVED!" = "BY FAITH ALONE!" = "NO FURTHER EFFORT!" = "GRACE - GRACE - WONDERFUL GRACE!" = when God looks He sees "CHRIST!" = not ME? A BLIND GOD = "FAITH without WORKS IS DEAD!" (What is DEAD = BURY IT! And don't mark the Spot!) Instead of being HONEST enough to LEAVE the Church = this is the Sort that TOOK OVER THE CHURCH and MARRIED it to the World. TM 265. But they say:

"OTHERS struggle on, EVER GUILTY and UNCERTAIN as to whether or not their names will be cleared in the JUDGMENT. It is in these believer's GUILT and FEAR that the LEGACY of the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" lives on."

END OF WES RINGER ARTICLE p.34 except for REFERENCES p.41.

We have read enough of HEPPENSTALL=MARTER=ANDERSON=FROOM=WILSON= SNEERING - RIDICULE = of those who Believe:
"THE ANGEL DECLARES, "HERE are they that KEEP the Commandments of God and the Faith of Jesus." 1884 GC 275-6.
(In your GC 435-6 they SHOT DOWN the "ANGEL["

Now we have the Secret of why BALLINGER and his FIRST LIEUTENANTS could not STAND the: "INSUFFERABLE UNCERTAINTY" = of whether they were "SAVED!" or not.

WHAT DO YOU THINK = ??? ARE YOU "SAVED!"
Are you a good "PENTECOSTAL ADVENTIST?"
Will you soon be "SPEAKING IN TONGUES?"

Don't you be too Sure. They say the "DEVIL-WORSHIPPERS" in the South Sea Islands = have the SAME kind of GROUP EMOTIONALISM = helped along with their own Special Drugs and Brews. HERE IN AMERICA = we have it direct from the Horses Mouth = PENTECOSTALS go out to the Cars = where they have "6-Packs" = to Lubricate their Tonsils to REALLY "GET=THE=POWER!" and "SPEAK=IN=TONGUES!" Adventists should be good and ready for that = because compared to WORLDLY COLLEGES = they BEAT them all when it comes to DRINK! We saw this Coming - 40 Years ago...OUT=OF=HAND.
No one told you that if an Adventists School gets out of Hand - ELLEN WHITE SAID = "SHUT IT DOWN!" It is BETTER to send them to the PUBLIC SCHOOL where there might be SOME ORDER.Rather then to learn to SCOFF... -42-
NOW PERHAPS WE ARE READY TO CONSIDER PANEL 3. and 4. of this wonderful 1846 "BROADSIDE:" Which both ARTHUR WHITE in his book "EGW=MR 29" as well as this issue of "CURRENTS!" both called this "MY FIRST VISION"—which it is NOT!... And we can PROVE that in about 30 Seconds. FLAT!

"MY FIRST VISION"= Dec. 1844. "In February, 1845, I had a VISION of EVENTS commencing with the MIDNIGHT CRY...." (Top of Panel/Column 4.)

"About four months since, I had a VISION of EVENTS all in the FUTURE. I saw the TIME OF TROUBLE... I saw FAMINE, PESTILENCE and SWORD = NATION rose against NATION, (1845?) and the WHOLE WORLD was in CONFUSION..." Panel 4.

HOW MANY VISIONS WAS THAT = ??? 3 at least.

\[ 
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DEC. 1844} \\
\text{FEB. 1845}
\end{array} \]

\[ \text{THE PROPHET} \]

\[ \text{4 MOS. SINCE} \]

\[ \text{=== ALL IN THE FUTURE.} \]

The Prophet is Standing between "EVENTS commencing with the MIDNIGHT CRY"...and "EVENTS all in the FUTURE."

STANDING in a TRANSITION PERIOD. STANDING between 2 SHUT DOORS. At "SACRAMENTO MEETINGS", (1) I called 3 School Teachers to the Front. I asked them if they had ever seen me before? They all said, No. I asked them if I had ever spoken to them about this before? They shook their Heads. WE THREW ON THE SCREEN

"I saw a THRONE... Before the THRONE I saw the ADVENT PEOPLE, the CHURCH, and the WORLD." 1846 BROADSIDE. Panel 4.

After the Lady Teacher read this aloud from the Screen = they all said: "There are 3 Groups!"

\[ \text{OUTER COURT.} \]

\[ \text{FIRST APARTMT.} \]

\[ \text{M.H.P.} \]

"THE WORLD" is in "OUTER DARKNESS." Which is the:"OUTER COURT!" Only "DEATH!" is to be found in the "OUTER COURT!" DARKNESS and DEATH. "DEMON WORSHIP... THE WHOLE WORLD(on the Devil's Train. EW 88, 263. "It seemed there could not be ONE LEFT!") THE WHOLE WORLD were standing on the Brink of RUIN!" T6:15. "The SYNA-GOGUE of SATAN"=Rev. 2:9. 3:9. WILL OPPOSE... -43-
"THE ADVENT PEOPLE!!" 1846 BROADSIDE Panel (4).


MIRACLES OF SATAN from the Worldly "HELL!!" and BAAL-PRIESTS via BALLINGERISM where they learn "EXORCISM" so well = in the SEALING TIME = they will be RELEASED like a SPRING to fulfill every last Bit of SM 2:31 to 54. MM 88.T6:400-1. RH A4:262,570. They will be the HEAD of "ANTICHRIST!!" They will be "IN COMMON" with the other Churches. GC 443-445,606-608. Through REJECTION of the 1846 BROADSIDE she PREDICTED OPENLY: "I saw one after another LEAVE the COMPANY who WERE praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST, and go and JOIN those before the (VACATED IN 1844) THRONE, and they AT ONCE received the UNHOLY INFLUENCE of SATAN!" Panel (4).

THERE WE HAVE = "THE WORLD" = the "DARKNESS" of which PENE- TRATES "THE CHURCH" because they the BALLENGER=BUNCH = it does not say ONE WORD of what they "SECRETLY" believe= only makes them the BIGGER HYPOCRITES = all we see is them: "PRAYING!!" = in the WRONG APARTMENT or in NO APART- MENT = "SATAN would then BREATHE upon them..." EW 56,261, 273. SG 1:190-1,171-2.

WE SEE THESE 2 GROUPS = in the "SHAKING" CHAPTER. Ti 1:179. WE SEE THEM SEPARATE. "WISE" and "FOOLISH." We see the FOOLISH end up in: "DARKNESS deep as MIDNIGHT, IMPENE- TRABLE!" COL 414. (423). THERE ARE SOME, with a ZEAL not according to "KNOWLEDGE" = who for 100 Years thought they could 'LEND THEIR INFLUENCE!' and 'PENETRATE' that DARK- NESS = but it still remains: "IMPENETRABLE!!"

NOW WE COME TO: "THE ADVENT PEOPLE!!" Panel (4) = "THE PEOP- LЕ OF GOD!!" Ti 1:179. "THE PROCESSION!!" COL 406. "11th. HOUR... MEN!" COL 399. SM 2:16. MH 195. CWE 26-7. COL 79. "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. 1884 GC 296. THEY RE- FUSE to PRAY with "THE CHURCH" in the "FIRST APARTMENT" or way OUT in the "OUTER COURT!!" (NOT IN THE SANCTUARY AT ALL!) They are "AFRAID" of the "INFLUENCE of SATAN!!" That some pick up like a DISEASE! -44-
"Before the THRONE I saw the ADVENT PEOPLE, the CHURCH, and the WORLD." 1846 BROADSIDE Panel (4).

3 GROUPS: (1) THE ADVENT PEOPLE are on the PATH cast high above the WORLD. Those who Fall off the Path = Fall into the DARK and WICKED WORLD below. SOME of the LIGHT from the "ADVENT PEOPLE" penetrate = (2) THE CHURCH. As Time goes on - the DARKNESS of = (3) THE WORLD = engulfs the CHURCH. So the DARKNESS there goes into the "OMEGA".

"THE WHOLE WORLD is following after IDOLS...array themselves against God...In the CLOSING work of God in the Earth...DARKNESS like the pall of DEATH, may spread over the WORLD...but in the Hour (MIDNIGHT HOUR)=of greatest Peril, the God of Elijah will raise up human instrumentalities to bear a MESSAGE that will not be SILENCED...the Voice of REBUKE will be heard. BOLDLY will MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of "THE CHURCH" with "THE WORLD."..."for the HOUR of His "JUDGMENT" is come..." PK 186-7. RH A6:382.

THE WHOLE WORLD = "ARRAYED" themselves against God. Now we see THE CHURCH when it is "MARRIED" to the WORLD = TM 265; "UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS are ARRAYING themselves against God. They are praising Christ and the God of this World in the same breath...THAT CHURCH will discard the MESSAGE the Lord has sent...MANY will stand in our Pulpits with the Torch of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands, kindled from the HELLISH TORCH of SATAN...SOUND AN ALARM!" TM 409,410.

IF YOU DO NOT MARK THESE PAPERS = this is all so STRANGE = so NEW = it will go clear over your Head = you should CIRCLE a WORD like "ARRAY" then CIRCLE the next place you run into it = and draw a LINE to CONNECT the TWO...MARK=YOUR=BOOKS! BOOKS that are not MARKED = are not READ.

HOW "THE CHURCH" will go to the "DUMB DOGS" of T5:211-2.

"In the FUTURE DECEPTION of every kind is to arise...The ENEMY will bring in FALSE THEORIES, such as the Doctrine that there is NO SANCTUARY. This is one of the Points on which there will be a DEPARTING from the FAITH...[While they BELLER the LOUDER that they go:BY FAITH ALONE!]

"...there will be a DEPARTING from the FAITH...SATAN is striving continually to bring in FANCIFUL SUPPOSITIONS in regard to the SANCTUARY, DEGRADING the wonderful representations of God and the ministry of Christ into something that SUITS the CARNAL MIND...pile around ERRONEOUS THEORIES, which have NO FOUNDATION..." CWE 53-4,77,90,93, 96,142,180. (THE OMEGA)="Their FOUNDATION would be built ON THE SAND and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the STRUCTURE..."MEET IT!" SM 1:205. B2:54-7. -45-
"Before the THRONF I saw the ADVENT PEOPLE--the CHURCH and the WORLD." EW 54.

2 GROUPS: EXACT SAME WORDS with CHANGED punctuation!
The Lady Teacher read that and all 3 Teachers without the slightest hesitation said:"That is 2 Groups!"
The SKULDUGGERY of CHANGING the BOOKS was partly to HIDE the EVIDENCE that the 'SHAKING' Chapter = which is the 'SEALING' Chapter = deals with a 'STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (not FROM!) TO the LAODICANS!' so who gives it?

MATT. 25:5,6. "...they ALL slumbered and slept..."

(If the Church gives the 'LOUD CRY!' that would be a: 'STRAIGHT TESTIMONY FROM' the 'LAODICANS'=but it is not 'FROM' them but "FOR" them. How can they give any Message at all if:"...they ALL slumbered and slept...?")

Both the BIBLE and the SOP say"ALL"=they "ALL" slumbered and slept. COL 405 to 412. Also "ALL" were awake. "ALL" could not WAKE if not "ALL" were ASLEEP: So WHO woke them?

"THE CHURCH"= is sound Asleep. COL 406. GC 393. But the 'ADVENT PEOPLE' or 'THE PEOPLE OF GOD'=are not ASLEEP: You cannot be ASLEEP and 'SIGHING and CRYING' at the same Time! They have a 'SHAKING' among themselves in TI:

179,180 = 2 pages = NO LAODICANS IN SIGHT! After they SHAKE OUT the 'INDIFFERENT' and 'CARELESS' and those who make 'NO EFFORT!' They are on their Way to give the 'LOUD CRY' but they PAUSE just long enough to give the 'STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (not FROM!) TO the LAODICANS!'

So "THE CHURCH" can "UNITE" with the 'WORLD' and the WCC—but the 'PEOPLE OF GOD' or the 'ADVENT PEOPLE'=NEVER!

Neither will they be seen worshipping with those who are so CARELESS = "ONE AFTER ANOTHER: LEAVE the Company who WERE praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST, and go and JOIN those before the (THRONF VACATED IN 1844) and they AT ONCE received the UNHOLY INFLUENCE OF SATAN." Panel (4). EACH VISION ADDED more LIGHT to the PATH = and we have to watch the TRANSITION PERIOD = the EXTENDED LIGHT =

and we must Understand the SEQUENCE of 'EVENTS.' These '20-Year Preachers' have a HARD TIME to UNDERSTAND the 'MIDNIGHT CRY' is DUAL-MULTIPLE-EXTENDED in it's application from 1843-4 to the END OF PROBATIONARY TIME!

There is only ONE 'SHUT' DOOR in Matt.25. And they THOUGHT it was = but it WAS NOT 1844! Since 'CURRENTS' wants to "EXPOSE" what really happened. We have SOME LIGHT in 'A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK!' (65c Pamphlet from A=B=C or BBH.)

THE REAL JOSEPH BATES TESTIMONY

REGARDING THE REAL April 6,1846 "BROADSIDE." WTF 21. His frank concern about the VISIONS...
IF "CURRENTS" WOULD FOLLOW THE SEA-CAPTAIN "JOSEPH BATES"- WHO FINALLY ADMITTED: (After a critical Examination of the "VISIONS"-including the 1846 BROADSIDE that he includes in WTF 21)="...for a LONG TIME unwilling to believe...I CONFESS that I have received LIGHT and INSTRUCTION on many Passages that I could not before CLEARLY DISTINGUISH. I believe her to be a self-sacrificing, honest, willing Child of God, and saved, if at all, through her entire OBEDIENCE to His Will..." JOSEPH BATES. Fairhaven, Mass. WTF 21.

ONE THING THAT FASCINATED JOSEPH BATES the Sea-Captain was her Visions of a: "WORLD with 7 Moons." EW 40. And people: 
...of all Sizes" living on it with warbling "birds." 40.

A WORD TO THE "LITTLE FLOCK."

(About 85¢ from ABC=BBH.) Edited by JAMES WHITE = is not too clear about WHO wrote WHAT. Many early Testimonies were to Sea-Captain "JOSEPH BATES"=p.18-21. I know that I just read some-place, but cannot locate it now even though I searched for it for 3 Hours or more. Where she fired off in rapid succession a View of other Planets. JAMES WHITE appears to mention this in passing:"Ellen...was guided to the planets JUPITER=SATURN, and I think one more...THEIR MOONS, etc." WTF 22. JOSEPH BATES was AMAZED at her INSIGHTS on a Subject that she had never studied = and which was his Life's work, and he knew that what she revealed was not known to Human Beings until the Advent of MODERN TELESCOPES which are now only beginning to Probe the Secrets of the Universe. JUST AT THE TIME when young "Know-from=Nothing!"=green, inexperienced "BORNED" Adventists in their joining the Chorus to ridicule everything "ELLEN WHITE"= and undertook to SNEER at the NEBULA of "ORION"="EQUINOX" $3.50 each=ask for "ORION" Number.) 7 Queen Victoria Road, CAMDEN EAST, ONTARIO, CANADA. KOK 1JO .

This sort of puts a Damper on the famous "YAHVIST" DR. JEFFERS who talked to "YAHWEH" on the STAR "ORION." ORION is NOT a "STAR"=(SUN)=but octeen MILLION "SUNS" in a NEBULA CLOUD of "SUNS." The BIGGER and BETTER the TELESCOPES = the more the ASTRONOMERS MARVEL at "ORION"=the "GATEWAY to the STARS...and to Heaven.EW 41. (The "WAY" to the Most Holy Place. Tell this to WILSON-EVA=HAMMILL. EW 2546-6.)

AND TO "CURRENTS."

(AND TO BRINSMEAD WHO KEEPS YAPPING away like a little Dog, about her "SHUT DOOR=1844." and how many "YEARS" it took before she dropped it. DROP=THIS=ON=RDB'S HEAD!)
HAD GIVEN UP THE "MIDNIGHT CRY" AND "SHUT DOOR" AS BEING IN THE PAST. (ALL THIS DONE IN DEC.1844!)

"When she received her FIRST VISION, Dec.1844, she and all the Band...HAD GIVEN UP the "MIDNIGHT CRY" and "SHUT DOOR" as being in the PAST. It was THEN (Dec. 1844) It was THEN that the Lord showed her in VISION. THE ERROR=ERROR=ERROR= into which she and the Band in Portland had FALLEN. She then related her VISION to the BAND, and about 60 CONFESSED their ERROR...she saw in VISION, that they would be DISAPPOINTED, and that the Saints must PASS THROUGH the "TIME OF JACOB'S TROUBLE"-which was FUTURE. Her view of "JACOB'S TROUBLE" was entirely NEW to us, as well as to HERSELF...." (What appears to be by JAMES WHITE-WTF 22.)

KNOWING THE STRENGTH OF TRADITION = we expect RDB and too many others of the "BALLENDER=BUNCH" will keep on REITERATING their JUICEY LIES as they know of nothing BETTER to bring EGW DOWN! It worked well in the Past, why not keep on in the Future? TRUTH? What is TRUTH?

Now perhaps we can better understand why and how BATES dropped his DOUBTS and became one of her most STANCH SUPPORTERS. You can do that, too...These CLOWNS that came over the LAODICEAN HORIZON = shone for a while = and then their "BRIGHT LIGHT" went out in such DARKNESS that they now have to Appeal to 666 BABYLONIANS so they might get LUKEWARM = again. From the COLD of OUTER SPACE in the OUTER COURT = they could WARM themselves, the SAME as BALLENDER DID = from the FIRES OF HELL=from the HOLY ROLLERS!

Where ANDERSON of the CEMETERY also went for "FIRE!"

COMPLAIN = COMPLAIN = COMPLAIN = COMPLAIN that HOEHN is not doing it RIGHT = how would YOU=DO=IT? WATER it down on the LAODICEAN LUKEWARM BACK-BURNER = or how about trying the "OMEGA" ICEBERG of SM 1:205...FROZEN STIFF!

"To deny this Work would be to deny the Holy Ghost, and would place us in that Company who have departed from the Faith, giving heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS...will not SEE and UNDERSTAND what is "TRUTH!"...begin manufacturing ANOTHER "FOUNDATION"...will FLATTER their VANITY and ESTEEM...This will continue to be as long as Time shall last...make it their FIRST BUSINESS...THE SAINTS dare not rest until Christ is formed WITHIN..." SM 2:388-9.

IN REPLY TO THE LIE:

That we go through Life - having "NO ASSURANCE!!"

"I felt a CONSTANT "ASSURANCE" that I was doing the Will of God..." Tt:65. "I had the ASSURANCE that He loved me." SG 2:186. "STEPS TO CHRIST: is FULL of the "ASSURANCE" (PRESENT TENSE!) = that your SINS are "FORGIVEN!!" What else do you need? "Fret not thyself for TOMORROW." -48-
"ONE DAY ALONE IS GIVEN YOU!" (WHERE IS THAT? Why not find it yourself? So you need not deny the "DAILY!!" Look in Old Index - NOPE! Not there! Not under:"DAY!" Look up the NEW) = LIVE ONE DAY AT A TIME! MB. 101. T7:44. GW. 257.

THE BEST = you will have to find for yourself.

NOTICE THAT REFERENCE FROM WTF 22. ALL THE MINISTERS LEARN IN THE CEMETERY (the Place of the DEAD!) = that the "MIDNIGHT CRY!" was all over and FINISHED = in 1843-4.

When the Prophet was shown both the final "SHUT DOOR" of PROBATION = and the final "MIDNIGHT CRY!" is in the FUTURE. That very VISION of the PATH = shows the "MIDNIGHT CRY!" far from being "OVER!" = was but the "BEGINNING" of the "PATH!" = "...an Angel told me." EW.14. WTF 14. 1846 BROADSIDE Panel (1).

FROM THE BIBLE ALONE!

Matt.25:5. TWICE in 1884 GC 243 it says the 10 Virgins "WENT FORTH...GOING FORTH" === then they went into a long SLEEP called:"THE TARRYING TIME." 1884 GC. 241 to 247.
Matt.25:6. THAT FIRST is a DIFFERENT MESSAGE!"20-Year Adventist Ministers like to roll over their Tongue = "GOING FORTH" as they learn it in the SEMINARY. But that is NOT the MESSAGE of...
Matt.25:6. AFTER the "TARRYING=SLEEPING=DREAMING=TIME" === is WAKING UP TIME === and that is NOT:"GOING FORTH" but "GO YE OUT!" 1884 GC. 249. (Not 243.) That is a NEW MESSAGE. Never applied before. Just as James White said:
"...she saw in Vision...which was FUTURE."

Matt.25:10. Is also FUTURE:"AND THE DOOR WAS SHUT!" COL 406 Is it on account of this REAL, GENUINE "SHUT DOOR" = "COMING?! That SATAN tries to RIDICULE ALL "SHUT DOORS!!"
And EXTEND "SALVATION" and "HOPE" to Christ's "COMING?!"

ARE WE PLAYING GAMES?

Do we think we can go along = "Much the same as before!" No care, no concern. No urgency. We will DRIFT = with other DRIFT. We are so used to all the "ABOMINATIONS" in the Church = a few more will not matter. He will "PURIFY" His people! They are still the "APPLE OF HIS EYE!!" BOTH STATEMENTS require ANSWERS = do you have them? Let the TARES grow up..." (Why don't they LET them? Why do they put them OUT? Over 1,000,000 under PIERSON=WILSON. Let them grow "TOGETHER!!" But you MISSED one WORD = didn't you? Let them grow together "UNTIL..." UNTIL WHAT? UNTIL the "HARVEST!! And the HARVEST is the SEPARATION. "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES = for the BURNING!!" SATAN'S "LATTER RAIN!!" with the "COUNTERFEIT DOCTRINES" of GC 464-473. He is REAPING them now.... a BUMPER CROP... -49-
FIRST SUMMATION = May 18, 1985.

Since we have gone "BOOK RATE" = we are concerned about the TIME it will take to get "BOB WHITE" in the Press = and since we have $13,000.00 chalked up on the POSTAL METER, = and since going "BOOK RATE" we can send 2½ Times as much for 1¢ more =

We suddenly realized we do not have to WAIT for the next Paper to be ready = we can send 2 of the Paper that IS READY! One, and then another "GROUP LEADER" wanted 15 Copies of the. PUBLICATION THAT IS READY = "WILSON THE OFFSHOOT!" = so we are sending Bundles of 15 to Group Leaders = one in Eastern Canada = one in Mid-USA = one in Australia = and then we have many who would want at least 2 and perhaps 5 or more = (15 also to CALIFORNIA!)

So we are overhauling our Thinking = and perhaps will send 2 of the next Paper to some or most of the "REGULAR LIST" = either 2 of "WILSON-the OFFSHOOT" = or perhaps 1 of that and 1 of the "10 VIRGIN PARABLE" = this of course will throw our "MAILING LIST" into some Confusion = we will have to Figure out how to handle it.

I think YOU should WRITE that you want to be placed on the List to receive EXTRA COPIES = and state very clearly if you want 2 or 5 or more. So you will go on that SPECIAL LIST. You then = can send the EXTRA COPY to some one who can then write to be placed on the List. So then as the Mail brings you these EXTRA COPIES you can Revolve YOUR LIST and send the EXTRA COPIES to ever NEW NAMES...that way you will reach the most Important.

FRITZ ALSETH got the CRAZY IDEA that he was going to Act as "DIRECTOR" = call all DISSIDENT GROUPS TOGETHER = WAVE his "YAHWAH" WAND over them = together with the Santee-WOLFE "TIME CHART" = we should all SWOON and also be MES- MERIZED by the SAME MESMERISM = and found he DID NOT HAVE "DISSIDENTS" = but 100% LAODICEANS even if they did appear in a different Cloak. That is the ONLY REASON he called some of us = just to have as Big a MIXTURE as he could get = with ONE OBJECT IN MIND = promote YAHVISM=BEARD= and TIME-CHART. SEALING to START - 1986 = "YAYEH" to come, 1987. Instead of his "UNITY!" = there is now a more de- finite and PERMANENT "SPLIT" than ever. And THAT is EX- ACTLY as it should be in "GOD'S TIME-SCHEDULE" = in the "GATHERING=SCATTERING" TIME! EW 74-5. In "THE BATTLE IN THE DAY OF THE LORD!" EW 69. "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" COL 406. "The ANGEL is to place a "MARK" upon the FORE- HEAD of "ALL" who are SEPARATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the DESTROYING ANGEL will follow..."
SO THE "TIME-CHART" WE ARE INTERESTED IN =
THE "EVENTS" IN THEIR "ORDER" = the beginning of which was
as the Prophet stood in what appears to be "VISION #3"-
looking BACK to what happened in 1844 = the DOOR "SHUT"
and that FOREVER = to the FIRST APARTMENT = as some "WENT
FORTH" to meet the BRIDEGROOM = this was VISION #1 and (2) =
as she stood = LOOKING BACK = !!! (See p. 43.)

As she stood "4 MONTHS SINCE" in VISION #(3) = everything she
saw in THAT VISION #(3) = was: "ALL IN THE FUTURE!" She was
standing in Matt. 25:5 = THE TRANSITION PERIOD BEFORE 25:6 =
and the COMING "SHUT DOOR" before the SUNDAY LAW = Matt. 25:
10. Almost every living person on Earth realizes the ANGELS
are beginning to LOOSEN the 4 WINDS = just held in Check
just long enough to "SEAL" the SAINTS in their FOREHEAD.
IF they are "SEPARATED" from those who are "DAILY IMIBING
NEW ERRORS" = the SAINTS are now SEPARATING = as we saw on
p. 50 from T5:505. And rather than the FROM = ANDERSON = HOUTEFEH=
HUDSON = WILSON = ALSETH = STAHLMAN = DREAM OF "NEW AGE" WORLD
CONQUEST = Phone Call from down SOUTH = the ADVENTISTS(LLL) =
are SPONSORING the "NEW AGE" MOVEMENT = and is being OPPOSED
by DR. HANSON = God bless him!

"IN = THE = BATTLE = IN = THE = DAY = OF = THE = LORD!"
EW 69. (READ the Rest of it = !!!) TM 247, SG 2:201. Eze. 13:

"THE BATTLE" = according to 1846 BROADSIDE - is clearly given.
"I saw one after another LEAVE the COMPANY (find the DIFFERENCE
between this "COMPANY" and the LUKEWARM "LAODICEANS" = in the
"SHAKING" CHAPTER = T1:179-187. Which is the "SEALING!")

"I saw one after another LEAVE the COMPANY who "WERE" praying
-to Jesus (not "YAHWEH!") to JESUS = in the "HOLIEST, and
go and "JOIN" those before the (VACATED in 1844) THRONE,
and "THEY" AT ONCE received the unholy influence of SATAN."
Panel (4) ... [Are you SURE the Group you "PRAY" with are. "IN"
the "HOLIEST" = ??? Or are they of those who LOST THEIR WAY
in 1960 = and have, as ELLEN WHITE SAID THEY WOULD DO =
LEFT OUT OF EW 45 but found in PT 22. RH A1:9) = "REFORMATIONS
... from BAD to WORSE... if their HEARTS could be seen they
would appear AS BLACK AS EVER!" PT 22. (And that SAME TESTI-
MONY throws some LIGHT on the "SHUT DOOR!" = March 24, 1849.)

Perhaps we do not know very much =
but one thing we know = we will not be caught DEAD!
(NOT KNOWINGLY!) In PRAYER with that CARELESS = RECKLESS =
INDIFFERENT = SLOVENLY = "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" = "BLIND LEAD-
ERS OF THE BLIND" = into the "JAWS OF DEATH!" = OUT of the
"MOST HOLY PLACE!" They can go to "HELL!" (R&H August 1,
1893.) ALL = BY = THEMSELVES = !!!
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TO HELL = !!! "HOEHN!!" = "HOEHN!!" = you are using
"LANGUAGE!!" Only because you are a BLIND LAODICEAN and
never did go by Yourself and READ THE "LANGUAGE" of ISA.=
JER. = EZEKIEL = and all the Rest. ELLEN WHITE:
"And thou, CAPERNAUM [Seventh-day Adventists]...shall
be brought down to HELL!" Aug. 1, 1893. RH A3:69.
Will ONE of them REPENT? No. They will just go into a
Slow Burn = and CONTINUE to worship the DEVIL = OUTSIDE
of the Most Holy Place. And that is what this 1846 BROAD-
SIDE is all about! So if you are DEAD and GONE = do not
ever ask for a Copy of this BROADSIDE = and be SURE you
do not give ONE to ANYONE around the World.

Even tho' we are now Set-up to Print them in CLEARER TYPE
and will send as many as you can use = FREE! If it is
above 500 = we will send you the PLATE = and you can have
them run off = on any PRESS that will take 8½ X 14....
OR THE PRINTER can make his own Plate from the Copy.

USE IT THE FOR THIS = this is the Third Angel's Message.
DON'T GIVE IT TO DAVENPORT or for what we called going
"HOSPITAL CRAZY!!" = many YEARS AGO! See "ADVENTIST CUR-
Why there wasn't 100 "JOHN ADAMS" = is the MYSTERY OF IN-
QUITY! But not really = any man who would do what JOHN
ADAM DID = must be = (as Ellen White said) = ready to
face DEATH = "...at any Moment!" (Find that in your Bible
"ONLY!" = in 200. References = the LAST THING that Christ
promised His Disciples. "I send you forth among WOLVES!

SNARLING WOLF-PACK = "IN OUR PULPITS!" TM 409.

WE PROMISE YOU = if you are TRUE = if you Pray:

"It is TIME, Lord = for Thee to work = for THEY have
made Void = THY LAW!" Then you might see, as we have
seen = 6, 7 or more = who were SUDDENLY DEAD = and some
how or other = NEVER THREATENED anybody EVER AGAIN!

A Local "ELDER" = EX-ARMY MAN - sent the RCMP after us =
could not find us...one Month later I sat as a WITNESS
to a COURT = and that same RCMP sat 10 feet from me,
and never said: "BOO!" So fear only ONE THING = the:
"FEAR of the LORD = is the BEGINNING of WISDOM."

(I wrote this all up elsewhere years ago = I am not about
to Repeat it. I have more important things to do.)

The Adventists have FAILED so many Times in what they
INTEND to do = that it should FINALLY come HOME to a FEW=
that these are: "BORNE-LOSERS!" And who is now going to
BANK on them to "WIN?" Just like the JEWS in Old Jeru-
usalem. They DREAMED the same DREAM. That was their MAIN
REASON for OPPosing CHRIST! They just HAD to have their
"KINGDOM COME!" This History to be REPEATED. PK 417, 715.
"NO-NAME"=letter sent May 7,1985 from TACOMA, WASH. This shows you how DEADLY SLOW the Mail now is-- arrived here May 18, 1985. (Came by Ox-Cart.) Had penty of Stamps = 22c. 2 of them... NOTE INSIDE SAID: "Hope you can go there and try to COUNTERACT their HERESY!!!" What "Heresy"?

"FINAL PREPARATION SEMINAR."

Held in our Back-yard. DATE: June 21-30. PLACE: Malo, WA. About 15-20 Miles from here. SPONSORED BY: "THE LAMPLIGHTER = (Spokane Branch.) Also called: "LATTER RAIN MINISTRIES" = PO Box 9478, SPOKANE, WA 99209.

SPEAKERS: JOE MANISCALCO = PHIL BRESER = JEANIE COOK =
(tand Note said: Eugene + Diane Reich connected with them.)

SLOGAN: "Prepare to meet thy God..." Amos 4:12.

(To get this on the Map = it is EXACTLY HALF-WAY between here and REPUBLIC, WASHINGTON.)

THE CIRCULATORY LETTER that accompanied this NOTICE =
is a Classic.

Brothers and Sisters:

With the study you have just received, certain truths will be revealed that will test your belief in the Word of God. Those who have not closed their minds to studying and searching for additional light from God's word will "compare Scripture with Scripture" and will "weigh the evidence" before making a decision as to what is truth. If you continue with the studies, you will be amazed at the lack of understanding of our Loyal Laodicean brethren.

Please be advised that anyone willingly separating from the mother (SDA) church cannot possibly be sealed!! Those who "would urge a separation from the church...is a work that is neither honorable nor righteous" TM p.36. "There is the safety of God's church." TM p.444. The reason there is "safety" by staying in the church is not because they are teaching the truth, for they are in "a great deception a fascinating delusion," (8 T p.249), but because."The church, enfeebled and defective, needing to be reproved, warned, and counseled, is the only object upon earth upon which Christ bestows His supreme regard." TM p.49.

The Lord's "supreme regard" is His truth."If you real-
ly search for the truth with the right motive you will come with the body, for they have the truth." 3 T p.449.

Please notice,"they have the truth" while at the same time they are in "a great deception, a fascinating delusion."
The truth was brought to them, it was in their midst, but as in times past, "the presentation of a truth that reprov es the sins and errors of the times, will excite oppo-
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GC p. 458. "I saw that the testimony of the True Witness has not been half heeded. The solemn testimony upon which the destiny of the church hangs has been lightly esteemed, if not entirely disregarded. This testimony must work deep repentance; all who truly receive it will obey it and be purified." EV p. 270.

You must stay in the SDA church and work for your brethren who will surely be "spewed out" if you do not; for, by doing so you will save your own soul!

We continue to search for those who are willing to study with us, it is our policy to send additional studies on a "request only" basis. If you wish to supply us with additional names and addresses, it will be greatly appreciated. LETTER RAIN MINISTRIES.

(THAT IS THE END = and that is the TOTAL LETTER = underlined by them = as shown. This is EXACT.)

HOW WOULD YOU REPLY TO IT? Well, of course we know = that not 1 in 200 or 500 or even MORE = if they would say something = Good or Bad - in the Circle of 4 Walls. But would NEVER venture a Word OUTSIDE of those 4 Walls. And would tell others it is a SIN - to 'ACCUSE THE BRETHREN!'

Every stray Dog that comes along = is a "BRETHREN!!" PROVIDED! As these do = tell us that 'SPEWN OUT!' means "GOING THRU!!" = 144,000 Strong! THEN, and ONLY THEN = as this CIRCULATORY 'LETTER' so clearly demonstrates. NO SEALING = NO SALVATION = OUTSIDE of the SDA SYNAGOGUE! Even with a TORPEDO HOLE IN IT'S SIDE = below the Water-Line - and: "A GREAT DECEPTION; a FASCINATING DELUSION" is SLOPPING through = and are they manning the Pumps?

KNOWN BY VERY FEW= URIAH SMITH was printing her PERSONAL LETTERS without her permission = and calling them: "TESTIMONIES TO THE CHURCH!!" and is why she REALLY GAVE THEM SOMETHING TO PRINT = when they came to VOLUME 5....we have not yet printed the ORIGINAL as given to us by Elder Bauer in SACRAMENTO. #(1). The 'NAMES' of URIAH SMITH and A.G.DANIELLS = conveniently LEFT OUT of T5:........ we "PROVE" and "DOCUMENT" things from Time to Time but at our own Speed. And what we consider IMPORTANT for Today. To MEET IT! As we encounter it = and, IF POSSIBLE = WARN YOU = AHEAD OF TIME! As we WARNED you about them going "HOSPITAL CRAZY!!" several Years ago. = and is why we DO NOT "EXCUSE" WILSON = when the EAGER-BEASERS were BOASTING in the Pages of the R&H what they were doing!

Going: "HOSPITAL CRAZY!!" -54-
Did I give you VANCE FERRELL'S ADDRESS in this PAPER? ADD THAT to the JOHN ADAMS INTERVIEW in "CURRENTS." PILGRIM'S REST, Beersheba Springs, TN 37314

ASK THEM FOR - PENTECOSTS IN AUSTRALIA = DAVENPORT = FRED WRIGHT = VENDEN = WILSON in HUNGARY = "ONE BILLION $ debt” put together in the last 5 or 6 years! So you want us to still go along with that GARBAGE COLLECTING SCOW = and ask us to help SHOVEL the GARBAGE OVER-BOARD! To keep the Old Scow with it's "ROTTEN TIMBERS" = (TM 446-7) = to try to keep it AFLOAT? I wonder WHY? When ELLEN WHITE said it would hit a 'ROCK' in the "MIDNIGHT HOUR" and would SINK with ALL=ON=BOARD! "--see with HORROR their HOPELESS CONDITION, and WITH the SHIP. -- they SANK = to rise NO MORE! "(END of the WILL ROSS DREAM)" "...they SANK = to rise NO MORE!" SM 2:128. PCE 348. TM 397. (IN THE SEALING TIME)! "DE-

PTION of almost EVERY Kind are in the Church... ALL PER-


"This is the CLASS that in Time of PERIL are found crying,

"PEACE and SAFETY!" ... A CRISIS ... FACE=TO=FACE=WITH=DEATH!

THE GREAT FINAL TEST COMES... TOO LATE..." COL 411-2. (420-1)


ARE YOU PAYING THE WAGES OF A RAFT OF SPECIALLY TRAINED:

FAITHFUL "JESUIT" ADVANCE TROOPS = going through the Land.

with an IDENTICAL MESSAGE! No longer can they deny the "ABOMINATIONS"=they are FORCED through CLENCHED TEETH. and

CLENCHED FISTS = thus giving themselves an AURA of HONESTY

To SNATCH them BACK to the "SNARES OF SATAN!" 1884 GC 337.

(4 crucial pages LEFT OUT of your GC 518.) TM 472-5. ST 4:


eth a SNARE!" [Raking in THOUSANDS in TITHE!]

THEIR SLY TRICK of "PSYCHOLOGY." How TO WORK IT? WHO LED

IN the CLASS? (A) ADMIT IT! (B) They are in a Position to

KNOW a lot of INSIDE MATERIAL - this makes them MORE NOBLE

STILL! (C) Then give them the GUT-WRENCHING CONCLUSION =

they=are going thru=ANYWAY!

"MEET IT!"

If you would spend HALF THE TIME that I spent CHECKING out the SNATCHES these people quoted in that "LETTER"=to see WHO it was talking TO - and what ABOUT = and the DATE = 3 Wonderful References in a Row were to:"INDIVIDUALS" who were OPPOSED to "THE CHURCH" at that "TIME" = and also to

SR. WHITE'S "VISIONS"=this was the "BODY" in the DATES of these REFERENCES and had ABSOLUTELY NOTHING to do with a

DIFFERENT CHURCH = DIFFERENT MEMBERS = DIFFERENT TIME when she PREDICTED it would be in "DARKNESS DEEP AS MIDNIGHT = IMPENNERABLE!" = and held their Head up out of the RUIN = "THIS is the SAME "CHURCH!" SAME CONDITIONS! "SR. WHITE

SAID SO!" NO "OMEGA" IN SIGHT! "SAIL ON...!!" -55-
"THE MAN" = [not Christ!]="The MAN at the Helm had mistaken the BEACON LIGHT, and HUNDREDS of souls were at a moment's warning launched into Eternity." SM 2:128.

WHERE WAS CHRIST?

"Christ has departed. His Spirit has been quenched in the Church... A "PROFESSION... is utterly VALUELESS... They are in FRIENDSHIP with the WORLD, the ENEMIES of God. Their ONLY HOPE of Salvation is to SEPARATE from the WORLD." T2:442-4. 1870.

"WHAT STRONGER DELUSION can beguile the Mind... when they SUPPOSE that THEY are "RICH" and increased with "GOODS" and in need of "NOTHING", while... many are crying, "PEACE and SAFETY," while SUDDEN DESTRUCTION is coming upon the DIVINE PRESENCE and GLORY have DEPARTED!... Unless the CHURCH... shall REPENT... she shall ABHOR herself." T8:249,250. "Thus "PEACE and SAFETY," is the Cry from... THESE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK... ALL PERISH TOGETHER... and in His WRATH He deals with them without Mercy." T5:211-2. ("LAMPLIGHTERS LETTER"=we were talking of the "SEALING" and this HAPPENS to be "THE SEAL OF GOD." CHAP = and "THE CHURCH"=NONE will be SEALED OUTSIDE OF THAT CHURCH! But here it says:"HERE WE SEE THE "CHURCH"... (All SEALED together?)... "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211.


Just depends how you fit your Glasses on...

"We are living in the LAST DAYS of this Earth's History, and we may be surprised at NOTHING in the line of APOSTASIES and DENIALS of the TRUTH. UNBELIEF has now become a FINE ART... There is constant Danger of there being SHAMS in PULPIT PREACHERS...(just like we have been saying when we likened them to PHARAOH without knowing of this Testimony:)... They will go on as did PHARAOH and NEBUCHADNEZZAR, until the Lord takes away their REASON..." "O generation of VIPERS!" NL 93. SM 2:147. "We cannot SANCTION their COURSE by ASSOCIATING with THEM, Partaking of their FEASTS and their COUNCILS, where God does not preside... BY OUR EXAMPLE leading souls to RUIN!" SM 2:128. "When a CRISIS finally comes... their CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE." T3:271. (AGAIN! This HAPPENS to be: "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" CHAP!)

I am extremely HAPPY that these "HIRELING PRIESTS" coming around from Coast to Coast - a MASSIVE PROGRAMME = collecting MILLIONS in TIME that people were Storing up, not knowing WHERE to put it = until this JOKER comes around. AH! SO HONEST! He tells it like it is! STRANGELY DOORS open up for him = HALLS are thrown OPEN. He SELLS BOOKS = here, I have $500.00 for you!(Or $1,000.00)...
I am extremely HAPPY that these "HIRELING PRIESTS" coming around = (EW 124) = also called: "The SYNAGOGUE of SATAN!" (EW 15. WTF 15) = they point to: TM 15 but that is not them, they belong on the next Page: "The SYNAGOGUE of SATAN!" also called: "CHURCH!" (TM 16. MB 94 (139-140) "become DECOYS of SATAN!" (MB 95 (139-141. SOP 1:57.) (GC 509.)

I am extremely HAPPY that these "HIRELING PRIESTS" now raking in MILLIONS as they put on their SEDUCTIVE CAMPAIGN to Sell Books = THAT OTHERS TRIED TO SELL = but were met by as many as: "3 LAWYERS!" = to STOP them! But these AGENTS of the "NEW AGE" ILLUMINATI = somehow get the BOOKS at Bargain Basement prices = so we "KNOW" they have the "RIGHT SPIRIT" and are ready to pour our Money at their Feet. (Some of the may stuff it into an Envelope and turn it into the Church but don't be too Sure.) And what if they did? What will it be used for? MORE DAVENPORTS? We somehow thought that was the LIMIT! But, OH! NO! That was only the BEGINNING! The LIMIT has now been reached by the EAGER-BEavers - paying TOTAL and CALLOUS disregard to a COMING "LABOR UNREST": "BLACK POWER" (T9:202 to 214, 223,) and WHITE TRASH = roaming the Streets = ESPECIALLY if all WELFARE and PENSIONS are CUT OFF!

IRAN had some "LAW" and "ORDER" under the SHAH = then we had a RELIGIOUS FANATIC come over the IRANIAN HORIZON = AYATULLAH KHOMEINI - and the SWARMS of people = it seemed EVERY ONE had their CLENCHED FISTS in the AIR = they were going to solve everything by FORCE = WAR = BLOODSHED = REVOLUTION. When I saw that I said = they are ASKING for it = and they are going to GET IT! "HE that LIVES by the SWORD will DIE by the SWORD!" WHAT DO WE SEE NOW? HALF of the FIGHTING MEN = DEAD! In a SENSELESS WAR with IRAQ ... some of those young men = so EAGER to hold their CLENCHED FIST in the AIR = later were found = DRAGGING themselves on the Ground with their GUTS hanging out. (You don't LIKE this REALISTIC "LANGUAGE"!?) How long do you think it will be when you see it in AMERICA? FRITZ ALSETH and his WOLFE-PACK see the "SEALING!" starting in 1986 = what if it is ALL OVER for Adventists = 1986 = ??? Sr. White says they will set TIME and set TIME until they set TIME = TOO LATE!

THIS IS THE TIME = to BUY all those HOSPITALS? HOSPITALS was EVER the WORK of GOD = ??? USE MORE DRUGS THAN THE WORLDLY HOSPITALS? THIS IS THE "WORK OF THE LORD?" Or to "GATHER" with them and Cry and Bawl and for Sure there will be the Call for: "PRAYER!" We are going to call God down with "PRAYER!" and 99½% of those in the Audience will AGREE -- "PRAYER" is the WAY OUT!
Their "PRAYERS" might have been the way - "IN"=to the MESS they now find themselves. But if they only "GATHER" in big enough CROWDS = and "PRAY" God down...[but STILL DETERMINED to do it = OUT of the "Most Holy Place"] PRAY, Brother = "PRAY!"...and they AT ONCE received the UNHOLY "INFLUENCE" of SATAN!" 1846 BROADSIDE = Panel. 4:___
"Will ye STEAL, MURDER, and commit ADULTERY, and swear FALSELY, (Telling people that "SPewn OUT!" means "GOING THRU!") SWEAR FALSELY and burn incense unto BAAL...And come and stand before Me in this House, which is called by My NAME, and say, We are delivered to do all these ABOMINATIONS? (ENFEEBLED=DEFECTIVE as it may be!) __________
"We are delivered...A DEN OF ROBBERS...Therefore will I do unto this HOUSE(TM 96,126)= which is called by MY NAME, wherein ye TRUST...as I have done to SHILOH...THEREFORE PRAY=NOT=THOU=FOR=THIS=PEOPLE...neither make INTERCESSION for them: for I will not hear thee...Therefore thus saith the Lord God; Behold, mine ANGER and my FURY..." Jer.7:9-20. __________
"THEN I SAW that Jesus would=not=leave the Most Holy Place until EVERY CASE WAS DECIDED(INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT = THE COURT SCENE IN THE MHP!)...until EVERY CASE WAS DECIDED, ...and that the WRATH of God could not come until Jesus had FINISHED his work in the Most Holy Place...THEN JESUS will step OUT...and God will...POUR OUT HIS WRATH."EW 36. __________
"THEREFORE what is done to rescue souls from the coming STORM(GC 608)=coming STORM=OF=WRATH must be done BEFORE Jesus LEAVES the MOST HOLY PLACE..." EW 48. __________
"I SAW some of the people of God = are STUPID and DORMANT and but HALF AWAKE...GET READY..."DESTRUCTION is coming like a mighty WHIRLWIND."...in the Time of Trouble...when SWORD=FAMINE=and PESTILENCE are in the land...VIOLENT HANDS and STRANGERS would reap their Fields...the Saints ...will THEN have to FLEE before infuriated MOBS..." EW 48,49,56. PT 71-2. (These "INFURIATED MOBS" can get started in a surprisingly big HURRY! Will they WAIT for poor Fritz and his carefully selected JEWISH TIME-CHART?) 1986? Perhaps. We have seen one AMBITIOUS "TIME-SETTERS" after the other = BITE the DUST! And VERY FEW of them, practically NONE! Are ever Sorry for what they did = still YEARS LATER = try to defend their PRESUMPTION. Hollering "WOLFWOLF"=so that when the REAL "WOLF!" appears = they will consider this just another FALSE ALARM. AND=AFTER=ALL,= since when did a Big "ALARM" ever change anything? Did they RUSH in to the ARK = did they RUSH OUT of SODOM and JERUSALEM = at the LAST MOMENT? Would you like to NAME the NAME of the "CHURCH" that fled INTO the "ARK" or OUT of the 3 CITIES?
SO IF YOU ARE GOING TO GO BY. 'CHURCHES!' where do you think—you will End up? "It is NOT as COMMUNITIES but as INDIVIDUALS that men are Converted to God." GC 233. "In that Time of Trial, EVERY SOUL must stand FOR HIMSELF!" GC 622. "We are NOT saved in GROUPS!" GC 490. "You must go with the FEW for the MULTITUDE will choose the DOWNHILL PATH!" MB 138.(197-8.)

NAME!
"We will not be Saved as a SECT, no denominational." NAME! has any virtue to bring us into favor with God! BRISBIN 87. R&H Feb.10, 1891. T1:133,152. T5:278. DA 107. T3:16.

"I know thy WORKS, that thou hast a "NAME" that thou LIVER, and art DEAD!"...the "NAME" is DEAD...There is nothing MORE DANGEROUS to a professing Christian than to have merely "A NAME!"...the getting of a "NAME" for SELF-EXALTATION, and leads him to make SHIPWRECK of Faith...It is a miserable DELUSION to have a "NAME"...and art DEAD." Series B 7:28-9. T5:579. T2:193. T5:172.

"Think ye that God will receive, honor and acknowledge a PEOPLE so mixed up with THE WORLD that they differ from them only IN "NAME? Read again Titus 2:13-15. It is soon to be known WHO is on the Lord's side." SG 4:78. T1:287. (I suppose we could Print this and a Dozen more = but it will flow off the Back of "TRADITION" like WATER off a DUCK! Will even ONE WRITER = repeat it? Or might it not. be POPULAR? You see — our Trouble is = we care NOTHING about what will be POPULAR!)

We do not Hoe = the same Row of Turnips = that somebody Hoed = ahead of us! Nor do we REMAIN SILENT when these HOERS = leave WEEDS STANDING = and HOE OUT THE TURNIPS = cut their Feet off....! LIKE=IN=THIS="LETTER"=-----------

They no doubt picked this up in that SPECIAL "CLASS"= TM 36. Christ came to the "CHURCH"=the PHARISEES = who had their "WORLD CONQUEST" Ideas = their "KINGDOM COME." ALL THE DISCIPLES had that IDEA = to the very Last. JUDAS tried to HURRY it up by BETRAYING CHRIST = and then LOOKED for HIM to exercise His "POWER!!" and set up His "KINGDOM." And he Ended up = his GUTS hanging out. EW 171-2. DA 722. "This EXAMPLE is for US." DA 655. Acts 1:18. (2 CLASSES) = JUDAS represents ONE CLASS that will have NOTHING but ROARING SUCCESSION for their Side:"JUDAS...into Bondage to SATAN." AA 558.

JUDAS would have read TM 36 and FAILED to see this was to AN INDIVIDUAL = in 1893 = "BROTHER STANTON!"=who had a GROUP = who DENIED THE TESTIMONIES = and said the "CHURCH" was "BABYLON"=in 1893. And she said: THIS=IS=NOT=THE:"MESSAGE...AT THIS (1893) TIME!!" TM 36-7,59,50. RH A3:76. -59-
SHE SAID A LITTLE MORE = she said they WOULD BE "BABYLON!" when they UNITED with "THE WORLD". TM 265. RH A3:233.

SHE SAID A LITTLE MORE = "Concerning BABYLON the SYMBOL of the APOSTATE CHURCH!" COL 179. So the MORE that this New Bunch of CLOWNS can PROVE the APOSTASIES = the MORE they PROVE the "OMEGA OF APOSTASIES!" And that was hardly in 1893 = !!!

SHE SAID A LITTLE MORE = "THE MESSAGE TO the LAODICEANS"= SM 2:66. NEXT PAGE: "And AFTER these things (NOT IN 1893!) I saw ANOTHER ANGEL...BABYLON...the HABITATION of DEVILS, (and EXACTLY as TM 265)="a CAGE of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD." "COME OUT of her, My people!" SM 2:67 and THAT is TITLED = "BABYLON OF REVELATION 18." WHICH ELLEN WHITE SAID IS IN:"A MESSAGE YET FUTURE!" 1888 GC 383. So how could some YAHOO by the Name of "STANTON" give that Message in 1893 = ? And these CLOWNS of "LATTER RAIN MINISTRIES" try to appeal to TM 36 (1893) and apply that 90 YEARS LATER! A NEW CHURCH = A NEW PEOPLE = in the "OMEGA" of APOSTASY = but it does not MATTER! That is exactly the POINT = DOES=IT=MATTER? Can you SWITCH what applied in 1893 = SWITCH that over and apply it to 1985 = ??? "It's all the SAME - it's in the GAME = it makes NO DIFFERENCE NOW!"

TWO CHURCHES
SM 2:68-9. WHEAT and TARES..."UNTIL THE HARVEST..." "BEWARE OF FALSE PROPHETS, which come to you in SHEEP'S CLOTHING, but INWARDLY they are RAVENING WOLVES."

SHE SAID A BIT MORE = if this "CHURCH" (SYNAGOGUE TM 16) = "UNITES" with the "WORLD" = that would be "BABYLON!" TM 265. But that takes TIME = and that CERTAINLY would NOT be the MESSAGE in 1893. TM 36. When the 10 Virgins SPLIT will one be "THE PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH" of WTF 14 (FOOTNOTES?) 144,000. WILL THE OTHER "VIRGINS" UNITE with the "WORLD?" would it be CORRECT to call them:"BABYLON" THEN? WOULD they be "BABYLON" then? WOULD they LEAD BABYLON? In a display of "POWER!" and "MIRACLES!" and "WONDERS!" and "EXORCISM!" and all that you find = SM 2:50 to 54,100.

SHE SAID A BIT MORE = This gives us the "TIME" = NOT 1893 but: "In the CLOSING WORK of God in the Earth...DARKNESS, like the PALL of DEATH...but in the HOUR of GREATEST PERIL...A MESSAGE... (NOT=THAT="MESSAGE" of TM 36=in 1893!) = (Not a MOLDY OLD "MESSAGE! LIKE THAT = REPEATED in 1985!) (But in the "HOUR of GREATEST PERIL") = A MESSAGE that will not be SILENCED(not be THROTTLED!) not be SILENCED... BOLDLY will "MEN" of GOD'S APPOINTMENT (not of WILSON'S APPOINTMENT!)= "MEN" of GOD'S APPOINTMENT....-60-
(THE UNPARDONABLE SIN!) = "BOLDLY will "MEN" of "GOD'S APPOINTMENT" = DENOUNCE = DENOUNCE = DENOUNCE = the UNION of "THE CHURCH" with "THE WORLD"... for the HOUR of His "JUDGMENT" is come!" PK 186-7. (Better take it from ORIGINAL RH A6:382. Nov.20,1913.)

NOW THESE SLICK CLOWNS COME ALONG = by examining their teachings we KNOW = they took some "REFRIGERATOR CLASSES" and are AUTHORIZED to show as many "ABOMINATIONS" we can show and even "MORE!" on one condition... Always END UP = no MATTER HOW DEFECTIVE they may BE... = they are "GOING THRU" ANYWAY = even if they drag all their "ABOMINATIONS" with them. THAT IS THEIR ONE UNITED MESSAGE! Now going whole hog throughout the Adventist World and are raking in the TITHE and OFFERINGS = by the MILLIONS. Because, after all it HAS to come from the "MINISTRY!"

SHE SAID A BIT MORE = not only would they be OPPOSING the "CHURCH" that has "UNITED" with the "WORLD." (REMEMBER THE "CHART" on p.43? ONLY one of the "20-Year Preachers!" = 2 GROUPS? YES = they will indeed be: "2 GROUPS" = when they "UNITE" with "THE WORLD!" "BOLDLY will MEN of God's appointment = (THOSE ONLY WHO REMAIN IN THE "MOST HOLY PLACE" IN THE CENTER "BRIGHT LIGHT!" WHO NEVER LEFT IT) = would not even "PRAY" with the others in the WRONG APARTMENT!)

"BOLDLY will MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." PK 187. So that the CHURCH that stood between the WORLD and the "ADVENT PEOPLE!" now RESIST the "BRIGHT LIGHT" of the "MIDNIGHT CRY!" and the DARKNESS of the WORLD engulfs the Church. So far gone that they UNITED with the WCC for 20 Years! In some Divisions they are such PROFESSIONAL LIARS that they can write as late as September 13, 1983. (W. Duncan Eva.)

Jerry Pelletier
Purgatory Road
Milford, New Hampshire 03055.

Office of the President
General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists.

Dear Brother Pelletier:

Your letter of August 27 has come to hand and I have been asked to reply to it on Elder Wilson's behalf. He is not able, as I am sure you can understand, to attend to all of the correspondence... I have read your letter... the condition of our church and the needs of my own unworthy heart I, too, am saddened and distressed...

The church is imperfect and enfeebled. Again and again Mrs. White stated this... You write about abortions in our hospitals and ask why the church has not taken...

--61--
"...a definite stand. You speak of abortions being performed by the thousands in our hospitals. I hope you know what you are talking about for I know the facts, these figures are far from correct. The church has given counsel to the hospitals and has taken a stand on abortion. When you wrote your letter you had doubtless not yet received the Review of September 1 with its editorial written by Elder E.F. Durand entitled, "About Abortion."

The question of abortion is a difficult one because there are so many factors involved, but our medical men believe there are cases where abortions may be rightly performed because they are necessary to preserve life and health. We speak of these as therapeutic abortions. The church does not countenance the kind of thing that is going on in the world and that is approved by the law of this country and the laws of other countries as well.

We sell Baptist publications that we approve in our Adventist Book Centers. We do not think that all the truth and all the light God gives comes through Seventh-day Adventist writers and there are good and helpful books written by members of other denominations which we do sell. However, we seek to urge upon the managers of our book centers care in what they choose and there is a committee in the General Conference that checks on these things. If you have run into something specific, let us know what it is and we will try to deal with it.

...The Seventh-day Adventist Church is not a member of the World Council of Churches nor does it send delegates to the World Council of Churches. There are advantages, however, in keeping ourselves informed as to what the World Council of Churches plans and therefore observers are sent to these meetings. Just recently there have been reports in the Adventist Review written by its editor, Dr. William Johnsson about the council held recently in British Columbia. He makes it clear that there were no Adventist delegates, though there were Adventist observers there.

As far as the Adventist Review is concerned, I do not know what you mean by suggesting that it does not tell what is taking place in the church. It does speak again and again in every issue on the progress of the message around the whole world. It does not give an opinion like some other journals do, of things that go wrong. It seeks to be positive and helpful and informative. Notice the letters that are published in it and the frankness with which they are dealt...
...As far as the Davenport case is concerned, there are many problems that do not appear to the casual observer. If Dr. Davenport is still a member of the Seventh-day Adventist Church, it is because his local church has not dealt with his membership. The General Conference does not disfellowship people; the membership of the church is in the hands of the local churches themselves. You may wonder why legal action was not taken against Davenport. Perhaps we could have gone in this direction but one thing is clear, it would have cost us even more than has been lost through the Davenport affair and so was not worth the money that would have been involved. As you know, the General Conference itself consistently counseled against investments with Davenport but some brethren in leading positions -- relatively few of them -- did not receive this advise and the great losses that came were suffered in consequence. ...

"I don't think there are any Jesuits in the Seventh-day Adventist ministry or the church. There probably are those who are hypocritical who do more harm than Jesuits would do if they were within the church.

"We need to heed Mrs. White's warning that you referred to that we could be repeating the history of the Jews. God keep us each humble that we may recognize our own sinfulness and unworthiness and so by the lives we live and the trust we have in our Saviour, we make a contribution to strengthen the spirituality of the church we love.

With warm Christian greetings.

Yours very sincerely, (Signed.)

W. Duncan Eva
Special Assistant to the president.

WARNING TO ALL WHO WRITE = (Letters or otherwise.)
If or when we charge "ADVENTIST HOSPITALS!" with performing "ABORTIONS" by the "THOUSANDS." We may be RIGHT and we may be WRONG. It would take a Court-Case, PERHAPS -- to Open the Books. And even then = we might still not be Sure. All across America = instead of regular "HOSPITALS" there are Special "OBORTION CLINICS." IN CANADA - the Chief one is a Jew. (The TALMUD allows it for the "Goy."). In the USA according to: "PROFILES IN ABORTION." (Courtesy of Ron Buhler.) 13 abortion hospitals the Avalon Memorial Hospital..."" -63- 13 abortoriums in California...and a 22 bed late term abortion hospital, the Avalon Memorial Hospital...""
"...long working hours aborting women on the average of one every 10 to 15 minutes..."I'm really happiest when I'm working..." On The Edge Of The Pit"...ALLRED... claims to have personally aborted 250,000 babies... (with: "Hitlerian preciseness."...) ...has attempted unsuccessfully to determine if Edward Allred is considered currently an active member of the Adventist Church. As far as we can determine, he is not a member of any Adventist Church in the central California area... Loma Linda Medical College also declines to make a statement on abortion." (WRIGHT or his Wife, or both - appear to lean to MORMONISM.) p.19. Appears to be a 1980 Publication.

24 pages = 10-$2.50. 100-$15.00. 500-$65.00. 1,000-$100.00 (Send us at least 500.) CATHOLICS UNITED FOR LIFE, P.O. Box 390, COARSEGOLD, CA 93614.----------------------------

If you write and ask them if they send "DELEGATES" to the WCC = they can say: "NO!!!" = they are "ONLY" OBSERVERS! So you have to DIG DEEPER and ask WHAT does he call - "SITTING ON THE BOARDS = ???" = is that not a: "DELEGATE'"=??? (WEBSTER: DELEGATE... A representative of a Territory in the House of Representatives, having the right to debate but not to vote.")

ARE YOU GETTING THE VANCE FERRELL PAPERS? Was not a Seventh-day Adventist a LEADER in the HUNGARIAN BRANCH of the WCC? Do they not turn over their TITHE to the WCC? Do they not TRAIN their MINISTERS in the WCC APPROVED COMBINED "SEMINARY"? Did not WILSON say they have "OTHER SUCH CONNECTIONS" as the one in HUNGARY? Were they not MEMBERS of the HUNGARIAN WCC BRANCH for over 20 Years? If a "DELEGATE" has no "VOTING RIGHTS" but if the Adventists sit on the BOARDS of BOTH the WCC and the NCC = and "VOTE!!!" = are they then not "MORE" than "DELEGATES" and "MORE" than mere: "OBSERVERS'"=??? Do mere "OBSERVERS" have "VOTING POWER"? Some: "OBSERVERS!" -----------------

We will "BELIEVE" them = where THOUSANDS WOULDN'T!!!


-64-
DR. JEFFERS(Yahvist)=just when young green "ADVENTISTS" who know from "NOTHING!" were having a Ball = SNEERING at ELLEN WHITE and HAMMILL JOINING in the SNEERING = the Main conclusion in DALLAS 1980 - we do not know the "WAY" or the "GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION" of the Most Holy Place! So therefore we dare not Preach it anymore!(HAMMILL the "NEW AGE"=EVOLUTIONIST!) DR. JEFFERS called ORION a "PLANET!" PLANETS shed NO LIGHT. They are HARD to detect. At College I took private Studies = and one of them was AS-

TRONYM= and at that Time the Adventists GLORIED in the (PLANET? No.) = (STAR? No.) = the NEBULA(MILLIONS=BILLIONS of "SUNS"="STARS")=the Adventists at that time GLORIED in this "WAY" to the Most Holy Place = = =

BUT THIS YOUNG FRY = coming up later = SNEERING at "ORION" being the ""GATEWAY" to the Stars = it seems the Lord arranges men of the World = to "MEET THEM!"=right at that moment - the "EQUINOX" magazine came out = now that they have more Powerful and Electronic Telescopes = they REVEL in the WONDERS of the "NEBULA.ORION"and the changing COLORS of this "CAVERN" through which ELLEN WHITE saw = (And by the Way - these very ASTRONOMERS= called it the: "GATEWAY=TO=THE=STARS!"=) just as EGW saw - the "VOICE OF GOD" comes down that CORRIDOR and the SAINTS go thru it on their Way to Heaven. EW 41.

BUT HAMMILL STYMIED the whole General Conference in Dallas, 1980 - they do not know the "GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION" of the MHP = so therefore we railroad it out - as DANIEL said they would do = DANIEL 8:11-14,17,19,23-5. 9:2,4,7,16-19, 26-7.

AT THE SAME TIME = this YOUNG FRY were entertained in the Colleges = by some other UNBELIEVER and SNEERED at "BLACK HOLES" in the Heavens = the ASTRONOMY BOOKS in the College about 1933-4 = speaking of this SAME "MILLION MILE TUNNEL" in ORION = said that nothing can be seen through that TUN-

NEL. That only about 6,000 STARS(SUNS) can be counted with the naked Eye = but even with the smallest TELESCOPE = even where there is a BLANK SPOT = focus on that BLANK SPOT and you can count perhaps 12,000 with NO-END-IN-SIGHT! But focusing on ORION = there is a VOID - NOTHING = like as though it opens the way to New Heavens or Galaxies.

AGAIN THE WORLDLY MAGAZINES came out = just at the Time these:"EDUCATED DUNCES" were having a Ball = and :

"TIME"=August 24,1981.p.30. "SCIENCE...MAKING A SECOND PASS AT SATURN...COSMIC ENIGMAS LIKE "BLACK HOLES" and the faint Radio noises..." = [Did this shut their Mouths?] -65-
"U.S. NEWS and WORLD REPORT" November 16, 1981. p. 76. "PROBING THE HEAVENS - ANY REAL VALUES?" New Telescopes, Satellites and Computers are reshaping mankind's concepts of the UNIVERSE...ASTRONOMERS have discovered unsuspected phenomena such as QUASARS, PULSARS, CLOUDS of SUPERHEATED GAS, and "BLACK HOLES."...whirling GALAXIES, of BLACK HOLES so gravitationally powerful that they swallow even LIGHT...Finding LIFE elsewhere could be the most profound discovery ever."...Only a FRACTION of the visible UNIVERSE has been STUDIED in detail because of the immensity of the task...surprisingly NOISY UNIVERSE. ...SPACE OCEANS of fiery Gases...QUASARS, HOT STARS...Experts speculate that the source may be a "BLACK HOLE."...

"It stretches the IMAGINATION." p. 76-80. PAUL REBER.

ADVENTIST YOUNG FRY = now taking over this Church = in 5 Or 6 Years = ran the whole HOSPITAL SYSTEM into the GROUND with a BILLION $. DEBT = that no way in this World can EVER be paid off. What did Vance Ferrell estimate? 100 MILLION $'s interest ALONE = first Year? 112 MILLION $'s interest ALONE = second Year?

We will WAIT till these IRRESPONSIBLEIDIOTS tie the Church into a HOPELESS MESS−= and then we will Gather together:(FOOTNOES TO 'STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS')= ('SHAKING CHAPTER' = followed by:'LAODICIAN CHURCH CHAPTER'')= "GATHER yourselves TOGETHER, Yea, GATHER TOGETHER, O Nation(denomi-NATION!) NOT DESIRED; before the ...fierce ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU!" Tl:180. "...LEAVING THESE...to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS..." Tl:187, 204, 299, 214, 345, 238. T5:211-2. EW 44.


[We will let them make a MESS = and then we will "PRAY" about it? "PRAY=NOT=FOR=THIS=PEOPLE!"

NOW WE WILL LOOK AT THAT "LAMPLITHERS" LETTER:
"YOU MUST STAY IN THE SDA CHURCH...!"="...willingly separated from the mother (SDA) Church cannot possibly be SEALED!!" = one of their Dagger-thrusts = they Quote: "If you really search...with the right motive you will come with the BODY, for "THEY" have the TRUTH!" 3 T.p. 449.

"THE BODY."

So the:"BODY" of course = is THEM! Or is it? No one, of course, is to Question them, for the Penalty is DEATH! IF THE LAW does not allow them to ASSASSINATE you = they will ASSASSINATE your CHARACTER. EW 69, 70. TM 247.

Let us have a look at that "BODY": that we are to go with. Else we cannot be "SEALED!! My! My! My! What "HOLY MEN" of INDIA!..... -66-
THE BODY

We can talk of "CHURCH" and some make it a Life-Time Business of saying: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" = CHURCH, when it suits them. But other References to "CHURCH" they do not know WHO they ARE! "So APOSTASY in the "CHURCH" will prepare the Way for the "IMAGE" of the "BEAST!" GC 444.

SUDDENLY = they have no Idea who that might be....they only hang the name: "CHURCH!" = when it suits them. ELLEN WHITE WROTE ENTIRE BOOKS = GC=PP=PK=COL = and I do not know how many more = where the "NAME" = "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" does not appear. Was she short of INK = that she could not write "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" = if she meant: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST?" So with the term: "BODY."

Let's not make a Religion out of a MYTH. Take something said in T3:449 = 1875 = 110 YEARS AGO! And apply it NOW!! We do not take ONE SENTENCE = and make a Religion out of it. WE READ THE WHOLE ARTICLE = "God is leading a PEOPLE" = "OUT" from the WORLD upon the exalted "PLATFORM" of eternal TRUTH, the Commandments of God and the Faith of Jesus." T3:446 and REPEATED in almost the same Words on the next Page. 447. But this "BROTHER B" = (Sounds like CANRIGHT) = is "DOUBTING point after point....will Brother B...come to the BODY?" 447. But 110 Years ago this Brother B was "BOASTFUL, SELF-CONFIDENT, and UNYIELDING." T3:449. Reading the WHOLE ARTICLE we have a better Picture of what we are dealing with. Some one who FLATTERED..used "TEARS" had a "BRAGGADOCIO" spirit = something like these young "BORNED" Adventists = PROUD and HAUGHTY. Who think = no matter WHAT they pick up in the BABYLON COLLEGES = God's people are to LISTEN = "without Protest!" SM 1:196.

So long had this AUTHORITARIAN SPIRIT = they can Train themselves as LAWYERS = buy up all these: HOSPITALS at ANY PRICE = get all kinds of KICK-BACKS and BUCKSHEE = DENY the MESSAGE = step OFF the PLATFORM = Teach ANYTHING to PLEASE a GULLIBLE PEOPLE = go into the very "OMEGA" of "APOSTASY" = and come around with some YARN that THEY are "THE BODY!!"

Well, let's have a LOOK at that "BODY!!" We find "THE BODY" and the:"FAITH of the BODY!" EW 256. Just so we are SURE we know what it is. We find the word: "BODY" in EVERY PAGE = EW 256 to 258. Since this is taken from SG 1:165 to 168 = and the first thing we find is one: "BODY" = MISSING! And too many OTHER THINGS CHANGED OR MISSING in EW = we turn to the ORIGINAL ONLY = as we have had to do so many OTHER TIMES = to be SURE and get all the fine Points = RIGHT. We set EW aside and go only by the ORIGINAL SG...
TWO OF EACH

So we knew there was "TWO" BODIES = before we could PROVE it. Not one in 100 will do what we did. FIRST= you have to have your Books marked. The things that are Important to you. SECOND= we do not try to make a Religion out of ONE SENTENCE! or a HALF a SENTENCE! In this Case= we did not go by ONE SENTENCE in T3:449. Neither did we go by SG 1:165 to 168. We decided to START at the BEGINNING of the BOOK. I did the same thing before I came to SACRAMENTO #(2)= in JUNE 1984. I went through 1884 GC from beginning to End = 2 Times. To Track down the word:"CHURCH." How many "CHURCHES" are there? Why did the Prophet speak of the JEWS in the Days of Christ = being "THE CHURCH?" Then those who became "CHRISTIANS" also called:"THE CHURCH." Then when this "CHRISTIAN CHURCH" became Married to PAGANISM=HEATHENISM - they were still called:"CHURCH." And those that God called "OUT!"=were also called:"THE CHURCH." So there we had 2 "CHURCHES!" at the same Time. Then ROMANISM was called:"THE CHURCH" and "BABYLON" on the SAME PAGE! In the same Sentence! 1884 GC 70.

1884 GC 232-3 we find "TWO" BABYONS = 189 pages on we find the #(3)=BABYLON=a conglomeration of BOTH. ROMANISM in the Old World = Apostate Protestantism in the New. Then I came to a certain point - I think it was 1884 GC 293 = I think I meant to check this out better but did not = I came to a place in the "GREAT CONTROVERSY" where I suddenly realized = NOTHING GOOD is said of ANY "CHURCH" and had to Back-Track to where from there on = NOTHING GOOD is said of ANY CHURCH = not from there on out. Only "INDIVIDUALS"=the "SAINTS" = the "REMNANT."

So I wondered how we would make out with SG Book 11:32 we find that "CHRIST" is our "EXAMPLE!"=so that sort of Rules out any "CHURCH" being our "EXAMPLE!!" SG 1:62 we find the "MOB"=stayed together and slayed together = so we do not care about that Kind of "UNITY!!" SG 1:104-5 we find a Kind of "UNITY!!" that God does not necessarily APPROVE = "PROFESSED" Christians "UNITED" with the Worship of "SAINTS"=like SAINT Uriah Smith = SAINT Jones = SAINT Waggoner = SAINT Room = SAINT Richards = and Holy Mother MARY or mother LAODICEA. All this was "IMAGE WORSHIP." "There is none RIGHTEOUS = no, not ONE!" To see only ONE BABYLON when there are 3 = to see only ONE CHURCH when there are 7 = to see only ONE "SHUT DOOR" in WTF 28 when there are at least 4 = the seeing of only ONE = is known as MONOMANIASM = (Old Index=T3: 33-4.(we add T4:414,597.) [Who is CRAZY?] -68-
THIS IS NOW = SEPTEMBER 14 1985.
We set aside this Paper for many Months.
Because we had to put out (PRINT) "BOB WHITE" Publication
#599. Jan.12 1985. This is now in the Mail. We had 3 Girls
working for 3 Days - to meet the "SPECIAL LIST" and 2 other
Lists. THE NEW LISTS = one will receive a Total of 2 Mailing
the other we have 3 Copies of their Names = that will Cost
us over $3.00 for each Name = that will be ENOUGH! Unless
they WRITE...we will set them aside as being "DEAD!" but
not "FORGOTTEN!"

DEAD!
VERY OFTEN = when we finish a Paper - we Wish we had done
BETTER = but as I read this Paper up to this Point = I am
AMAZED at all the TRUTH it bears = I would not CHANGE AN
IOTA! So if you don't like it = DON'T WRITE! We have heard
that Stuff = over 100 Times! AFTER ALL THE ABOMINATIONS =
you still come around with who are the "BRETHREN!!" You STILL
do not catch on? You STILL go around PREACHING from CALIFOR-
NIA SEA to AUSTRALIA SEA = you tell NO ONE to "LEAVE" that
CHURCH (that is NOT a "CHURCH!" but a "SYNAGOGUE!!!") you
do not tell them to "LEAVE!" = you do not tell them to "STAY!"
You are "NEUTRAL!" Or have you taken leave of your "SENSES??"

ONE QUICK ANSWER:
to the REPEATED(by ROTE!"=allegation that "CHRIST" never
left the Church = and ELLEN WHITE never LEFT the Church
nor told anyone else to leave the "CHURCH."

INDEX!
If you would go to the "INDEX" more often = instead of
some BUM that dares to mount the Platform and WOOS you
with things that are NOT in the Holy Writings = if you
went to the "INDEX"=poor as it is = you might find under
"SACRED NAMES"..."CHRIST....APPELLATIONS OF..." which of
the over 200 in the 01d INDEX and I do not know how many
in the New INDEX = which ONE should you USE? The TETRAGRAM-
MATON people do not seem to know - they are more MIXED UP
than is the World! "EVERYMAN'S TALMUD"="SCHROCKEN BOOKS"=
200 Madison Ave. NEW YORK, NY 10016. ($12.50 US). does NOT
use "YAHWEH"=not ONCE! They say:"GOD!" as freely as the
Rest of us! 2,000 to 3,000 Times in that TALMUD. Is this
"YAHWEH!"=an INVENTION of the "NEW AGE" ROTH'SCHILD "ILLUMI-
NATI?!? We do not GIBBERISH in an "UNKNOWN TONGUE"=we leave
that for WILSON and GROTHEER. "Let him keep SILENCE in the
CHURCH!" ELLEN WHITE EXPOSED THIS AS 'SPIRITUALISM' in the
ORIGINAL of PK 210 = LEFT OUT of PK 210 but found in ORI-
GINAL RH A6:397. Jan.15,1914. See your LIBRARY for "EMMANUEL
MOVEMENT"(or "IMMANUEL")=find in a GOOD LIBRARY where the
"PROPHETS" of God drove out the FORNICATORS and DRUNKARDS
of the "EMMANUEL MOVEMENT"and=697! NO VAT do we go by THEM!
Neither do the "REAL LIVUS!!"
of the "EMMANUEL MOVEMENT"=and WHY! NO WAY do we go by THEM! Neither do the REAL JEWS!

LOOK IN YOUR INDEX:

Did CHRIST leave the CHURCH? If you don't FIND it = put it IN THERE! Under "TEMPLE" OLD INDEX we find AA 145.

ADD ALSO p.92,112,121,122,134,161,163,178,196,232,525.

"WORSHIPPERS from every Nation sought THE TEMPLE...But JEHOWAH was no longer to be FOUND in that Palace of (GOLD and PRECIOUS STONES. A VISION of BEAUTY and GRAND-EUR.) that PALACE of LOVELINESS. ISRAEL as a NATION(TI:

180 FOOTNOTES!) ISRAEL as a (denomi-)NATION had DIVORCED HERSELF from God. When CHRIST, near the Close of His earthly ministry, looked for the LAST TIME upon the INTERIOR of the TEMPLE, He said, "BEHOLD, your HOUSE is LEFT unto you = DESOLATE!" (Matt.23:38.) HITHERO He had called the TEMPLE = "HIS FATHER'S HOUSE", but as the Son of God passed OUT from these Walls, God's PRESENCE was WITHDRAWN FOREVER from the TEMPLE..." AA 145.

"Many HOUSES now supposed to stand SECURE = will FALL. The Lord declares that He will NOT ACCEPT = DIVIDED SERVICE." TM 126. DA 600. Prov.15:25.

"Those who are now FIRST, will soon be LAST, unless they REPENT." TM 80. "I have NO SMOOTH MESSAGE to bear to those who have been SO LONG as FALSE GUIDEPOLLS, pointing the WRONG WAY!" TM 97. "MINISTERS of DARKNESS, Blind Leaders of the Blind. "CLOUDS they are without WATER...(We just had CLOUDS without WATER = bearing LIGHTNING BOLTS that set - we heard 33 Fires, then we heard 39 = now we hear 39 in CANADA = over 100 across the Line in the State of WASHINGTON = CANADIAN WATER-BOMBERS put out some of the Worst in the USA." "CLOUDS they are without WATER, car-
ried about of WINDS, TREES whose fruit withereth; WITH= OUT FRUIT, TWICE DEAD = plucked up by the Roots!" TM 81.

"THESE ARE PROPHECIES THAT WILL BE FULFILLED!" TM 96.


SO SHE NEVER SAID TO LEAVE THE CHURCH?

SHE LEFT THE CHURCH! She LEFT THEM to develop their own Talénts = 1883 the URIAH SMITH GANG voted to CHANGE her BOOKS. August 1885 to August 1887 (2 Years)=she spent in EUROPE. ENGLAND=GERMANY=FRANCE=ITALY=DENMARK=NORWAY=

SWEDEN=SWITZERLAND. She saw what they were up to in 1888= she then LEFT=THE=CHURCH to go to AUSTRALIA and START a BRAND NEW "MOVEMENT"= December 1891 to let them FURTHER the Development of their leader=SHIP = until they went into "HOLY FLESH"=1900 so she came BACK TO "MEET IT!!" -70-
That took us from the happenings of 1885 to 1900. BC 10: 1411. "ENCYCLOPEDIA." When she was gone to AUSTRALIA = JONES 1892 gave: "I AM SAVED = HOLY = SINLESS = SANCTIFIED!" BALLANGER fell for that in the MARLOWE THEATRE in the GANGSTER CITY of CHICAGO. She met that in 1893 = SM 1:377. ST 2:481(1892) BC 7:972. SOP 1:33,239. SOP 2:132,252. COL. 143,154-6. (1900). 1900=all this lead to JOINING with the HOLY-ROLLERS="HOLY FLESH"=1900. Even with her here - JONES and WAGGONER GRADUATED to "LIVING TEMPLE"=KELLOGG and stayed WITH it till the Day they Died."SDA ENCYCLOPEDIA" skips OVER that very conveniently! But ARTHUR WHITE saw how the FROOM=ANDERSON=BRINSMED WRIGHT=HEPPENSTALL=FORDE="NEW THEOLOGY" based on JONES=WAGGONER was going=so at long last he opened the CLOSET a CRACK as to what REALLY HAPPENED = "WHAT BECAME OF JONES AND WAGGONER?" 1966 BOOK = "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY"=by A.V. OLSON and the APPENDIX by ARTHUR WHITE: 1892="It is quite possible that Elder JONES or WAGGONER may be over-thrown by the TEMPTATIONS of the ENEMY..." p.303. 1893=JONES fell for ANNA RICE PHILLIPS. p.304. SM 2:85-95. 1897=that is why the GC elevated him to leading EDITOR of the R&H = p.304. to 1901 = p.305. 1906=GC had to "REFUTE CHARGES" made by JONES= most of his JUNK= printed later by BALLANGER from RIVERSIDE, CA.... 1903=IN SPITE OF = or BECAUSE OF = JONES signing his Name to "LIVING TEMPLE"=1903= he held his position in the GC to 1905=which is the Year he wrote "THE CONSECRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION" and is WHY BRINSMED fell for the last 2 Chapters of that BOOK = REPRINTED by him in his "ETERNAL PURPOSE"=1959. Adventists going GA-GA over that ever since. WHAT DID EGW SAY ABOUT THAT = ???? 1884 GC 300 to 302.(GC 471) 1906="In Vision I saw him (A.T.JONES) under the "INFLUENCE" of DR. KELLOGG. Fine threads were being woven around him, till he was BOUND = HAND and FOOT, and his mind and his senses were being CAPTIVATED." Letter 116,1906. (OLSON 30. 1906=4 Testimonies in a Row = WARNING A.T.JONES. Olson 308. 1906=4 more Testimonies in a Row = WARNING A.T.JONES. 309. 1907=1908=1911= WARNING A.T.JONES! Olson p.310-1. 1908=WARNING E.J.WAGGONER = and his "SPIRITUAL WIVES!!" For which the Adventists threw the CAMPMEETING PLATFORMS = WIDE OPEN for a "PRESENT SPIRITUAL UNION..PRECIOUS SPIRITUAL LIGHT..DANGEROUS MISLEADING FABLES." Letter 224,1908. (313.) CANDOR is REFRESHING compared to the Blind and Ignorant acceptance by the IGNORAMUSES and DOLTS of which the Adventist Church is largely composed. It is far past Time to give the History as it really happened = instead of living in a DREAM of "WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN!" This is MIDNIGHT...this is WAKING-UP TIME! Not be BURIED with all the RUBBISH of EW 82-3. ST 3:191,246,277,317,333,368. PK 409,641. SM 1:204-5. -71-
BRINSMEAD went GA-GA over JONES and his being "SINLESS" = FRED WRIGHT was also "SINLESS" for 10 Years! He also loved WAGGONER and his "SPIRITUAL WIVES" = we heard 2000 miles apart, also from FRITZ ALSETH who was there = that FTW preached it and practiced it. When he was told this would go around the World = he BLANCHED. But kept the "SECRETARY" on! WE KNOW that those who live and love the SAME sort of Lives = will be the FIRST to CONDENM this EXPOSE! = but they FORGET that ELLEN WHITE DID THE SAME! And at the Last = "ALL WILL BE UNMASKED!" GC 606.

THE "SINLESS" CULT:

( JONES = 1905 = BRINSMEAD = WRIGHT = HUDSON = 1960 : ) "And the claim to be WITHOUT SIN, is = in itself, EVIDENCE that he who makes this claim is FAR from HOLY ... the GREATER the DISTANCE between himself and Christ, and the more inadequate his conceptions of the DIVINE CHARACTER and requirements, the more RIGHTEOUS he appears in = his own eyes ... Were Jesus to enter THE CHURCHES of To-day ... He would DRIVE OUT THOSE DESECRATORS ...!" GC 473-4. 1884 GC 302-3. "COME OUT from among them and be ye SEPARATE!" (Next page.) "I AM SAVED!"

"I am SINLESS, I am HOLY!" SANCTIFIED LIPS will NEVER give utterance to such PRESUMPTUOUS WORDS!" AA 562.

WILL THE "20-YEAR PREACHERS' DO THIS: "WARN THEM of their FEARFUL DECEPTION...

This is a DECEIVER and an ANTICHRIST ... We are NOT to UNITE with the REBELLIOUS, and call this "CHARITY!" 555.

PROUD = HAUGHTY = SWAGGERTS = BRAGGARTS. looking DOWN on the rest of us = ELEVATE HIMSELF to the Top of the Heap = the DEMJ - GOD = like HEROD = accepted the ACCLAIM of the SENSELESS MULTITUDE: 

"...the Voice of a GOD, and NOT of a MAN!" AA 151. And crumbled in a HEAP = his face pallid as DEATH = EATEN by WORMS = and DIED on the Spot in PAIN and TERROR! "Thou shalt have NO OTHER GODS before Me!" AA 151. To accept the Homage as "DIVINE BEINGS!" was something PAUL and BARNABAS refused to do. AA 183.

EVEN AS THIS RECORD IS WRITTEN = to WARN others = so also this should be Recorded:

A FRED WRIGHT DEVOTEE = in the Middle of the Meeting in the State of WASHINGTON ... suffered a STROKE = 2 "NATURO-PATHS" did not know what it was = believed her LIES = treated her for the WRONG THING! So OXYGEN was CUT OFF from her Brain = her Daughter came to get her back to CANADA = as soon as the Doctors saw her in the EMERGENCY ROOM = they knew what it was. But by that Time it was TOO LATE. She lingered on from MENTAL WARD to HOSPITAL WARD = in a COMA for 2 weeks before she Died. -72-
YOU WANT TO FOLLOW THESE KIND OF IRRESPONSIBLE AGENTS OF THE DEVIL = ???. Then it should happen unto you the same as it happened unto 3 "FULL-TIME WORKERS" for FRED WRIGHT ON THE AUSTRIAN AUTO-BAHN = HOSPITAL EMPLOYEE = no one knew why he did it = got in the WRONG LANE = paid NO ATTENTION to CARS that tried to flag him down! went for about a KILOMETER = AGAINST TRAFFIC = hit the FRED WRIGHT CAR = killed all of them, including himself. AT THE VERY TIME that "SINLESS" WRIGHT was about to Preach in the State of OREGON = how his "SINLESS" MESSAGE was going. Instead there were 3 FUNERALS. He went there = appointed the Brother of the main Leader to take his place = he was BURIED in the BUKA GRAVE = YARD a few months later.

ARE WE LISTENING? God is TALKING! When NICHOLS WARNED the Hoehn Research Library to take use to LAW on "COPYRIGHT" CHARGES = an Angel reached in and tore open AORTA = and he DIED on a VERY=GOOD=FRIDAY! He never threatened anyone ever again!

WAGGONER ALSO: found on his Desk the Day the Lord cut him down = his "CONFESSIONAL" that FOR YEARS he NEVER BELIEVED the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!!" It seems that LIKE attracts LIKE and LIKE becomes like LIKE! (A composite of PP 176. MB 25, 81. (Old Book try 42-3, 121-2.) SG 2:201. T1:100. T5:136, 463, 705, 696. DA 405.

SOME WHO FELL FOR "SINLESS" VAN ASPEREN = have now Fallen for the WOLFE PACK "TIME=CHART"=seem to have NO RESISTANCE at all! Just Fall for whatever comes along...just DRIFT on the SHORES of TIME. Are you any Better? If not - then SMARTEN UP! This is SMARTENING UP TIME! "Then ALL those VIRGINS TRIMMED THEIR LAMPS!" Matt.25:7. COL 406.

IF YOU DO THAT = you will see: "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. "They SEE the PROCESSION...THE WISE JOINED the THRONG, and the DOOR (of Probation) was SHUT!" COL 406.

WANT TO BE LOST = ???. Read the SAME CHAPTER. GC 471-3. 1884 GC 300-2. THE COUNTERFEIT = CATALOGUED and INDEXED FOR YOU! Will ONE of these "20-YEAR PREACHERS"=so much as MENTION what the "COUNTERFEIT" IS = ???. Or is THIS what they have been Teaching."for 20 YEARS!"=and cannot seem to be able to get OUT of the RUT. They might lose HALF THEIR FOLLOWING = OVER-NIGHT! We did. We expected it. Let the THEOLOGICAL IDIOTS go with their OWN KIND! THE "ULTRA-HOLINESS CULT." "SOME who had engaged in these movements were brought to their RIGHT MIND, and SAW their DELUSION...were afterwards among our most RELIABLE men and women. But there were OTHERS who ever after WALKED IN SADNESS..." SM 2:34. -73-
Above all else, we are going to have to stop playing games, and in this late date start to become serious and honest, first of all, with ourselves. No one else matters! We cannot reject the truth to please some relative or friend. If we are honest with God, He will be honest with us. Can you imagine a "religion" that says God will not help you to overcome? Somehow Fred Wright got that from Waggoner = Outside of the Most Holy Place. They were warned. So were you. We have to watch every word! "I saw one after another leave the company who were praying to Jesus in the "Holiest", and go and "join" those before the (vacated) throne, and they at once received the unholy "influence" of Satan!" 1846 Broadside = last column. EW 56, 261, 78.

Will we take heed? It would have cost nothing to walk into the ark. It would have cost nothing to walk out of Sodom and Gomorrah. It would have cost nothing to flee out of Jerusalem the "Holy" city. It would have cost humiliation! That I have to belittle myself before these people who are ready to sneer = ridicule = scoff = that I am so weak-minded as to "join" another movement! The movement of GC 464. "Join" the "procession" of COL 406 in order to be saved! The cost is too much! I cannot be identified with these "offshoots!" The most hated name on adventist tongue!

You said to go by the Bible = here is the Bible: "The Lord shall set His hand the second time to recover the "remnant" of His people...and shall assemble the outcasts of Israel, and gather together the dispersed of Judah from the four corners of the earth." Isa. 11:11, 12. 37:31. 56:5. 56:8. Jer. 8:2. 11:23. Psa. 147:2. RH a5:398. A6:186. PK 309, 324, 92, 108, 360-1, 460, 714, 678, 591.

Besides! Ellen White never said to leave the adventist church = so Froom told us! I heard it myself! Alright! Let's look into it! We covered the defection of Jones and Waggoner. We showed where they still held offices in the church = Kellogg tried to take over the hand = of = power! Jones and Waggoner were on the Kellogg staff = she talked of them = "There will have to be a second conversion in the hearts of some of our leading medical fraternity, and a cutting away from the men who are trying to guide the Medical ship into the harbor. (Jones was the head of the medical dept.) else they themselves will never reach the haven of rest..." -74-
CHRIST CALLS = "CHRIST CALLS, Come OUT from among THEM, and be ye SEPARATE..."THEY" will accept FALLACY after FALLACY...GOD DOES NOT ACCEPT DR. KELLOGG as His laborer..."COME," I call, "come ye OUT and be SEPARATE from HIM and HIS ASSOCIATES whom he has LEAVENED. I am now giving the Message God has given me..."COME OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE," else THEIR SIN in JUSTIFYING WROGNS... and FRAMING DECEITS will CONTINUE...to be the RUIN of Souls. We cannot afford to be on the WRONG SIDE!" Series B7:63-4. 1905. (They CLAIM they put EVERYTHING from SERIES B.2 and 7 into "SELECTED MESSAGES"...WHERE is THIS in "SELECTED MESSAGES"? We are told IT DOES NOT MATTER! That they have actually "IMPROVED" the Books! WHAT=AN=IMPROVEMENT!)

THE CHURCH IS DEAD! "SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES-OF-DEVILS." (FROM OUR PULPITS! TM 409.) ..."MEET IT!"...WITH THE WRITTEN MESSAGE. WATCH, and when a CRISIS comes, MEET IT! There is no Time to be Lost... The "SANCTIFICATION" that THEY CLAIM is POLLUTED...there is DEATH at the CORE...SEDUCTIVE, SPIRITUALISTIC IDEAS... those who are LISTENING to it will become INFIDELS..." Series B7:3 to 6. 1903. (THE YEAR JONES and WAGGONER SIGNED OVER TO "LIVING TEMPLE" and KELLOGG and stayed with it till the Day they DIED!)

THE JOINT BOOK BY FROOM and WILSON = "GNOSTICISM and the HELLENIC PANTHEISM of Old. This was crystallized in KELLOGG'S "THE LIVING TEMPLE" (1903). (It should be noted that, by this time, the names of "A.T. JONES and DR. E.J. WAGGONER" appear on page 6 of the Preface as APPROVING READERS.)" p.523-4. "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY." FROOM and WILSON called it "FALTERING!"...see also p.16,352.

TO THOSE WHO QUESTION= Why we REPEAT = ? You must remember that we are going to NEW NAMES...all the Time = the MOST we ever Print is 3,000 and lately we have gone back to 1,500 = that is only a DROP=IN=THE=Bucket. Are you TIRED of hearing this? Then GET OFF THE LIST = !!! They are NOT hearing it from ANY=OTHER=SOURCE! Even tho' it is WELL DOCUMENTED! But they KNOW it will NEVER be Popular with the "NEW THEOLOGY." We thank God for this LIGHT in this Hour of MIDNIGHT DARKNESS = some think they can PENETRATE it with "JONES + WAGGONER"=but it remains to the End of Time = "IMPENETRABLE!!" COL. 414. "To those who go OUT to meet the Bridegroom is this MESSAGE given." COL 420. "It will NOT do for us to FLOAT along with the CURRENT, guided by TRADITION and PRESUMPTUOUS FALLACIES...No longer MUTILATE the TRUTH!" SM 1:93. "And...will not come to HEAR IT!" SM 1:414. -75-
IN THE POLITICAL ARENA =
Some Glib-Mouthed Politician = promise ANYTHING to get
VOTES = but how do they Perform AFTER they get themselves
ELECTED? Canadian Prime Minister Brian Mulroney = now in-
volved in throwing every last Person in Canada into a
one BILLION $ debt of Tax-payers Money to Bail out 2
Banks that went Bankrupt = but as soon as ever this MUL-
RONEY GOVT. promised to Bail out these Banks = this one
Bank immediately shifted MILLIONS of $'s over to an Am-
erican subsidiary = some BAD LOANS they had on the Books,
once they knew the Canadian Govt. would Bail them out =
they DOUBLED some of these BAD LOANS! The whole thing was
CROOKED from START to FINISH = and is now the Subject of
Hot Parliamentary Debates = which may End in this Govt.
bring thrown OUT! At least the COUNTRY is WISER than this
CROOKED CHURCH! Because this GOVERNMENT allows an "OP-
POSITION PARTY"=which is the LIFE of a DEMOCRACY =
BUT ROMANISM=COMMUNISM=ADVENTISM= allows NO OPPOSITION
and His Disciples had FAR MORE LIBERTY than we enjoy =
you read again and again how they came to a City and
"REASONED" in the "SYNAGOGUE"=you TRY that in any SDA
Institution TODAY...you might have the HAND-CUFFS slapp-
ed on you = or you might be PUSHED down the STEPS and
INJURED for LIFE = or even MURDERED...(not just your
CHARACTER ASSASSINATED!) so that those who see through
your LAODICEAN IMPOSTERS = and cannot Stomach them any
more = just quietly SLIP OUT of the Church and make no
Waves. FEW there be that have the Termination to STOP!
And FACE THEM! FEW there be that will "MEET IT!" "NO
LONGER consent to LISTEN without PROTEST(Which they will
at once turn around and call="CONDEMNING! CRITICIZING!
FAULT FINDING!" and they ADD to that the Word = "BRETH-
REN!"=they Point to these DECOYS OF SATAN as their;:"BRETH-
REN!" What HYPOCRITES! And THAT is what CHRIST CALLED
THEM! But you call them: "BRETHREN?"

"EVERY FORM OF EVIL=...FLATTERY=Bribes=INDUCEMENTS=
ASSIDUOUSLY EMPLOYED. What are God's Servants DOING to
raise the BARRIER of a "THUS SAITH THE LORD" AGAINST THIS
EVIL?...Are the men...in our SANITARIUMS lifting the DANG-
GER SIGNAL? Or are many of the Watchmen ASLEEP? while
mischievous TONGUES and acute MINDS, SHARPENED by LONG
PRACTICE in EVADING the TRUTH, are CONTINUALLY at work
to bring in CONFUSION..."lest any man BEGUILE you with
ENTICING WORDS...SPOIL you with PHILOSOPHY and VAIN DE-
CEIT...Will the men in our Institutions KEEP SILENT...
RAISE NO BARRIER AGAINST THIS EVIL?" SM 1:194-5. -76-
I COULD HARDLY CREDIT MY EARS when I heard that when REAGAN came to Power - the USA had a ONE TRILLION $ DEBT = but now this is a TWO TRILLION $ DEBT! Yet these REAGANS and MULRONEYS = BOTH of them WAR-MONGERS = seem to know no other Way to bring JOBS and STABILITY = but like ROOSEVELT = RATTLE the SABRES of WAR! The while (all 3!) = with a BIG GRIN on their FACE!

WHILE MILLIONS SEE THE = over the Cauldron of imminent WAR! and the Best your leader-SHIP can do is let the WAR-MONGERS KNOW that they CAN DEPEND on 7th-Day Adventists! NO MORAL SCRUPLES LEFT in this "OMEGA"... but we faithfully Bow down and offer them $500.00 a Year = because, somewhere = we heard that they are "GOING THRU!" "ABOMINATIONS!" and ALL! And they will be BETTER and BETTER and BETTER = until 144,000 of them will be "SEALED!"

we feel that our Duty is to Record that we do NOT=SEE=IT! Nor can we, after reading over 20,000 Pages of the Writings of ELLEN GOULD HARMON WHITE = we do not see any such POLITICAL SHENANIGANS = we see SLEEPING PREACHERS = PREACHING to a SLEEPING PEOPLE over the ABYSS OF RUIN! T8:37,160,252,304. T2:337,439. T1:263 and 100 MORE! And if they keep on Sleeping the way they are = they will Sleep the Sleep of DEATH!

THE CHURCH IS DEAD = !!! "...if they SLEEP a little LONGER... their DESTRUCTION is CERTAIN!"

Then your agonizing CRIES will be of NO AVAL... For the turning away of the SIMPLE shall SLAY them!" T1:263. SG 4:6

THERE IS ONLY ONE REMEDY= WAKE UP! But what if the Word of God says they CANNOT = WILL NOT = WAKE UP! What then? The Remedy is in Matt.25:6. "AND AT MIDNIGHT there was a CRY made..." Matt.25:6.

HOW COULD THERE BE = ???

If Matt.25:5 the verse BEFORE = informs us that they "ALL" = "SLUMBERED and SLEPT!" And to EMPHASIZE THAT POINT =

(A) They "ALL" slumbered and Slept. Matt.25:5.
(B) Then the "CRY" at "MIDNIGHT!" Matt.25:6.
(C) Then they "ALL" awoke and "AROSE!" Matt.25:7.

NOW THEY COULD NOT = "SLEEPING!"=if they had AWOKE BY THEMSELVES = and gave that "CRY!" They had to be AWAKE to give that "CRY!" But the Word says: "ALL!" "ALL" AROSE=verse 7. Then they HAD to be "ALL! ASLEEP! If "ALL! AROSE! It was the "CRY" at "MIDNIGHT!" that AWOKE them = awoke them "ALL!"

As DARKIE ROBERTSON of the LOS ANGELES CHURCH said on a Tape = YOU cannot give this Message = I cannot give this Message = it HAS to be SOME ONE OUTSIDE of the CHURCH! The ANSWER is found in COL 406 = it is a MYSTERIOUS "MOVEMENT" that shall "COME!" GC 464. It is a "PROCESSION!" COL 406. And the HOUR is "MIDNIGHT!"... -77-
OCTOBER 28 1985 INSERT: WHAT IS THE WORST RELIGION IN THE WORLD?

It is the Proud and Haughty religion of the Laodicean Church = it is the Laodicean Religion.

WHAT IS THE LAODICEAN RELIGION?

"I am RICH, and increased with [my own] GOODNESS and in need[?] = of absolutely NOTHING!" To Repent of the Past = (JUSTIFICATION!) = to determine to Overcome in the Future = (SANCTIFICATION)! = is absolutely NOT any part of my Vocabulary = nor is it in any of my leadership Plans for the FUTURE! I am in Fact = in need(?) of NOTHING!

GENERAL CONFERENCE POLICY.

Any "Policy" we have Heaped up in the Past = whether it be UNITING with the Medical World = REJECTING natural Health Reform = Selling this people down the AMA River = REJECTING Pacifism and "VOLUNTEERING" (how Brave!) = to act as "Guinea-Pigs" for the ARMY = AIR-FORCE = or MARINES in "OPERATION WHITE-COAT" = (a Task left Traditionally for LIFERS = MURDERERS = CRIMINALS = for a Reward of Cancellation or Lessening of Sentence or other Concessions) = is now, since 1955 = (made Public by Sidney Katz of Canadian "MacLEAN'S MAGAZINE" = in 1963 = kept SECRET for 8 Years = in which Laodicean Church-Leaders undertook to SUPPLY the MILITARY with ALL the SDA "GUINEA-PIGS" they wanted = any way they wanted to "EXPERIMENT" on them with LSD-25 = NUCLEAR RADIO-ACTIVITY or NERVE GAS = or any other Brew from Satan's Witchcraft Kettle.

THE COLLEGE "VOLUNTEERS" could not "GRADUATE" unless they "VOLUNTEERED!" It was a "REQUIREMENT" for "GRADUATION." DECENT PARENTS would have YANKED their CHILDREN = "OUT!" rather than submit them to passing through the "FIRE" of MOLOCH! This Revelation caused "RIOTING" in BRITAIN. THE WORLD ITSELF was HORROR-STRUCK with the CALLOUS DISREGARD that "ADVENTISTS" had for their own Children!

STUBBORN AS THE DEVIL!

"OUR DANGER of FALLING...[OFF]THE PATH...[TO]the ABYSS BELOW...[THERE]We heard the WAR SONG and the DANCE SONG." T2:595. "MAKING US A NAME," as was the purpose of the Builders of the Tower of BABEL..." T1:715. "MINGLING with so DEGRADED a CLASS of men as WAR brings together." T1:365. "THE SPIRIT OF WAR...God's chosen people will stand UNMOVED. SATAN and his angels CANNOT DESTROY them,[Once they are SEALED!] for ANGELS that excel in strenth will PROTECT them." SM 2:55. "MINGLING with the CONTENDING ELEMENTS of these Last Days...and He declares that He will DESTROY BOTH CLASSES together without distinction." FCE 482. [YOU made NO DISTINCTION - why should He?] }-78-
"GOD CALLS TO HIS PEOPLE, SAYING:
"COME OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE!" FC 483.
"BE AFRAID of UNITING or BINDING up in BUNDLES with THEM.
And when men in the highest responsible POSITIONS make
NO DIFFERENCE between those who serve God and those who
serve Him NOT, they evidence that their EYES are NOT SING-
GLE to the Glory of God; therefore their WHOLE BODY is
full of DARKNESS." TM 272-3. "SATAN delights in WAR, for
it exerts the WORST PASSIONS of the Soul..." GC 589.

SPIRITUALISTIC ARMY OFFICERS laughed themselves SICK
as they watched Adventist "VOLUNTEERS" under the influence
of 'LSD-25' = which NICHOLS APPROVED as the "MAIN" purpose
for the MILLIONS put into the "WHITE ELEPHANT" that drained
the Resources of this Church to BUILD and MAINTAIN =
LLU. Which FIGHUR called a: "BEACON LIGHT on the way to
Heaven!"

NICHOLS ACTED LIKE A CROSS-EYED BULL.
When I EXPOSED what (SDA) DR. SALEEM A. FARAG revealed
in the UPJOHN "SCOPE WEEKLY" = the LAODICEANS went to WITCH
DOCTORS of TANGANYIKA and SOUTH AMERICA to EXPERIMENT on
ADVENTISTS with such HELLISH BREWS as: "YOPO BERRIES!" = 3.c
4 mixed with SNAIL SHELLS can be used to ABORT a WOMAN...
or SNUFFED up the Nose was being "TESTED" at LLU as a
"TRUTH SERUM." Or to INDUCE TRANCE to communicate with
"SPIRITS." (Ought to be good for something!). (FARAG'S
BROTHER held Meetings here in Grand Forks and came to
"CONVERT" me to THEM! NICHOLS THREATENED "COPYRIGHT"
LAW if I did not SIGN a PLEDGE. NEVER TO QUOTE THEIR MAGA-
ZINES AGAIN! I took off 3 Months to REPLY... and told him
this was NOT his wonderful LLU "SCOPE" and that I had PER-
MISSION from UPJOHN to PRINT IT! So I said = "TRY AGAIN,
MR. NICHOLS!!" He then had an Angel reach in and tear out
his AORTA and he DIED on a very "GOOD FRIDAY." He never
THREATENED ANYONE ever again! But they carried his BIER=
"8 ABREAST!!" He was a HERO STILL!

STILL ANXIOUS.
to have ANYTHING that the World thought was WONDERFUL =
they went to EVANGELICAL "BARNHOUSE" = (Who DIED on the
OPERATING TABLE with something STILL WRONG in his HEAD!)
and CHARISMATIC "TONGUES" MARTIN = ROY A. ANDERSON got
up from Prayer with them and said it is SO WONDERFUL to
"KNOW" that we are "SAVED!!!." "WRITE IT IN LETTERS 3 FEET
HIGH!!!" = All set for a REPEAT of "HOLY FLESH!!" SM 2:31-54.
They have been seeking the "POWER" of PENTECOSTALISM ever
since! They will get it... "SPIRITUAL WIVES" with BALAM
also. PP 454-461. See APPENDIX by ARTHUR WHITE to OLSO
BOOK... also see TM 446-7. (Did you look that up? Did
you find "AIDS" in there? For LAODICEAN MINISTERS? PP
455. MARK "FORNICATIONS" every page...''
LAODICEAN FORNICATING MINISTERS:
Who must be practicing what they Preach. "CHARACTER=NATURE"
"GIVEN" as a "GIFT" when Christ=Messiah COMES=just like
the JEWISH TALMUD TEACHES and also all the Churches of
BABYLON. Look for LAODICEAN MINISTERIAL "FORNICATORS"=
every Page as marked: TM 146,170,426-8,431,433,434(HARLOT)
435,437,445 = until we come grinding up to the SEALING =
"PRAISE THE LORD!
AND PASS THE WOMEN!"

"God has shown me = that at the VERY TIME that the SIGNS
OF THE TIMES(Today!) are being fulfilled around us, when
we hear, as it were = the Tread of the Hosts of Heaven ful-
filling their Mission, MEN of intelligence, MEN in respon-
sible POSITIONS = will be putting ROTTEN TIMBERS in their
CHARACTER-BUILDING = material which is consumable in the Day
of God, and which will decide THEM to be UNFIT to enter the
Mansions above. THEY have REFUSED to LET GO the FILthy GAR-
MENTS = they have CLUNG to them as if they were of precious
VALUE. THEY will lose Heaven and an Eternity of Bliss on
account of them...NOW is your Time...NOW it may be it is
not TOO LATE. NOW it MAY BE = you can REPENT...the SCARS
you have made...will remain...Will these Sinners = shall
I call them "HYPOCRITES"=in Zion inquire?=...Am I a SPEC-
TACLE to the World of MORAL LOoseness?...It may not be
TOO LATE...GOD CALLS HIS PEOPLE to elevate the STANDARD...
THE INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS of the Christian Church will be
(Future Tense) will be WEIGHED...Will God COMPEL your
Obedience, will He COMPEL your WILL? NEVER!" TM 446-452.

NO WONDER THEN = these Kind of "PREACHERS"=who wax Elo-
quent on Faith "ALONE!"= no further "EFFORT:"=GC 471-3 =
and their Women = LOVE IT! "CHARACTER-NATURE" can be "GIVEN"
by HEPPENSTALL=WRIGHT=BRINSMEAD=FORD=VENDEN=Old Doddering
Bed+Time Story MAXWELL and FROOM = in their "NEW THEOLOGY"
the LATER the BETTER! Give them more Time with WAGGONER
and his 1894-1908 "SPIRITUAL WIVES!!" "THROUGH CRISIS TO
VICTORY"=(OLSON BOOK with APPENDIX by ARTHUR WHITE)p.313-6.

...the FOOLISH VIRGINS...they have not YIELDED themselves
to the Holy Spirit's WORKING...and permitted their OLD
"NATURES" to be BROKEN UP..." COL 411(420).

"OUR FALLEN NATURE
must be PURIFIED = ENNOBLED = CONSECRATED by OBEDIENCE
to the TRUTH." T5:235,"...they are UNWILLING to yield
their PRIDE, SUBDUE their CARNAL NATURE." SM 1:72."The
UNION of the DIVINE with the human "NATURE" is one of
the MOST PRECIOUS and MOST MYSTERIOUS TRUTHS of the PLAN
of REDEMPTION." T5:746. -80-
"THE DISCORDANT ELEMENTS IN YOUR "NATURE" are largely "DEVELOPED". Unruly "PASSIONS" have a CONTROLLING POWER... PRIDE and VANITY seek for the SEDUCTION... a complete Consecration of yourself to Christ is your ONLY HOPE... He can work with your EFFORTS."WITHOUT ME YE CAN DO NOTHING."... make constant EFFORTS to CULTIVATE "FAITH." T5:586.

"THE REQUIREMENTS OF GOD'S WORD are TOO CLOSE for their unsanctified "NATURES." "The CARNAL MIND is ENMITY against God; for it is not SUBJECT to the LAW of God, neither indeed CAN BE." IF the FEELINGS of the NATURAL HEART are not RESTRAINED and brought into SUBJECTION... CRUCIFY SELF with the LUSTS THEREOF. We must CLEANSE OURSELVES... They do not "LOVE" those who would CONVERT and RESTRAIN them." T1:440. (THEREFORE they INVENT and PREFER the IDEA that they cannot CONTROL the "WILL")."

"EVERY CHILD should understand the TRUE FORCE of the WILL... The WILL is the GOVERNING POWER in the "NATURE" of man, the POWER of DECISION, or CHOICE. Every human being possessed of REASON has POWER to CHOOSE the Right... to form a CHARACTER." Ed.28

"This work is the NICEST, the MOST DIFFICULT, ever committed to human beings... a KNOWLEDGE of HUMAN "NATURE"... It is a WORK than which NOTHING can be more IMPORTANT." Ed.

"... and while it is easy to DRIFT, the strongest EFFORT is required in order to press AGAINST the CURRENT... by recognizing and developing the GOOD in his CHARACTER... PAINFUL it must be to the LOWER "NATURE", crossing as it does, the "NATURAL" desires and inclinations... every mistake, every fault, every difficulty, "CONQUERED" = becomes a STEPPING-STONE to better and higher things." Ed.293-6.

"... AGAINST a CORRUPT and SCOFFING GENERATION... AGAINST human POWER and POLICY... These are the World's TRUE NOBILITY. THIS is its ROYAL LINE." Ed.254-5.

"The NATURAL desires and propensities of the unrenewed heart must be SUBDUED... Many will have close WORK to OVERCOME... their peculiar traits of CHARACTER... I was shown that if "GOD'S PEOPLE" make NO EFFORTS on their PART, but WAIT for the REFRESHING to come upon them and remove their WRONGS and CORRECT their ERRORS; if they depend upon "THAT" to CLEANSE them from filthiness of the FLESH and SPIRIT, and FIT THEM to engage in the LOUD CRY of the Third Angel, they will be found WANTING... "His FAITH must be made PERFECT by WORKS, for faith ALONE is DEAD... A LIVING "FAITH" is always MANIFESTED by WORKS... by the POWER of his WILL." T1:508,533, 619,620. (And if I went through the Books I could find 200 more!) (It is the MAIN TEACHING of the SOP.)"
Some of these "20-Year Preachers" do not know whether we should LEAVE the Church in this "OMEGA" Hour or not. We have been "LISTENING" so long to their "20-Year Preaching"=they see NO HARM in us "LISTENING" some more.

THEY HAVE BEEN VIOLATING their CONSCIENCE SO LONG under the THUMB of the FROOMS=RICHARDS=ANDERSONS=VENDENS=WILSONS=HAMMILLS=preaching what they KNOW is NOT the Truth = do not realize how they have SCARRED their WILLS and INJURED their NATURES = that they are unable to appreciate why we should RIGHTEOUSLY be HORRIFIED at the "NEW THEOLOGY"=when they have been handing it to you for, or at least PARTS of it = for "20-Years!"

BUT IT IS STILL WRITTEN "No longer consent to "LISTEN" = without PROTEST to the PERVERSION of TRUTH. "UNMASK" the pretentious SOPHISTRIES..." SM 1:196.

IT IS ALSO WRITTEN "PREPARATION FOR THE END."...in the "BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD."...

And now when the TRUTH is presented to them by the Lord's MESSENGERS...(These "20-Year Preachers" will cut the Ground out from under the "LORD'S MESSENGERS" by all of a Sudden coming up with the Grand "DISCOVERY" that "NO MAN IS NEEDED" that you LAODICEANS are all of a Sudden QUALIFIED to still GO=TO=THE=SAUOON where you were DRUNK on OPIATES imported and Bottled in Bond from the BABYLON BREWERIES = you are now all of a Sudden QUALIFIED to KNOW the DANGER = that you DID=NOT=KNOW for "20-Years!" But all of a Sudden you, (and that "20-Year Preacher"=who for 20-Years has been Regaling you with VENDEN=HEPPENSTALL=BRUCE="NEW THEOLOGY" that neither YOU nor that "20-Year Preacher"=know what it is, does not have the FAINTEST IDEA = all he can recite is his "BATTLE" for POSITION and INFLUENCE with the PIERSON=WILSON GANG = and all he has really CHANGED in this 20-Years = instead of getting his TITHE from the CONFERENCE he wants to get it DIRECT from YOU!)

TO TEST HIM ask him to Preach a Sermon on what is WRONG with the "COUNTERFEIT" as Listed and Catalogued for us in GC 464,471-3. Let us hear WHAT IS WRONG with the "COUNTERFEIT" of GC 471-3 = and WHAT IS RIGHT = about:"PREPARATION FOR THE END!!"

1) "LISTEN!"(To the Lord's "MESSENGERS!")
2) "SEE it's BEAUTY and HARMONY!"
3) "LEAVE their former Associates and "ERRORS!"
4) "EMBRACE the precious TRUTH"
5) "and STAND where they can DEFINE(MAKE KNOWN) their POSITION!" (And that will HARDLY be BACK in the OLD SALOON drinking from the SAME OLD BOTTLES!) -82-

EW 69,123-5,261,274-5.
"There are MINISTERS and WORKERS who will present a TISSUE of NONSENSICAL FALSEHOOD as "TESTING TRUTHS", even as the JEWISH RABBIS presented the MAXIMS of men as the Bread of Heaven:------------------------

JEWS TODAY = as in the Days of Christ and His Apostles = tried to RULE the WORLD = with the DEADLY SOPHISTRIES that Christ called: "BUT IN VAIN they do worship Me, teaching for Doctrines the COMMANDMENTS of MEN." Matt.15:9. "BEWARE lest any man SPOIL you through PHILOSOPHY and VAIN DECEIT, after the TRADITION of MEN..." Col.2:8. Mark 7:7.

"THE CONTEST IS between the COMMANDMENTS of God and the COMMANDMENTS of men. IN THIS TIME the GOLD will be SEPARATED from the DROSS in the CHURCH..."(LEAVING WHAT?) T5:81. (LEAVING "GOLD?"=are you KIDDING?)

"Son of man, the House of Israel is to Me become DROSS..." Ezekiel 22:18. "And I sought for a MAN among them...but I found NONE!" Ezekiel 22:30. "WOE to the BLOODY CITY, to the POT whose SCUM is therein, and whose SCUM is NOT=GONE=OUT=OF=IT...She hath wearied herself with LIES, and her great SCUM went not forth OUT of her: her SCUM shall be in the FIRE!" Eze.24:6,12. "I will profane My SANCTUARY...and your SONS and your DAUGHTERS whom ye have left shall FALL by the SWORD." Eze.24:21.

"O my people, they which LEAD thee CAUSE thee to ERR, and DESTROY the way of thy PATHS..."Thy men shall fall by the SWORD, and thy mighty in the WAR." Isa.3:12,25.

"...and thy SONS and thy DAUGHTERS shall fall by the SWORD...THE END is come upon my people of Israel: I will not again pass by them any more, And the Songs of the Temple shall be HOWLINGS in that DAY...there shall be many DEAD BODIES in every place;(They will give the "LOUD CRY") they shall cast them forth with SILENCE." Amos 7:17. 8:2,3

"THE PROPHECY OF ISA. 3 was presented before me as applying to these LAST DAYS, and the REPROOFS are given to the DAUGHTERS of Zion who have thought ONLY of APPEARANCE and DISPLAY. Read verse 25: "Thy men shall fall by the SWORD, and thy mighty in the WAR." I was shown that this Scripture will be STRICTLY FULFILLED. Young men and women PROFESSING to be "CHRISTIANS", yet having NO CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE, and having borne no burdens and felt no INDIVIDUAL responsibility, (Just went by the Leadership.) are to be PROVED. THEY will be BROUGHT LOW in the DUST and will LONG for an "EXPERIENCE" in the things of God, which they have FAILED to OBTAIN. WARR lists his Helmet to his Brow; O God, protect Thy people now." T1:270. -83-
THE WAY THIS IS SET-UP = and MIXED UP = it is made to appear that for them there is still HOPE...but go to the ORIGINAL and see that there is NONE. RH A1:40. Aug. 27, 1861. In a Time when HOOPS will again be in STYLE = (Ann DeMichael saw them featured in Store Windows not too long ago.) in the SEALING TIME there will be a WAR. WHAT THEY DID NOT WANT:

(RIGHT AFTER = "O God protect Thy people now!" = this was YANKED OUT! =) "A Day of heart-rending anguish is before us. (BEFORE THE WORLD? As they also FIXED UP your GC 37 = "SO HE HAS WARNED THE "WORLD!" Your GC 37. The ORIGINAL SAID: "SO HE HAD WARNED HIS PEOPLE!" 1884 GC 38. GERMAN SACRAMENTO "REFORM" is forever YAPPING, as did their IDOL = "URIAH SMITH" = what is Coming on the 'WORLD!' But here we read what is Coming on "HIS PEOPLE!" If they HIDE that, as did the JEWS = will that keep it from COMING? Do we have to follow their HISTORY? And END up the SAME WAY?)

WHAT THEY DID NOT WANT:

"A Day of heart-rending anguish is before US. I was shown that POINTED TESTIMONIES should be borne, and those who come up to the Help of the Lord, WILL=RECEIVE=HIS=BLESSING...I was shown that some have been fearing they should become BABYLON if they ORGANIZE; but the CHURCHES in Central New York have been perfect BABYLON, CONFUSION." (READ ON!) RH A1:40. August 27, 1861.

IN HARMONY WITH THE ABOVE = p.104 shows (AGAIN Isa.3..) that those who indulge in EXTBAVAGANT DRESS: "and have spent their time in HILARITY and GLEE. They have sown to the WIND, they must reap the WHIRLWIND...They have not been willing to GIVE UP the WORLD, but have UNITED with them(UNITED with the WCC=1984..)....Isa. 3 was presented before me. I was shown that this Prophecy has its application to these LAST DAYS...They will be brought LOW in the DUST..." RH A1:104. (DRESS=XMASS=EASTER.)

WILL CHANGING THE BOOKS = HELP?

"There are MINISTERS and WORKERS who will present a Tissue of NONSENSICAL FALSEHOOD as "TESTING TRUTHS", even as the JEWISH RABBIS presented the MAXIMS of men as the Bread of Heaven...Thus are men weaving into the Web as "IMPORTANT TRUTHS" a Tissue of LIES. This IMAGINARY "FOOD" that =is= being PREPARED for the Flock WILL CAUSE Spiritual CONSUMPTION, decline, and DEATH." R&H. Jan.22 and June 18, 1901. RH A4:257,311. (No Wonder they want THOSE BOOKS yanked out of Circulation!"

"There is DEATH at the CORE!" (Will the 20-Year Preachers tell us to go BACK to THAT?) -84- (HUNGARIANS also?)
JEWS TRADITIONS:
as the Bread of Life... URIAH SMITH gave us "JEWISH TRADITIONS!". The main one is: "SPEWN OUT!" means: "GOING THRU!". The JEWS were SURE of that = also. Some "JEWS" today are giving us "YAWEH!" and the "JUBILEE!!"

THE "JUBILEE" being the "SEALING!" But EW 284 tells us the SEALING is ALL OVER...and in the "VOICE OF GOD" Hour...when only the 144,000 are LEFT ALIVE ON EARTH..."Then COMMENCED the JUBILEE...Soon appeared the Great White Cloud..." EW 286. (That is ALL the Space that subject warrants.)

JEWS TRADITION

To appreciate this BLASPHEME = you should get the LAST SDA "MINISTRY!" Magazine. October 1985. ($2.00) 55 West Oak Ridge Drive, HAGERSTOWN, Maryland. 21740. See p. 10. ROBERT M. JOHNSON, Ph. D., Professor of New Testament. THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY = ANDREWS UNIVERSITY. "The majority of the Rabbini parables, LIKE SOME of the Parables of Jesus...Jesus even adapted some of the SAME STORIES...The PARABLES of the RABBI were intended to make life and thought EASIER; but those of JESUS made them HARDER. Above all (ABOVE ALL?) Above all, where the PARABLES of the RABBIS were meant to reinforce the conventional VALUES of the TIME, the PARABLES of JESUS SUBVERTED these "VALUES", even turning them upside down and standing them on their heads... (I think this man was standing on his Head when he read the "RABBINIC PARABLES!")

WHAT A "DUMB DOG" CONCLUSION! T5:211-2.

"The PARABLES of the RABBIS support conventional WISDOM and RELIGION, (They do?) while the PARABLES of JESUS take us in a very UNCONVENTIONAL, UNEXPECTED, and even REVOLUTIONARY DIRECTION..." ROBERT M. JOHNSON. MINISTRY Oct. 1985 p.10. And to PROVE his point he resorts to the "MISHNAH" to the "OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS" to C.H. DODD... to JACOB Z. LAUTERBACH... JEWISH PUBLICATION SOCIETY... MI DRASH RABBANAH... JAKOB WINTER... ISIDORE EPSTEIN... LONDON SONCINO PRESS.

How would it be to settle this for yourself by obtaining: "THE PLOT AGAINST CHRISTIANITY" by ELIZABETH DILLING = $8.00 LORD'S COVENANT CHURCH, PO Box 30000, PHOENIX, AZ 85046. The most complete work on this Subject. SEE if there is a Bit of "RELIGION" to JEWISH "TRADITION" that CHRIST and all His Disciples EXPOSED at the risk of their Lives. "There are MINISTERS and WORKERS who will present a Tissue of NONSENSEICAL FALSEHOOD as "TESTING TRUTH", even as the JEWISH RABBIS presented the MAXIMS of men... This IMAGINARY "FOOD" that is being prepared for the Flock will cause Spiritual CONSUMPTION = DECLINE = and DEATH!" RH 4b: 257, 311. (THANK GOD = we were WARNED!)
INSERT #611 = Nov. 30 1985.

It has been too many MONTHS since we put out a MAJOR PUBLICATION. We have a Special Paper ready to put together now. 2,000 are for a SPECIAL LIST. That leaves 1,000 to send to OUR "SPECIAL LIST" (and we must always keep at least 100-200 back.) So we will probably take care of OUR SPECIAL LIST by adding a "10 Virgin Parable" which will cost only 1¢ to add. (Or some other Paper.)

THIS SPECIAL PAPER that goes to another PUBLISHER = as a "ONE TIME MAILING" = the Stencil (Paper Master) was cut by another Typist = and is the reason why it was CROWDED and I could hardly print it at all. This mistake will not be made in the Future. We were pressed for Time = so we rushed it through.

WE WERE HOPING = to get this PUBLICATION in the Mails BEFORE the XMMASS RUSH = but we see we cannot make it = so we will have to leave it till AFTER the New Years = FRITZ ALSETH does not have much Time left to get his "SEALING" going in 1986 and "YAHWEH" to come = 1987. THE SEALING COULD BE OVER for the Adventist World = SOONER than we THINK...we expect a SIGN on some EASTER = perhaps an EARTHQUAKE to bring down LLU = or/ and = SATAN appearing in PERSON with the SUNDAY LAW = Adventist probation = OVER! GC 624,443 to 445, 606 to 608.

T9:97. ADVENTIST SEALING = EW 271 (Top of Page) = LOUD CRY = REFRESHING = LATTER RAIN = (Bottom of same Page.)

PEOPLE DO STRANGE THINGS = for a Moment of GLORY= but while they are WAITING for "WILL ROSS STATEMENTS" or "WAYMARK ARK THEORIES" = or WOLFE-SANTEE "JUBILEE TIME-CHARTS"=it is still Written, the SEALING will come = the SEALING will go = and we may neither SEE it nor KNOW it. THE SAME WITH the "LOUD CRY"=that they are so SURE they will give = just as SURE as the JEWS that they would BEAT the Romans - but the ROMANS=BEAT=THEM! But what if it comes: "SILENTLY, UNNOTICED as the MIDNIGHT (When is that? "MIDNIGHT?") as the MIDNIGHT THIEF, will come the DECISIVE HOUR which marks the FIXING of every man's DESTINY..." GC 491,378,615,618.

"...the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY...upon which the DESTINY of the Church HANGS..." Tl:181.

"UNLESS THOSE..." the LOUD CRY...CONTRARY (THE VERY OPPOSITE OF!) CONTRARY to any (FROOM=HOUTEFF) PLANNING." TM 300.

"Unless we are DAILY ADVANCING...we shall not RECOGNIZE the manifestations of the Holy Spirit in the LATTER RAIN. It may be falling on hearts all around us, but we shall not DISCERN or RECEIVE it." TM 507. RH A3:443. SG 4:104. SG 3+4(2)14. GC 562,572. EW 71. T2:263. TM 206,399. -86-
WE HAD PUT THIS BOOK AWAY = but since this Close of PRO-
BATION before the "LOUD. CRy" = Sunday=LAW is so vital to
our PREPARATION for the END - A=B=C
A=ADVENTISM accepts URIAH SMITH (Not EGW)=that "FORCE!!
is necessary to receive the MARK OF THE BEAST."
B=BEFORE the "FORCE!"=Adventist probation is OVER! No.
"FORCE" is needed = PROBATION closes = as it did in the
Days of Noah = 7 Days BEFORE the RAIN. On a clear Day.
LAODICEANS in and out of the Church = want a lot of
WARNINGS before they intend to BEHAVE!
C=CARNAL SECURITY must have a WARNING. PROBATION OPEN when
it is forever SHUT! So I took the Book out to give serious
Students a few more References they can use. LIFE OF PAUL
108. NOTEBOOK LEAFLETS 53, 54. COL 420. "The Lamps of the
Soul must be TRIMMED...DAILY obtain a deep and living ex-
perience in the "WORK" of PERFECTING Christian CHARACTER.
SEPARATE from the World...NO ONE OF US will gain the Vic-
tory WITHOUT persevering, untiring "EFFORT"...proclaim the
SPECIAL TRUTHS for this Time." TM 510 to 512. "...LEAVE
their former associates and ERRORS." EW 69.

And that is going to be = the hardest part = no one wants
to be: "...perhaps SEPARATELY and ALONE." T5:463. "The ANGEL
is to place a MARK upon the Forehead of all who are SEPA-
RATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the DESTROYING ANGEL will
follow, to slay utterly both old and young." T5:505, 511, 13.
DA 152. SG 2:201. RH A2:255.

Do we IMAGINE if we do not LOOK at these Statements = they
will somehow go away? No, I do not think so = they will
REMAIN = and we will be WISE = if we take heed.

If you Listen to that Adventist Preacher = he will tell
you all you need is "LOVE!!" and "UNITY!!" You will hear
that from all the Churches of BABYLON. Is that Rev. 18 = ?
Do you see now why the "CONSERVATIVE CLASS" will MISS out
in the SEALING? They did not want = Rev. 18 which is the
"LAST MESSAGE." It is the 4th. Angel. It is EW 69.

THE SEPARATION
The 10 Virgin Parable applies in "THE LAST DAYS" = GC 393.
1884 GC 242 to 257, 268 to 285. COL 406. The Adventist Preac-
er wants: "and went FORTH to meet the BRIDEGROOM." Matt.25:
1. But THAT was 1844. Did He come?
FOLLOWED by the "TARRYING TIME"="SLEEPING TIME"="DREAMING
TIME." ORIGINAL 1884 GC had the chapter headings Right -
why were they DESTROYED? Who did not want us to know that
"SLEEPING PREACHERS preaching to a SLEEPING PEOPLE!" T2:
337."...to DEATH!" T1:263. TM 182, T8:304. T5:457. AFTER
this SLEEPING=DREAMING the Message is:
"GO YE OUT — to meet Him...and the DOOR was SHUT!" Matt. 25:6,10. If this was not clear enough in 1884 = it was in 1900 = COL 406. NO WONDER the Devil is once again raising such a Fuss about:"SHUT DOORS!" = for he knows a "SHUT DOOR"=of PROBATION is COMING...BEFORE the "LOUD CRY!"

"They see the PROCESSION moving on, and LEFT them BEHIND. (THE FOOLISH) = (THE WISE) = "JOINED the Throng and the DOOR wqs SHUT!" COL 406. THE FOOLISH slobber away about: 'LOVE!' = (even "UNLIMITED!"HEPPENSTALL=MAXWELL=JOYFUL=)

("Wings of the Wind!")="Every WIND of Doctrine will be Blowing!" T5:80. "STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the Structure!" SM 1:205. "As the STORM approaches..."(READ ON!) GC 608."...and crying, PEACE and SAFETY!" COL 411. "...when it will be TOO LATE!" COL 412. (421.)"PEACE and SAFETY...these DUMB DOGS that would not BARK...all perish TOGETHER!" T5:211. (ALL SEALED TOGETHER? Don't be SILLY!)

We are preparing TAPES to meet the DUMB DOGS that would not BARK in AUSTRALIA = in this MIDNIGHT HOUR = we are to AID and ABET = the OMEGA of APOSTASY? Put BULLETS in GUERRILLA GUNS via the WCC = ??? If you do not know what we are talking about = ask for a #4 PACKET...PAPERS and PUBLICATIONS for the Year = 1985. Put together the Lord willing = early 1986.

LATEST TAPES in USA = "TRACTS" PO Box 774, VENETA, OR 97487. ($2.50 for C-90 Tapes.)

LATEST TAPES in AUSTRALIA = CLAIRE and JOHN FENWICK, PO Box 59, MURWILLUMBAH, 2484, AUSTRALIA.

LETTERS FROM DOWN-UNDER:

"Hardly a Day went by that I didn't wish that I had never been born as an SDA"..."He and his wife also believe in the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE"..."The majority of people (in Australie anyway) = see the corruption and vileness of "Mother Mary Laodicea." (1884 GC 421. See CHANGES in your GC 603.) = We first received your material from DOROTHY HILMER...I must still be "carnal"because I sit here and read them and "kill myself laughing!"...and myself have been going to the local "REV. SEMINARS"=...The two "dumb dogs" are blatant "NEW THEOLOGY"...the majority are practicing SDA's and there is not so much as a bleat from them."..."on the verge of making a step into LIGHT or staying in DARKNESS."(COL 414)..."He is NOT a '10 Virgin' man. I believe he is a "Crewman" on "SS LAODICEA."

"Our Daughter said to ask DAVID BAUER if he was an SDA Plant...his comments about the JEWS giving money to "Finish the Work!" (End of Tape 4 + beginning of Tape 5.)

THE CHURCH IS FINISHED and now the 12,000 SEALED...-88-
"Sabbath-Keepers go and gather the 132,000 from the World. There is "POWER" in the Message. This is the Latter Rain. "POWER" is first time the word "POWER" comes in. 1884 GC 42. GC 607. Next the word "MADDENS" is seen. This indicates the SDA's are demon-possessed. p.426 "under the CONTROL of Satan." GC 608. ...David Bauer. ."CHARACTER" is GIVEN in the "Judgment of the Living." Absolute HOG-WASH! ... ANOTHER LETTER = "There are many people here that have I (Cancer) especially Adventists...Health Store...no tinned Wind...professed Adventists. What a Joke. I knew more about Health than the most knowledgeable one.of.them(and more about Religious Convictions) and that isn't much so theirs is minuscule or NIL...REVELATION SEMINAR... Who's running the Circus - OOPS! "SEMINAR"...

"WE ARE ETERNALLY SAVED..."THE 144,000 ARE SYMBOLIC...

"THE 10 COMMANDMENTS DON'T SAVE US...BECAUSE WE ARE SAVED. "Jesus went straight to the Holy of Holies on His ASCENSION. ...It doesn't matter which way you think about the Sanctuary. "You can't use the Old Testament to interpret the NEW." BOY ARE THEY MIXED UP!

I take as long to write a Letter as you do making Tapes. The NUMBER "666"...the Name of the POPE and they get it from this little piece of Mathematics...DOESN'T ADD UP... I've looked through a few ENCYCLOPEDIAS and asked several people...SDA's SAY V = U, I say RUBBISH! It (U) equals 0 so the total is 661 not 666. Another SDA "THEORY" bites the Dust! as with the FALLING STARS and EARTHQUAKE. I ill your FLYER #578. "DARK DAY."...We feel that JOHN NICOLIC is starting to give a STRAIGHT MESSAGE. Have our doubts about BAUER...Doesn't he know it's a "WORK" of a "LIFE-TIME?" "STEPS TO CHRIST" p.60 explains this very well...

It is not always clear who wrote WHAT in:"A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK"=but JAMES WHITE usually wrote in Harmony with ELLEN WHITE = In WTF 9 and 19 (This last is DEFINITELY by ELLEN WHITE = 666 in both cases is:"THE IMAGE BEAST." WTF 19,9. REPEATED by HOLT = PT 64. See also Rev 13:11-18. T9:229. MM 87. GC 553,612.) ADVENTISTS can decide if they want to go by URIAH SMITH or "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY." "THE ANGEL DECLARES, "Here are they that KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of God, and the FAITH of JESUS." 1884 GC 275-6. (See how they SHOT DOWN the "ANGEL"=GC 436.) IN THIS MIDNIGHT HOUR.

God's people are Sharpening their Pencils and their Wits: no, Sr. Sue Wyborn = FROOM ramming his "MOTOR-CYCLE" against a "BRICK WALL" was only ALLEGORISTIC...he came to his SENSES on the REBOUND...but that was TOO LATE...his "40-YEAR PLAN" was a total WRECK!

-89-
MANY CONSCIENTIOUS MINISTERS
see what the FROOMS and the ANDERSONS are trying to shove
down their Throat = SWITCH in MID-STREAM and take a SCHOOL-
TEACHER COURSE = MANY of them. Because it requires a VIO-
LATION OF CONSCIENCE = to Preach what they are called up-
on to Preach. So they quietly slip OUT! From these we will
yet Hear the Best Sermons. NOT TRAINED IN: "LITERARY IN-
STITUTIONS!" GC 606,456.

THE NEXT PAGE:
"...the MESSAGE will only MADDEN those who OPPOSE it...
THE CHURCH appeals to the strong ARM of CIVIL POWER, and
in this work = PAPISTS and PROTESTANTS UNITE!" GC 607.
(See CHANGES in 1884 GC 424-430.) Magen + Spaulding 1-2.

"THEY BEGAN
this SATANIC WORK at Minneapolis...they HATED it the more,
because it was a Testimony AGAINST THEM!...Have they not
handled MEANS which was not theirs = as though they had
a RIGHT to do with as they PLEASED?...TO PILE UP LARGE
BUILDINGS...[Last 5 or 6 Years gone "HOSPITAL CRAZY!"]
All=who=walk=by=the=Side=of=an=APOSTATE = WILL=BE=IMBUED=
BY=HIS=SPIRIT...GOD does not work with THEM...and the
VOICE they now have in the cause of God = is NOT the
"VOICE OF GOD!" TM 80,289-291.

"IN THE CLOSING WORK...
in the Hour of GREATEST PERIL, the God of Elijah will
raise up HUMAN INSTRUMENTALITIES(MEN as well as WOMEN)
to bear a MESSAGE that will NOT=BE=SILENCED!...BOLDLY
will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE! the UNION of
THE CHURCH with THE WORLD..."for the Hour of His JUDG-
MENT is come!" PK 187. [See RH A6:382.] SOP 3:57. A4:
[Their own INDEX. says = "HOUSE TO HOUSE" work MORE IM-
Ev.431-5. In her Day= she could not know this would go
by TAPES!"...will only MADDEN those who OPPOSE IT!"GC 607]

ANN DeMICHAEL
thinks we should get a NEW MACHINE = make 3 Tapes at a
Time. We have 3 other Machines. WHO=WILL=VOLUNTEER to
run one of the other Machines in their own Home? Please
contact us. We must ROLL out the TAPES in the little
Time we have left. The 11th Hour is passing= we are near-
ing the MIDNIGHT HOUR - if we are not in it already. We
may be. Certain SIGNS seem to indicate it. ARE YOU READY?
We do not WAIT - for God to do - what we should do.
"You, my Brethren, fold your hands, and DRIFT into evil
practices, and then WAIT for God to perform a MIRACLE
to CHANGE your CHARACTERS...[Read on!] REPENT NOW...
LEARN to stand ALONE!" TM 455-6,490. -90-
Traditionally = when a King dies = it is customary to say:

"The King is Dead!  
Long live the King!"

Why do they say that =???

Because:
With one King going out =
A New King takes his place = [so they mean] =

"LONG LIVE THE (NEW) KING!"

With one church dead =

"LONG LIVE THE (NEW) CHURCH!"

dead:
"Today a large part of those who compose our congregations are dead = in Trespasses and Sins." T6:426.

"Many have a name to live while they have become spiritually dead." T5:73. "Twice dead!" Tm 81.

"Worse than dead!" BC 7:963.

With some:
"...A warning, arousing them from their deathlike sleep...It is the naked truth that like a sharp, two-edged sword cuts both ways. It is this that will arouse those who are dead in trespasses and sins." T9:142-3.

With others:
"The zeal and power with the "people of God" had aroused and enraged them!" T1:183.

(With such, there is no hope = none at all!)

Satan has taken full possession of the churches =
"as a body." EW 273. "...the time will come when those who fear and honor God = can no longer remain in connection with THEM." 1884 GC 240. "...the gold will be separated from the dross in the church...then will the church of Christ appear..." T5:81-2.

"To those who go out to meet the Bridegroom is this message given." COL 420.(430). "It will not do for us to float along with the current..." SM 1:93.

"Satan was trying his very art to hold them where they were, until the sealing was past..." EW 44.(Then)
"...all perish together!" T5:211-2.